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PJ\RT ONE 
TEE BACKGROXJl^D 
Chapter I 
Introduction 
"VJhorever there is a tendency for v;ealthy aien to "buy farm 
after farm from their superabundance of income, thoir bidding 
against the farmers drives the price of l^d too high and thus 
forces men to remain tenants who v/ould be better farmers, better 
citizens, happier because they are paying out on a purchased 
farm." Heiary C, Taylor, Ap;ricultural Economios. 
3 
The graduated land tax is a roj^ulatory proGi-esrjive toi: directaa 
tov;ard tho general end of agrarian I'efomi. Specifically, it saoks to 
limit the extent of land owned by any one person or group of pex'sona. 
In its construction the Graduated Itind tax nuiy combine the prinoiplo of 
progressive taxation vjith a system of increasing rates through time. Tho 
upward revision of the rate of ta^:ation tia-ou^ time gave the moat I'ecent 
Cklahoiaa graduated land tax proposal an unique quality as a s;/-stem of 
land taxation 
A. Purpose 
It is tho purpose of this study to investigate the economic impli­
cations of a given system of progressive or graduated land taxation. The 
study viill be limited to a consideration of the results of such a system 
of land taxation based upon a system of ethical and political norms which 
in the application of such a tax woxild have to be considered. 
It is the further pxirpose of this study to limit the consideration 
of the problem to a specific area, the State of Oklahoma. The results of 
the study have direct application to this State, and thus can be con­
sidered applicable to other areas only by imputation. 
Finally, it is the pui^ose of this study to analyze the problems 
associated vdth the drafting of a graduated land tax lav/. These problems 
will be examined in the light of tho economic and the legal framev/ork 
existent in Oklahoma. A suggested graduated land tax lav/ ia presented 
4 
basod upon this analysis, 
B» Method 
A atudj-- of the graduated land tux must have as its baso tno naburo 
and eirbent of land ovmership in tho aroa otudied. The chief Bource of 
priinaxi'- data was taken from the county land ovmorsiiip plats prepared in 1926 
by the Iiorks Progress Administration under the joint sponsorship of the 
Olclahocxi. Tax Commission and the Oklahoma /vgricultural ExporiU/ent Station..^ 
s 
The ovniership plats were prepai'od for each congresoional tovmship ar.d listed 
in place the naias of the ovmer. The aasecsed value of land ana the assessed 
value of improvements on all land found outside the limits of incorporated 
cities, tovmo, and villacos were recorded on these plats. 
The data relating to ownership, incl-Uding nc;::iC of oraer, location by 
section, townsliip and range, assessed valv'.e, type of farming area, land uso 
area, school district, county and other similar data were coded from the 
ovmorship plats and transferred to puach cai-ds. lu the study nmrly 500,000 
individual tracts of land were classified and analyzed for the ].;re3c:at study. 
Supplementary loaterial was taken from tha United States Census, from 
the files of the Department of ^ ricultural Economics, Ok3.ahoffia ilerici.dtxiral 
and Mechanical College, from the office of the State Representative, and from 
the files of the V/ashington office of the Division of Land Sconomics, Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics, United States Cspartment of :l^;ricultT.!re. In 
1 
Works Progress Administration Project 5-8; 65-55-691 and continuation. 
5 
addition the facilities and I'ilois of tho Oklahoma Historical Sooioty and 
of the Clerli of tho Oklohonia Supreme Coxirt vjoro made available. 
Kie data relating to ownership v;ere smmjiarized from the puiich cai-ds 
by nuniQ of ovmer for all the counties of the 3tate. Thoso ovmers holding 
mora than 640 acres of land were segregated for thia study, 
C. Previous Viork 
The subject of progressive taxation of lend for purposes of fiscal 
revenue has received greater attention from contemporary economists than 
has the subject of progressive taxation as a means of social control. The 
ViTitings of Seligman in this field, although tending tovjard the encyclopedic 
rather than the analytic, are the Anerican standard treatment.^ The subject 
O 
also received treatment from the Wisconsin Institutionalista, Ely^ and 
3 Commons. The translated vjorks of foreign authors on the subject are 
^Seligman, E. R. A., "The Theory of Progressive Taxation," Political 
Science Ciuarterly. Vol. VIII, 1893. 
Seligman, E. R. A . ,  "Progressive Taxation in Theory and Practice," 
American Economic Association Quarterly. 3rd Series, Vox. 9, 1908. 
Seligman, E. R. A., "Graduated Ta;':ation," in ralfg'ave'a Dictionary of 
Political .Economy. London, Liacmillan, Vol. 2, 1923, .. 
o 
Ely, Richard T., "Tho Tajration of Land,''' Hationa]. Tax Ji^sr-ciation 
Pi''oc36din.'?:s. 14th Aimual Confsronci^j, 1921» 
RY 
^Co2m;on3, John R., "Prcofiroa-'ive Ta^c of Bara-lancl Values," Politi cal 
Soience Quea'torly.. Vol. 37, Ko. 1, Mr. 1922, 
' scanty. The woi-ke in the boi-dor field of the uinglo ta^: are large].,y 
i apologetics for the works of Henry George. 
Tho works of a general nature on tho subject of tho graduated laiid 
j tax as a means of agrarian reform are limited. Moot of these works ai-e 
descriptive and the analysis vihen found is prJjaarily deductive. The 
1 2 3 
I earliest work was done by Le Rossignol. Later vrarks wore done by Heaton, 
largely descriptive, and Mills.^ Seligman desci'ibes the ©xperionces in 
5 
Australia, Switzerland, Holland and Oklahoiim as developed through 1908, 
I Several manuscripts have been prepared by Members of the staff of tho 
: Division of Land Economics, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, United States 
^ Alcott, Margaret T., Graduated land Taxes, a Selected List of References. 
Bureau of Agricultural Econotnica, United States Department of Agi-ioaIture, 
• January 1937 (Typewritten.) 
2 Le Rossignol, J, E., "Rating on Unimproved Value in New Zealand," National 
Tax Association Addresses and ProceedlngSo 1st Annual Convention, 1907, 
3 Heaton, Herbert, "The Taxation of Unimproved Value of land in Australiay 
Quarterly Journal of Economics. Vol, 39, Wo. 3, My, 1925. 
Heaton, Herbert, "Land Legislation, Tenure and Taxation," Australian 
Encyclopaedia. 1925. 
^ Mills, Stephen, Taxation in Australia. Macmillan and Co., London, 1925. 
5 Seligman, "The Theory of Progressive Taxation". Supra. 
7 
rapartiuQnt of ilfiriculture, relating to proposed graduated larjci taz lofiela-
tion in Iowa, South Dakota, and Noiiih Dakota, Thoso maniiscripta have not 
baon publisliod. 
Tlia literature on the application of tbe graduated land tax in Okla-
horaa is limited to two sources* A publication of tlie Oklahoma i'a:c Coi.udaoion 
1 
c.ealt vath the problem of graduated land tax. This study waa bat;ed upon 
t. aarr.ple of ropreaentativo coiintiea in OklahouiS. The project analysii.! and 
interpretation vias prepared under consultation with the author of tiu;. iJGU'iy, 
The reioaining literature has appeared in the publioationa of the 
2 
Oklahoma jVgricultural Experiment Station. These studies anticipated this 
present work. 
1 
Olclah0'"r.a Tax Conuaission, ^  ioial-ysj.s of the Ovjnei\slai"p of Parrn. Lands 
in Oklahoma and the Effeot of the 1roposed Graduated Land Tog,. 
Bulletin No. 32, Division of Research and Statistics, Lay 1938. 
2 SleiaTiie, Randall T., "Oklahoma's Experience with Graduated i.and Tax 
Legislation," Current Farm IiIconQmics . Oklahoiaa Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Vol. 13, No. 3, June 1940. 
Klenme, Randall T., "The Principle of the Graduated Land Ta^:," 
Current Farm Economics. Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Vol. 13, No. 4, August 1940. 
Klemme, Randall T., "The Proposed Graduated Land Tax in Operation," 
Current Farra Economics. Oklahoma Agriciiltural Experiment Station, ^  
Vol. 15, No. 5, October 1940. 
8 
Chaptei* II 
The Principle of Progressive Land Taxation 
"To discourage this outside competition v/liich inflates 
prices and depresses farndng, a •Dro.e:re33ive land tax is auggested. 
Henry C. Taylor, Agricultural Economica. 
9 
A progressive land tax may be levied as a means of obtaining fiscal 
revenue or as a means of obtaining social control. In the first instance 
the problem becomes one of assessing the equity and the fiscaJ. adequacy of 
a progressive land taz: as contrasted vdth a proporl;ional lend tax. Vvhen 
the progressive land tax becomes a regulatory raschanism seol-ing to achieve 
the social end of agrarian roform, the problem becomes qualitative. The 
potential results of a regulatory progressive tax should be measured against 
accepted norms of ethics, politics, and economics, This chspter vdll out­
line the nature of the problems associated vri.th these %vio aspects of the 
progressive land tax. 
A, The Pl-ogresMive Land Tax As A 
Source of Fiscal Revenue 
1». Eackgroujid. The principle of progressive ta:cation of property is 
old, both in theory and in practice. Seligman refers to a pj-'OfO-essive 
property tax employed in Athens at the tiEie of Solon (circa, 594 E.G.). 
Progressive taxation of property ViC;3 practiced jjKor.g tha Itsliun Rapublics 
2 
during the Middle Ages. Contempoxaxy progressive property tax legislation 
has been enacted in Holland, Switzerland, Australia and Hew Zealand. 
In Holland, the legislation relating to progrossive property taxation 
^Seligcian, E. R. A., "Progressive Teucation in Theory and Practice," 
American Economic;. Jissociation Cuarterly. 3rd Series, Vol. 9, No.-4, 
December 1908, p. 11 (572). 
2 , V " 
Ibid., p. 21 (533). 
10 
was enaoted in 1892 and 1893.^ Tho rata of incroaso in tlie rato of tho tax 
progression was negative. Property valued at less' than 12,000 florins was 
exanipt from tax and the tax bocamo proportional upon all pi-operty valued at 
more than 21,000,000 fl. The actual tax, in relation to an estimted four 
percent return upon tho property, varied from zero at 12,000 fl» to 5 per­
cent of the property income at and above 21,000,000 fl. This lavr was 
rescinded in 1897. 
Switzerland experljmented with progressive taxation as early as ISi^O, 
2 
but the real impetus came after 1870, The various cantons followed different 
systems of taxation, Seligman distinguishes three main subdivisions of the 
taxing systems: first, cantons having proportional property taxes and pro­
gressive income taxj second, cantons having progressive property taxesj and 
third, cantons having both progressive property and income taxes. The last 
class could be further subdivided iiito cantons that exempt property income 
from the income tax and those that included the iiioome front pre party in the 
calculation of taxable,income, 
Among those ceoitons imposing progressive property taxes, tha method 
of application of the tax could be classified into one of three procedures.^ 
The first procedure, employed by only a few cantons, was similar to tho 
1 Seligman, E.R.A., "Progressive Taxation in Theory and Practice", American 
Economic Association Quarterly, 3rd Series, Vol. 9, No, 4-» PP» 79-81. 1908. 
2 Ibid, pp. 63-75 
3 Ibid, pp. 63-65 
^ Ibid., pp. 65-66 
11 
Athaniam principle. As the volume of property increased, an increasing 
proportion of the actual value of the pj-cperty v;as subject to the tax. 
The tax Itself was levied on a fixed rate. A second procedure vzs to 
estimate a rate of return on the property and to step up the estj.-nated 
rate of return as the voltiiae of property incx'eased, A proportional tax 
was levied against the resultant estimtod inocmo, A third procrda-'e uas 
to levy on the basis of a progressive tax rate. Those cantons feciploying 
this last procedure could be farther subdivided into cantons employing a 
differentiated progression, i.e., levying progressively increasing rates 
on the various increments of the total property holding, and thoae cantons 
employing an undifferentiated progression, i.e., where the rate of levy for 
the whole holding is determined the gross value of the total property. 
In assessing the effect of those progressive land taxes upon the pro­
blem of evasion and fraud, Seligman seemed optimistic. The tax base had 
increased and in 1908 there seemed to be little adverse opinion concerning 
the progressive property tax in Switzerland.^ 
In 1908 Australia and New Zealand were the only English speaking 
2 
nations having a functioning progressive land tax. By 1908 all the 
Australian provinces, with the exception of New South Wales, had some type 
of progressiva land taxation. It was in New Zealand, however, that the 
greatest activity had occurred relative to progressive land taxation. 
1 Seligman, E. R. A., "Progressive Taxation in Theoiy and Practice", American 
Economic Association Quarterly, 3rd Series, Vol, 9, No, 4. Page 75. 1908, 
2 Ibid., p, 9U 
12 
The initial act passed in New Zealand vjas titled tiis "Land and Incomfl 
1 
Assessment Act" of September 8, 1891. The purpose of the Act VJas to: (a) 
obtain revenue; (b) broak up the larf^o estates; mid (c) chccis; speculation 
»*) 
and reduce "unearned incroDioiitlu the aucceodin^; Koction only the first 
objective of the Act of 1891, that of obtaining revenue, v/ill be treated. 
2o The New Zealand Profireasivo Land Tax as _a Source of I'eveauo. The Act 
of 1891 imposed an additional tax upon, unimproved rural land above the usual 
rate of one penny in the pound, l-'roporby vaD.ued at lees than 3»5,000 v;as 
ezempt from the tax and 14 rate classes v;ere inaugui'ated. The additional 
tax increased 1/8 d. per class rising from 1/8 d. on property valued from 
3 £5,000 - L 10,000 to 1 6/8 d. on property valued iii exc(.ia.j of i310,000. 
In 1900 the tax rate applicable to "absentees", i.e., tiiosw absent from the 
colony three years or more, was increased 20 percent above the rate applied 
4 
to residents and in, 1903 this differentiation was increased to 50 percent. 
This resulted in a 1903 ta^c load of an additional, four mills to seven mills 
on residents and six Diills to 10.5 mills on "absentees". .i.n 1909 the rates 
wore increased again and the nioxiiaum rate became £0 mills on residents and 
5 
30 mills on absentees. In 1915, the exentption v/as dropped to iil,000 
^Ibid.. p. 95 (657). 
2 
Covjan, H. Bronson, Taxation of Lorpe Estates in New Zealand - The 
Graduated Land Tax, unpublished, iiianuscript of the Bureau of Agricul­
tural Economics, V/ashington, D. 0., December 1941, p. 2. 
'^Seligman, ojj,. cit., p. 95 (657). 
4 
Cowan, op. cit.. p. 12. 
^Ibid. 
13 
valuation and the additional tax rate progreeeed at an increment of 
1/32,000 d. for each pound in excess of El,COO up to Ii225,000 whero the 
tax rate remained at 7 d, in the pound,^ This amendmont to the original 
law not only increased the maxlmiun levy to 28 mills and 4,2 mills on resi­
dents and absentoos respectivelyj, but it also extended the coverage of 
property subject to the tax. During the period of V/orld War I, the rates 
were increased. These rates were gradually reduced and the progressive land 
2 tax was abolished in 1931. 
In 1936 a new progressive property tax law was passed. This law did 
not distinguish between urban and rural land. The law exempts property 
valued at less than £5,000 from all but the penny rate. On property exceed­
ing £5>000 the rate increased 1/8,000 d, for each pound excess up to £45,000 
at which point the additional rate remained at 5 d, in the pound.^ 
The revenues resulting from this tax have been significant. Table 1 
lists the revenue and percent of total Dominion income as shown by Cowan 
and Seligraan,'^ It will bo noted that the amendments of 1907 and 1915 
materially increased the revenue. It will be noted also that the effect of 
the abolition of the Act of 1891 in 1931 and the reimposition of progressive 
land taxation by the Act of 1936 were hot..as important in the contribution to 
total Dominion income, as in their contribution to the consistency of gain 
and loss of gross tax revenue. 
1 Cowan, op. cit, 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid, 
4- Soligman, "The Theory of Progressive Taxation" Supra, 
14 
Table 1. Nov; Zealand Ty.iiid Ta:: lieccipts Includajir; liccixlar 
Ad Valorem Ta^c and i\ddibional Graduated L'.ixid Tajiey; 
Tax Rcceijyba and Percent of Doiidnion Iiicoir.o^ 
Year Ta:>; recoipts Percent oi" Dojriii'iion 
: : inccr; 
( ) Pcrccr 
1S93 297,000 12„62 
1907° 147,3A2® 5^50'= 
1910 6/^2^000 15.13 
1920 1,558,000 9.. 59 
1931 1, He, 000 • b 
1932 5^ y2,000'^  1;; 
1936 459,000'^  b 
1937 1, GAB,000® 3.36 
1940 1,019,000 b 
Covraja, H. Bronson^ op. cit. 
Not given by Cov/an, op. cit. 
Seligman, S. R. A., £2« 
Durinrj these yeai's no graduated land tax was le-'/ied. 
c 
Graduated land tax reiraposed. 
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3. The Prop;ressive x.nnd Ta:x: as _u Pi-iaclple ol' li'iscul Scieiioe. The 
structure aiid tho operation of any tax are usually justified upoia one of 
two critorions. Theso are comiiionli' lcno;ra as (a) the "benefit" theory; and. 
(b) tho "faculty", or "ability", theory. The bonofit critorion aaka only 
that the objoct taxed derive from tho tax gain or protection t^iat is 3oaie-
what proportionate to the tax burdon. Tho benefit critorion sooks also a 
rough equality in the ratios of tho gain or benefit of the tax to the burden 
of the tax between similar types of taxed property^ Because most real pro­
perty is capable of limited subdivision and because most real property is 
capable of rather free transfer, the benefits can be thoueht of as accruing 
to particular value units of the real property. IVhere the value of the pro­
perty is great, the benefits derived are also great, but the benefit is held 
roughly proportional to the value. Therefore, the benefits hsing rouglily 
proportional to the value of the property, and the tax being proportional to 
the benefits conferred, the tax shuiild be proportional to the value of the 
property. 
The faculty, or ability, criterion procesda from a aual concept of an 
economic capacity. On ono hand, the criterion examines the capacity of 
those taxed to produce econoaiLc gooda and tha eirfcent to which the ta:c effects 
the further production of these goods. On the other hand, the criterion 
examines the capacity of those taxed to conaumo and the extent to which the 
tax impingos upon the taxed persons ability to consume necsBsitieo. I^om 
tliis point, the logic of progrossive taxation becomes Qualitative or, at 
best, of limited quantification. It is hold that faculty increases at a 
li, 
rastei' rate than does the voluii\e or iucoiue. Acceptiii;^ thio hyj/Othesis und 
« 
applyiuG to it the principle ol' social OGulitarianisni, tho oncl result is a 
systen of progressive taxation where the rate of taxation, per unit of value, 
iacraases as the volume of taxable property or revenue incrc-asos. 
Tho problem of the present study is that of exei,lining the position of ' 
land as land in terias of an equitable system of taxation. In the first in­
stance, it may be assumed that the role of land in the economic process is 
essentially passive. This hypothesis may bo stated more positively by saying 
that the active direction of the economic process lies VJith management which 
functions in the economic allocation of factors, one of v.'iiich is land. As a 
corollary of this hypothesis is the assumption that the value of land is de­
termined by its best alternative use or its best alternative user. 
Accepting for a moment tho preceding hypotheses, the nexb step 
would be to examine the nature and intent of the tax in question. A dis­
tinction should be dravvn between taxes that are purely local in ciiaractcr 
and those taxes that are more general. The bulk of local taxea are levied 
to support activites that protect or benefit local property, real or person­
al, Tho protection or benefit is roughly proportional for oach value unit 
of jjroperty. Hov;ever, the protection is mox-s than proi)ortionai whan tho 
collective capacity of the total unit of property is cousidored.. The benefit 
of police protection, per dollar of value, is the aajiie on a shack as on the 
leading mercantile establisfeent. Tho bf;n3l"it, however, to the store at:- a 
going concern is relatively greater than the more dlvit::Lcn of il;3 ocon:)x.ic 
value by that of the shack. The faculty of the store is greater than the 
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faculty of tho shack anci to their S'ucx'.ectivo ownors tlio extout uf faculty 
differential v;ou1q be greater tlinn the ratio of their economic value. Taxes 
wliich are not levied by local administi^ative bodioa iray Give inriroct bone-
fit and protection to local propei*ty, Tho pui-posea behind thui::c I'ivisa are 
of a broader scope and tiia benefits and protection arcs luoro v/iaely diffused. 
The benefits are thus rou£lily proportional to facu3.ty and not of necessity 
proportional to the per unit value of property. 
Haturning now to the Initial hypotheses, it seems locical that benefit 
and protection taxes of a local nature be levied proportionally. In the 
case of land as land, faculty is present only v;hen land is in combination 
and is in use. Land as such possesses no facility apart from its contribution 
in factoral combination. The artsnt of land ovmed or controlled, in itself, 
is no measure of i^aculty. Indirect pi'oeressive taxation of land, i.e., the 
progressive taxation of the income of the firm to v/hich income land is a 
joint contributor, can be justified. Proportional taxation of land as a 
distinct type of property can be justified. But direct taxation of land 
for purposes of fiscal revenue does not seem to justify progressive ta;:a-
tion v;hen the basis for the tax progression is the physical area or is the 
economic extent of land as such instead of the land income. 
B, Progressive Taxation of Land as a Moans Tov/ard 
Agrarian Reform 
1. Problem. Although procreasive taxation of land for fiscal revenie 
does not seem justified, this in itself does not disqualify progressive 
IG 
taxation ol' loud as an inati'Uinont for social, control. liov;ovor, tuo tax 
pov;er as an instrumont of social inoculation should bo used juaiciously. 
l.iill was avjaro of this when he cautioned against a possibla dissipation of 
v;oalth aritilng froiii the imposition of a pi'Dgresaive property tax,''" 
The peculiar rolo of land, both in tei'ios of its ethic iraposru&nce and 
its econoiaic use, has been stressed by thinkers and vrritera since antiquity. 
j'dfred Marshall, v;hose reverence for property v;as perhaps as great as his 
love for analytics, warned that land legislation must be always considoi^sd 
2 
mora gravely than any other type of legislation. 
Any analysis of regulatory taxation as an instrument of sociol contra 1 
transcends the liraits of "pure economics" in the sense of U'eber*s Wertfral-
helt. Therefore, the problem should be examined froa the point of vievf of 
ethics, politics, and economics. 
Liill, J. S., Principles of Political Econory/-, Lonipnan, IQ?/.-), Book; V., 
Ch. II, Sec. 3. In speaking of t.axation, Isiill states, a grad­
uated property tax .... has been advocated, on the avovjed ground that 
the state should use the instruraent of taxation as a means of mitigat­
ing the inequalities of wealth. I am desirous as any one that means 
should be taken to diminish l;hos6, inequalities, but not so as to re­
lieve the prodigal at the expense of the prudent .... to lay a tax 
on industri^ and econoiuyj to impose a penalty on people for having 
v;orked harder and saved nwre than their neiii^hhur*" p. 808. 
\'Iarshall, Alfred, Prlnci-;3les of Economics. JJacmillan, 1920v Appen­
dix G-., Sec, 8. Marshall sees land in a special class for taxation 
on several grounds. ".... a far-seeing statesman vail feel a greater 
responsibility to future generations vjhen legislating aa to land than 
as to other fonus of wealth; and that, from the economic aiici from iiie 
ethical point of view, land must everywhere and alv/ays bo classed as 
a thing by itself. But .... a suddon appropriation by the State of 
any incoiiies from property, the private ownersliip of which had once 
been recognized by it (the State) , v;ould destroy security and shalce 
the foundations of society." pp. 802-803. 
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The purpose of the regulatory procrosaivo land tax most rccontly 
advocated in Oklahoma was to encoxirago home ownership and to di;;-
couragQ excessive land holoLn-is ia tlii.j .'Jtaje These cudi.-. would 
bo acceptabxo generally among most persons v;ho advocate thi:: ty...; o:? a.aT.c 
reroi-m. It shovild be noted in passing that the end, "hoii>£i ovmfersi-dp"j is 
iiioi-e of an ultimate end then that of "diticouaging excea&ivo land holdings". 
The inference is that the latter, as an intoraiediate end, is a rr-oans to the 
laore ultimate end, "home ownership". As will be developed later, this Is 
s 
on unv/arranted inference, Thero is no necessary causal relationship 
between the discourageraent of excessive land holdings and encouragecisnt of 
hoEe o;vnarsiiip. Therefore, in the aucceeding analysis, the emphasis will 
be placed upon the problems associated with legislation designod to dis-
couraGe excessive land holdings. 
3 
2, An Ethical Norm. The first question to be ansvjered v;ou3.d bo, "Is the 
proposition right?" The proposition in this instance is the li-.uitation of 
the right to freehold of property. The general problera of property has 
plagued the moral philosophers and their colleagues in allied xioias almost 
from the time of ivritten history. Its roots in antiquity are i-ovealed by 
the dichotomy of Plato's idealissa and TLristotle's realism. Plato in his 
^Cf, infra, p. 52,.. 
2 
Cf, Chapter 4,, infra. 
2 
Cf. T^nittalcer, Edmund, A. History of Ii'.conoEiic Idc.-ao. Lony-ians, 1940, 
Chapter IV., pp. 175-241. This is an excQptional.ly fine treatment 
of the problem of property. 
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Republic. a type of regimontod anarchy, would have abolifshed privato proporty 
for the ruling class bucauno ho hold pri-vate property vrauld .l-jnd to abuBG 
and ot inequality. Aristotle Jiiririihallod economic and psycholojiical ari^iimanta 
against Plato's concept of comiuunisir., placing eiaphafjir, upon the individual's 
noed of property for a sonso of security and tlie incontive to Ijonest labor. 
Those opposing points of view have v-^lashed thi^^ugh the ceiitiiriea. in 
the history of the Christian Church, the Noo-Platonist, St. Aujjaatinc, and 
his contemporaries, Basil, Bishop of Gae,'3area, and Ambrose, Bishop of l-Iilan, 
preached a doctrine of the corrupting influence of the abuso of privata pro­
perty upon the Christian ideal of the perfect brotherhood of msn. Karl Marx 
was a philosophical brother of tha early Patristic group of tho Christian 
Church. 
As the teachings of Plato traveled west into the Roman and early 
Christian Empire, the teachings of Aristotle traveled east into the Arab 
world. From the Near East, his teachings circled the Mediterranean and camo 
again to Europe through the Moorish invasion of Spain, St, Thoaas Aquinas, 
student of Albert Magnus of Paris, reintroduced Aristotelian principles to 
the Western World. Aquinas developed the Scholastic philosophy that the 
complete man must develop a duality of will. The internal will is man's 
acceptance of, and subservience to, the greater will, the will of God. The 
external will is man's control over external things and his right to use 
theia.^ On the ground of this necoesary duality, Aquinas defends the right 
^ Thomas Acqinas, Saint, Summ Theologlca. Secunda Secundao, trans, by Fathers 
of the English Dominican Provinco, 2nd and Rev, Ed,, London, Burns, Gates, 
and Washbourne, Ltd., 1920. Q, 66, Art 2» 
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to property basing hia dofonso upon tiiroa reasons; firat, man vjuxkn uioro 
diligently at something of hi a own; second, that wMch is tlie proper i;y or 
all is the property of nono; and third, i-ian is content in the security of 
hia ovjn poHseasions.^ The work of Aquinas hao outlived the influonc-3 of 
his doctrinaire Scholasticism, and in a modified foi-m can be foixrid in tho 
liioro contemporary vjorks of Eegol, Bosanciuet and Thomas Hill Groon.^' 
i-'hiioaophically, the concept of property ^ lay bo justified on the basis of 
the development of the duality of the milt 
If the iLquinian philosophical function of property can bo accepted as 
a justification of the institution of privt.te j)ropQrty5 what are trie ethics 
of tile limitation of freehold? There is no eaoy approach to this q.U3stion. 
In this instance the answer must be relative over a vdde range, but the ex-
treiios, the absolute lack of opportmity to acciuirs property as in the case 
of a slave, or the unlimited opportunity to acciuire, which could logically 
end for all ercept a fev? in the first extreme, ceoi not be othioally condoned. 
The position can best be' judged from a passage by Bosanquet. In identifying 
the General Will as being something apart i'rom and greater than the individual 
wills that compose it, Bosanquet is in reality paraphrasing the corap3.eted 
duality of the viill posited by Aquinaa. In treating the concept of Liberty, 
^Ibid. 
2 
Hegel, G. 17. F., Philonophy of 3ii;:ht. translated by 3. \'J. Dydo, G. 
Bell and Sons, Ltd., London, 1S96. 
3 Bosanquet, B,, The Philosophical Theory of the State. iv'.acmillan and 
Co., Ltd. 2nd., Edition, London, 1910. 
4 
The Viorks of Thomas Hill Green. 3 Volvmes, Longmans,_ London, 1883. 
Bosc'uquat its stmanarizing tho fvuiction of the Geaortxl will. 
"Liberty .... ia tho condition of boias ouraolves But 
now that it has ocoux-i'od to U3 that in ordai* to bo our;:;olveB wo iiiu;jt 
ba alv;ay3 becoming soniething which vjo tiro not, or in othor vjordc, vie 
must always recognisio that wo are soinothing mora than v;q liuvo beccrao. 
Liberty, as the condition of being ourselves, can not simply be some­
thing which we iiave, still less something vjhich we have always had — 
a status quo to ba maintained. It iriust be a condition relevant to 
our continued struggle to assart the control of soiiietMng in ui, 
which v;e recognize as imperative upon us or aa ou.t" real sell', but 
which v/e must obey'in a very imperfect degraa. Thus it is that v;e 
1 
can speak, without contradiction, of being forced to be free." 
Vihat BosancLuet is saying stresses both the dynamic character of the 
will and the imperfect capacity of the huir,&n being to mset its req,uire-
Esnts. In its application to the proposition of limited freehold of pro­
perty, the inference seems clear. Liberty, as the highest developiusiit of 
the will, imposes upon men necessary restrictions to the continued enjoyment 
of Liberty. The character of the restrictions are dynwiac and the h'Jiaan 
I'es'oonse is imperfect. But the end of i^roperty for all, as a part of the 
requirements for Liberty, involves tho exercise of control ovei-, and for 
soma, a restriction upon the extent of property owned. 
Inasmuch as property is essential to lutin'o l\illest dovelopmont, and 
inasmuch as the i^rogressive taxation of land as an instrument of social control 
^Op. cit« pp. 125-127. 
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' seeks only to limit the extent ol' individual ownership in order to pr&nei-vo 
the opportunity to acquire property in land, tho proposition of limited 
I'reehold of land can not be considered unethical. The extent ol" freehold 
I limitation lies outside the general range of etliics, but tho ethical pi-in-
j 
! oiplo of capacity can not be i^jnorod. Ethically, ogalitarianism is a 
function of opportunity and capacity is a function of the development of 
^ the will. Therefore, the extent of freehold limitation should not be set 
^ vjithout due recognition of the inequitable capacities batvjeen men. The 
principle of progressive taxation of land as a means of social control v/ould 
I seen to be ethical, 
3» A i^olitical Norm. The second question which muat be asked woiild be, 
"Is the proposition legal?" The <i2iiariccL2. concept of property is baaed upon 
x^nglish Com.non jjav/. The key to tlie iiaglish concept is "exdusivG doi dnioii" 
as Blackstone defined it. But this concept has seldom been held to be 
absolute. The State has generally reserved the rights of Ta^ration, Imminent 
Df;main, and Police Power. The use of progri-ssive taxation, of land us an 
instrument of social control v/ould involve tho use of Police Pov;er, In dis­
cussing Police Povjer, Ely has stated, "It ('Police Power) is that power of 
tho courts committed to them by American Constitutions whereby they must 
shape property and contract to existing social conditions by settling the 
question of hov/ far social regulations may, without compensation, impose 
^Cf. Ely, R. T., Property and Contract in Their H-elattons to tjw 
Distribution of i/ealth. 2 Vol-uiues, l.acmj.llan, Wev; York, 
Especially Volume 1, Chapters VI - IX, pp. 165-202. 
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I •) 
lux-do:i3 on proporty," This implioa that tho Police Pov/or is in ronli by 
j 
jrfldicatod upon judicial interpratation, Bocauso tho Police Powor ir; c.ho 
1 
jroduct of judicial interpretation, it is eru'sentxally dyr.ai.iic. 
In 1912, tho idoa of public rof^oilation of land use in Oklahom wao 
p 
iold to bo legally ludicrous. Yot in 19/+1 Oklahoma crop acreago vas 
.aing regulated by the Agricultural Adjustjnent Aiiniinistration and the; Soil 
ionservation Districts had tho powor to compol land ovmars to follov/ rocom-
3 landed soil conservation practices upon their land. 
The problem then resolves itself into an analysis of what attitude 
;ay be expected from the Supreme Court of the United States. T'Jhile the Court 
s guided generally by precedent, it may judge the legislation on the basis 
5f "prevailing morality."^ The real issue confronting tho Court would be 
chother or not the principle of progressive land taxation as a means of 
social control violates the Federal Constitution and particularly the Four­
teenth Amendment. The issue would be judged in light of the question of 
^ Ely, Property and Contract in Their Relation to the Distribution of 
Wealth, p, 220. 
2 Meyer et al. v, Lynde-Boman-Darby Company et. al.. Ok. Mo. 2756. Briof 
on Behalf of Defendants in Error, Filed Jan. 1, 1912, ^ it can for 
a moment be true that the State can prohibit the owning of land, or can 
, limit a citizen in the amount of land he shall o\m and hold, just as cer­
tain as night follows day, ^  must also be true that the State can prohibit 
Si citizen from plantinr? and gatherinr? a crop of cotton, or say he can 
plant and gather one acre of cotton in any year." (italics suppliedT) 
,3 Harlow, Oklahoma Statutes, 1931. Ann, Supp. 1938. Chapter 38, Article 23, 
Sections 8935 et sog,, p. 946 sog, 
4 Holmes, J,, Nobis State Bank v. Haskell. 219 U, S, 110 (1911) p. Ill as 
quoted by Ely, Property Contract in Their Relation to the Distribution 
of Wealth, p. 220, 
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whether tho basis for the tax is valid and rearjomble. 
The answer to this question would bo determined in terrna of tho 
roasonablenoss of tho social policy desired. Tho Suproino Court has indi­
cated in many dacisione that the State legislatures have broad discretion 
in tho field of social legislation. Tho principle of progressive taxation 
and the principle of regulatory taxation have been discussed by the Court. 
However, the principle of a regulatory progressive land tax has uever been 
.iudicially reviewed. Therefore, recourse may be had only to decisions that 
treat of problesas that have certain elements in coranon id.th the principle 
under discussion. 
The constitutionality of special State taxes upon chain stores have 
been reviewed several times by the Supreme Court. These taxes wore directed 
at the assumed evil of sheer bigness and sou^t to force a reduction in the 
scale of operation. An article on chain store legislation reveals that the 
Supremo Court has held constitutional nearly every chain store tax based upon 
1 
a progressive determined by the number of stores controlled. As typical 
of the Court's position on those taxes the following quotation fi'om the 
State Board of Tax Commissioners of Indiana v. Jackson. 283 U. S. 527, may 
be cited: 
"The fact that a statute discriminates in favoi- of a certain class 
does not make it arbitrary, if tho discrimination is foimdod upon 
a reasonable distinction.... A very wide discretion muat bo con­
ceded to the legislative power of tho State in the classification 
of trades, callings, businesses, or occupations which may be sub­
jected to special forms of regulation or taxation through an 
^ Georgetoirn Law Review. "Trends in Chain Store Legislation". Vol. 29, 
page 165. 
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oxcine or liconso tax. If the coloction or cla:joificatiori is noithor 
capricious nor arbitrary, and rests upon some reasonable consideration 
of difference or policy, there is no denial of the equal protection 
of the law. It is not the function of this court to considor the pro­
priety or justness of the tax .... Our duty is to siistain the classi­
fication adopted by the Legislature if there are substantial diffGrences 
between the groups sejDarately classified. Such differences need not 
be great,"! 
From this it may be seen that the court judged the legislation constitu­
tional on the grounds that a reasonable basis for classification had been 
established. 
A case in which the Supreme Court ruled against a progressive State 
tax levied upon the chain store's gross sales is worth consideration. A 
Kontuclty chain store tax was ajudicated in the case of Stewart Dr^'' Goods 
Co. V .  Lewis. 79 U. S. Sup, Ct, 539. The decision held that: 
"Thus undereitood, the operation of the statute is unjustifiably 
unequal, whimaical, arid arbitrary, as imich so i\s \70uld be a tax 
tangible personal property, say cattle, stepped up in rate on 
each additional animal o'-med by the taxpayer, or a pp: an 
siinilarly graduated according to the numbers of parcels ovjnc.dt 
(italics supplied.)2 ~ 
This decision was based upon the Courts x-niling tliat the classification uas 
unreasonable. The reference to a tax graduated according to "parcels ovrned" 
is interesting. This would raise doubt as to the acceptance by the Supreme 
Court of a regulatory progressive land tax embodying a rate of progression 
based upon physical acreage. 
It seems clear that those defending a regulatory progressive land tax 
would have to have convincing proof that "excessive land holdings" are 
socially undesirable. The adoption of the tax by the State legislature 
would be an indication of this belief, but more positive proof v/ould be 
^ Georgetown Low Review, og cit., p^ 166 
2 ibid. 
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'needed, Tho action of the Supreme Court in casas relating to chain stores, 
homestead exemption, property classification for assessrnont purposor. and 
similar issues, would infer that the principla of progressiva land tai^-tion, 
'given a reasonable system of classification, might be hold constitutional. 
The issue of alleged discrimination against non-residents, vhich 
' would be raised by the inclusion in the tax law of a provision comparable 
to the New Zealand rate on "absentees", can be inferred from the rulings on 
homestead exemption.'^ No State homestead exemption has been held invalid 
on tho ground of non-reaident discrimination. In the case of homestead 
exemption, the discrimination is essentially negative while in the case of 
a regulatory progressive land tax the discrimination would be positive^ The 
Supreme Court has held that the homestead exemption implements a socially 
desirable goal, home ownership. While the regulatory progressive land tax 
is perhpas a dubious means to th^ end of home ownership, the court mi^t 
accept the legislation because of the intent of the law in ruling on the 
problem of discrimination against non-residents, 
A local problem would be that of individual State's consitutional 
requirements for uniform taxation.^ The regulatory progressive land tax, 
though through intent no tax revenue was expected, would be legally an ad 
^ Iowa Lav; Review, "Homestead Tax Relief", Vol, 23, p« 67. 
^ Qjclahome. Statutes, 1941 Official Edition. Oklahoma Constitution, Article 
X, Scction 5/ "Taxes shall be uniforjn xipon the same calss of subjects," 
p, 78. 
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1 
valorem tax. The Suprome Court has not allov/ed legislatures to abrogate 
this constitutional provision requiring uniform ad valoroia tax rates. There­
fore, a constitutional ainondment would be req^uired to permit variations in 
the rate of taxation. This would not involve the problem of statutory 
classification of rate classes, but vvould involve the problem of differentL &1 
ad valorem tax rates. 
To sunmariae, the question of "Is the proposition legal?" can be 
ansv/ered only after judicial review and interpretation. Txia ultiiioto deci­
sion would be made by the Unitod States Supreme Coxart, Inasmuch as no case 
involving the principle of regulatory pro^rossive land taxation hat; 'jacn 
ejudicated, indications of position jaust be inferred. It would seem that 
p.ivan convincing proof of the social desirability of liiaitsd fi-eeholi and 
t'ivan a reasonable and valid basis for clar.aification and rate prof^r";anion, 
the court might find the legislation constitutional. Care would hav3 to be 
exercised in the structure of the legislation in order that it acoouiplish 
its purpose within the fratnevjork of legal yrscodont. The principle of pro­
gressive taxation of land as a means of socitLl control vfould seeui to bu D-ogal 
n 
4, i'm Bconomic Norm. The last question to be asiced v/ould be: "la the 
proposition efficient?" iiiore specifically this question could be framed to 
^Grant, J"., Pinp-.ree v. Auditor General 73 K.Vi'. 10S5. "A tax based 
upon the assessed value of property assessed is not a-specific ta>:. 
It is an ad valorem tax, and any enactment by a L-sgislature toat it 
is a specific tax does not luake it ac." 
^Cf. Chapter 4, infra. 
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read: "ViTiat effect will the limitation of fraoliold of lana hava upon the 
problem of the efficient allocation of land as a productive rorourco?" 
In. this section the analysis will ba of a general nature, reoer'/ing a 
detailed discussion of the problem to a lator chapter. 
Efficiency is a relative term. In this section the concept will be 
used in the sense of cost of production. The ansvver to the question posed 
s h o u l d  i n d i c a t e  w h e t h e r  l i m i t e d  f r o o l i o l c l  o f  l a n d  i : i i p e c : . . 3 s ,  i / . ^ p l t . o r  
leaves maffected the econoiiiies of scale accruing to the present optiianl 
cost conditions in land ^ utilizating enterprises. 
There are certain ty|DCS of entororises that require oiterisive land 
areas. The timber industry is an ex/Jiaple of a non~a£;ricultiiru3. entorpritie 
requiring a large area for efficient operation. In this instarice the pro­
blem of maintaining an efficient combination of land, labor and capital on 
a sustained yield basis, would require an area of land equal to the extent 
of a year's cut times the nuuber of yeai's required for trees to attain 
coonercial size. j\ny limitation of freehold belov; the area so calculated 
would result in lovier efficiency and higher costs due to undsremployraent 
of labor and capital, or wasteful cutting of immature timber. As a natter 
of practical expediency, timber land if taxed should be handled in a separate 
category. There would be justification for a breakdovm of agricultural land 
betv;een crops and range as is illustrated belov;. 
Ranching is an example of an agjdcultural enterprise requiring a large 
land area. Eoviever, the minimum unit for individual operations must bo 
sufficiently large to maximize the utilization of family labor and to inaximise 
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the return on capital invested In livestock and equipment. 
Wheat farming ia a typo of crop entoirpriso that, due to rnechtirvizitlon, 
requires an extensive area of land. Wheat farming iss also an cximpla of an 
enterprise capable of utilizing the principle of multiple units. Any limi­
tation of freehold below the land area needed to fully utilize a tractor and 
a combine would result in higher production costs. 
Writers in the field of farm manageKont refuse to recognize optimal 
1 
size in acreage alone. They are in genei'al agreement that for a given 
type of farming in a given area, the larger the farm the larger is the 
entreprenuerial IncomQ, They recognize the entrepreneur as the fixed factor 
and hold that the variables of land, labor and capital are subject to the 
law of diminishing returns. 
Economically, whatever basis is selected for exemption and for rate 
classification, certain inequities will emerge. A classification based upon 
physical acreage will penalize those enterprises employing large acreages of 
^ Cf. Adams, R. L., Farm Management„ McGraw-Hill, 1921, p. 235. 
Boss, Andrew, Fann Management. Lyons and Camahan, Chicago, 1923, p. 53. 
Forster, G, W., Farm Organization and Management. Prentice-Hall, 1938, p. 264. 
Gray, L, C,, Introduction ^  Agricultural Economics. I-lacmillan, 1924, pp. 
118-119. 
United States Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 
I-ianaging a "Farm. November, 1944. p. 98. 
Warren, G, F., Farm Management. l-Iacmillan, 1932, p. 289. 
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cheap land. A classification based upon the assessed value of the land 
would either penalize moderate holdings of valuable land, the basic 
exesiption being low, or vjould exempt large acreages consisting of riany 
siiall subsistence faims. i'or exaiiiple, according to the 1S40 United States 
Census of Agriculture, the ax-erage size fiiiTu in Giiuax-von Coimty, O.-lahc-ia 
VLS 1,556 acres. The average value of land and buildings v;a3 per 
fe.i-.a, or roughly ^pe.OO per acre. In the sa:f:e year thi. averafs iax:ii in 
Pvsiniiataha County, Oklaiiorna was 12S acres« The average valun of l;.'nd and 
bvildiiigs v;as v963 per fann, or rougjily vG.OO psr acre. A basic oxeicption 
of 6-iO acres would exempt five average fai'ms in Pusrjiutaha Coxmty tjid only 
40 percent of the land in the average fana in Cimarron Coixaty. Cn tho 
other hand, a basic exemption of !iii4,000 assessed value (assuming arbitrai'ily 
a 40 percent valuation)^ would exempt the average farm in Giniarron County 
and v;ould exempt 10 average farms in Pushinataha County. 
Admittedly, thex^ is a great difference in the efficiency of the farms 
of these two counties. Cimarron County's average farm is a comiaercial wheat 
and livestock farm. The average farm in Pushiaataha County is a su!;r.i;_^tence 
unit producing a small acreage of cash crops, cotton, corn or peanuts., In 
texTis of productivity and market surplus, the gain in keeping one. farm of 
efficient size in Cimarron County outv/eighs the gain of five or ton ovnier-
operated subsistence faims in Pushmataiia County. 
1 
The Olclahoraa Statutes req_uire real property to be assesned "at its fair 
cash value". Cf. Sec. 15.8, Title 58, Cklahoma Statirbo:^, IB-il, Official 
Edition. It is the concensus of esstsscrs questionec tlicil; tii- fA-'eragi 
assessment. is about 40 percent of wi.at they term a "ixorL'jal" cash valuo. 
There, seoms to be little ecGn.onii.c justification. I'or a basic oxfciiiption 
and a rate classification utilizing physical acreage. The use of this base 
must implicitly proceed from the unvjorrantod assumption that all land 
possesses a rough homogeneity of economic productivity. The various parcels 
of land with their varying degrees of physical feiiiility, locationnl adv'in-
tase and alternative use }iave only one e?>03aent in coimnoxi - econo.iiic valus. 
Froti an economic poiiit of view, the baisic exou.ptiou and the rate classifica­
tion should be constructed on the basio of asseaseu ' '/alae. Tiio fact tnat 
one coimnercial fana embodies land of an econoEic value equivalent to tan to 
twenty subsistence farms is not an indictinsnt against the coivacorcial farni, 
but rather against the conditions that tend to perpetuate the subsistence 
famx. As Schultz has pointed out, the loss in undereifiployment a-.na ineffi­
cient utilization of resources on small farms is one of the nation's major 
agricultural problems.^ Therefore the basic exemption shou3.d seek to set 
the legal ma:vimum, adjusted for percent of assessment, well above the highest 
average value of efficient commercial farms in the State. 
The preceding statement needs two qualifications. In the fii'st place, 
the calculation of the legal maximum should rule out so-callod "E^iultiple 
units." These are farming units, usually' cash grain or ranches, v.-hara a 
large and scattered land area ia handled by hired labor or hired machinery. 
These units cannot be considered single proprietorships in the -usual agri­
cultural sense. The second qualification may be thougiit to be more ethical 
^Schulta, T. Iv., /jgriculture in an Unstable Koonomy, J.^cGravj-IIill, 
1945, Chapter IV, pp. 85-112, and Chapter l-C, pp. 3.86-£0j. 
but itti oconowic iinplications are ratil. The let'.ul iiio/xirnUDi aiuAdd bo aet 
high enough to allov; on industrious and succeaoful cnti'tjireneur to accumulate 
at leaat a major portion of a aocoiid raim. Aa a succoGsrul runner, the en­
trepreneur laiovjs land and faiinine and he ivould not "be e:q)ectod to knov; other 
investment fields. A higli basic exemption vrauld allow the operator to 
create an ©state in a forni accexjtable to him which is his right. In a real 
sense this vjould pi'event a potential dissipation of v/ealth. 
There exists the possibility tliat the imposition of a vjoak tax, levy­
ing a light tax load, covild porraanently iii.pair the efficiency of fariiJ.ne 
operations or v;ould load to factoral exjdoitation. This condition v;ould be 
brought about by the land ovmer's decision that the tax load would be less 
than the loss accruing from a change in the form of his investment. If the 
land ovmer vjas not the land operator, the tax burden would not oe shifted 
to the tenant even under conditions of high deniaaid for farms, assvardne the 
tenant exercised economic rationality. The shifting of such a tax could 
take place only if the land ovjner had not been exacting the full economic 
rent v;hich assumes econoDiic irrationality on the part of the land ovmer. In. 
this case the burden vjould be shifted to soil exploitation. In the case of 
an ov/ner-operator, a light tax burden might involve the absorption of the 
tax load by the operator, either as a reduction in his labor incoiaa or by 
an increase in the rate of utilization of his soil resources. The extent 
to which this possibility would occur' depends upon the level aet for the 
basic exemption and the tax burden imposed upon the land held in the lower 
rate classifications. There would seem to be further justification for a 
O'A-
fairly liboral basic exemption and for a :;ubsi,autial iidtiul aduitionul levy. 
Chapter IV will deal with the oconor.Lic offoctE of tho actual opuration 
of a rogulutory progroaaivu land tax proi)osod in a given area. To the jnoi'o 
general problem of the effect of tho ta:: upon the efficient fillocution of 
land as a resource in minimizirig production costs the following anEv;er Biay 
be made. Given a basic exemption and a rate classification based upon assessed 
value, given a basic exemption sufficiently lai-go to leave unaffected the 
coiuposition of the larger conmercial fax'ins plus a, reasonable surplus as a 
repository for savings, and given an effective tax burden in the lower rate 
classifications, the limitation of the freehold of land will not impair the 
economic efficiency of the productive process. 
C, Summary 
The progressiva land tax may be used as a soxrrce of fiscal revenue or 
it may be used as an instrument of socia3. control. Its use as a source of 
fiscal revenue v/ould have to be predicated upon the assumption that as the 
area of land controlled by one person increases the faculty of the .ituid in­
creases at a rate faster than the rate of increase in the total value of tho 
lend. This assumption seems unwarr;inted inasEiuch as it io the faculty of the 
combined factoral income that Is increasing and land is only one of tho com­
ponents. Furthermore, the ta:c althougji paid out of tho owner's revenue would 
be levied upon the land -per se rathor 'chsn on the person utilising; yrir land. 
For these reasons, a progressive land tax as a soui-ce of fisctil rev.-'m\e seeias 
unwarranted. 
The use oi" the proereosivo laixd ta-c at: aii instinaiient of social control 
involves the nrnkiiiG of judcjiients us to tho extent to which the principle 
conroriiis to, or runs counter to, othicol, political, and oconoudo norn-.o. 
Ethically, the ;judgm6nt involves tho conflict between, the Eioral right 
of private property on the one hand, and the moral right of the limitation 
of tho extent of private property on the other hand. Tho etliical solution 
of this conflict v;ould seem to be the establishment of property limits 
sufficiently large to accommodate the xinequal capacities of individualsi, 
but wliich at the saBie time prevents undue concentration of property into 
the hands of a few. The ethical norm upon wiiich the regulator/ progressive 
Isold tax would be based v/ould be that of ultimate usufruct necessary to the 
complete development of man's freedom. 
Politically, the judgment involves the conflict betv/eea ecitc.blished 
legal rights and the curtailment of certain of these rights by legislation. 
Specifically, the problem involved is a judgment as to the extent to vjhich 
the courts of the land vjould sustain the use of the Police Power in limiting 
established property rights. In its determination the coiirts would look 
first for sufficient cause. Given sufficient cause, the courts wo^old then 
e^iGiDine the proposal as to the e>rtent to which the basis for classification 
was reasonable and valid. Judging on the basis of past dicta of tho United 
States Supreme Court it may be inferred that the Court would not sustain an 
arbitrary and punitive limitation of property i'reehold. However, tiie Coui-t 
has allowed State legislatures quite wide discretion in social legislation 
where the social desirability of the legislation can be established and v;hoi'e 
z& 
the procedin^G is reasonable end valict. Thit: iuiplies thai; cara v;oiilc have 
to "be ei:ercised in the construction of rate classifications that xvould stand 
the test of the Court's interpi'etation of "reasouabla toid. valid«" 
Economically, the judg^nent involves the proble;ii of the o:;tor,t to which 
the use of a regulatory progressive land tas: v;ould impair production effi­
ciency and its attendant effect upon costs of production. Tho isr/ae in this 
instance hinges upon the level of the freehold limitation. If the legal 
limit is sufficiently great to ei:einpt froa the tai: the bulk of ixalividioal 
enterprises, efficiently operated, the legislation vjould not impair economic 
efficiency. The use of the assessed value of the property as tho basis for 
classification has greater economic justification than tho use of physical 
acreage. A proposal meeting these two economic requirements v/ould be diffi­
cult to draft but would be economically sound. 
As a final conclusion on the use of the progressive land tax as an 
instrument of social control it would seem that the crux of the problem lies 
in the establishment of a reasonable basic exemption and in the establishment 
of rate classifications which are xaost nearly in accord with the norms of 
ethics, politics and economics already discussed. The problem of the basic 
execgjtion involves the issue of an exemption large enough to obtain for tho 
individual the benefits of property as a means to full social development 
v/hile preventing the undue concentration of property into a fev? hands. The 
problem of the rate classification involves the matter of a rate which will 
not undvily impair efficient units exceeding the legal maj:imum whilo bringing 
sufficient pressure to liquidate upon those units that laight furthor exploit 
their human or soil resourcen. I'ho problem can only bo solvu;:., i-uf .ua;;o 
study and purpoaive action whoae direction and intent ic. aocialli con:.truc-
tive not individually pmiitive. 
;j3 
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OKL;£OI.UI. Glii^ iDU^ED L/iKi) TAiC iulWS 
Chapter III 
Historical Davolopment 
"The essence of this taz is that the more land one ovms heyond one 
farm of a specified maximum area, varying vath the quality of the land, 
the higlier the tax rate which is levied upon the land." Plenry C. Taylor, 
Agricultural Economics. 
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The first graduated land tax law in the United States ;7as enacted by 
the state legislature of Oklahoma.^ It was declared unconstitutional by 
the State Supreme Court. A second graduated land tax was inferred iniconii:ti~ 
tutional and was never enforced. Graduated land tax proposals have been 
presented twice to the voters of the State by Initiative Petition and have 
been defeated by narrow margins, 
A. The Act of 1908 
The first Oklahoma graduated land tax legislation wa£; enacted ra Kay 
2 
26, 190S, during the first regular session of the Oklahoma Legislature, 
The bill was sponsored by the Oklahom Union o.nd by the S'U. bs's 
3 
only organized labor group, the United Itine l/orkers, and 'was actively opposed 
in the Legislature by an infonaal political bloc consisting of the State's 
/ 
cattlemen and the representatives of the State's newest industry, petroleum. 
The political power of the farmer-labor group was only slightly greater than 
that of the cattle and petroleiaa interests, as is evidenced by the fact that 
in one instance the vote of the Lieutenant Governor as President of the Senate 
5 
was cast to break a deadlock on the issue of the graduated land tax» News-
^ Seligman, "The Theory of Progressive Taxation", p. 118 (630). 
2 Oklahoma Session Laws, 1907-08, p, 725} Compiled Laws, 1909, Sees. 7738-
7742, 
3 Guthrie (Oklahoma) Raily Leader, page 1, Column 5, Vol, XXXI, No, 3, K:iy 
13, 1908. 
^ Ibid' 
5 0£, cit., page 1, Column 6, Volume XXXI, No, 7, Kay 22, 190S, 
•11 
Lvpar coraiion1;s of the clay indicate that scntiraent was ruBJiinc iiigh :imo) tha 
iigislators and the leading daily nowspaper of the litute repeatedly li-'ar.ded 
i'.Q Legislature as "Socialiatic." 
. 2 
On Iway 21, 1908, the OklahoMa iJeiiato, by a vote of yi- to >il, pa used 
•aise Bill Ko. 556, as amended by joint coraiiittae, and on Liay 26, l'.;03 > the 
5 
]-iIahor.a House of Rejjresentativea passod the measure 24 to 17. The bill 
as signed the sane day by the Governor and bGcairie a law of the State, 
ffective July 1, 1909. 
The Act of 1903 was incumbent upon "all persons o-'miiMZ land v/ith fee 
diiiple title, hoxaing land with title less than fea simple, or controlline 
!and by renting or contract when the acreage of such land owned, hold or 
4 
controlled exceeded 640 acres of 'average tazablo value or its equivalent.'" 
fhe phrase 'average taxable value' was statutorially defined as being an 
jssessed value of ^ 20.00 an acre. Hov/ever, any person, was allovjed to exempt 
i 
:;-20 acres of land regardless of its assessed value. The net affect of the 
Lav/ was to make the tax incumbent upon any holding having an assossad value 
:£ more than ^ $12,800, provided the acreage ov/ned, held or controlled exceeded 
the maximum exemption of 320 acres. 
^Op. cit. Page 2, Colxraas 3 and 5, Volurae XXXI, Mo. 5, l-iay 21, 190S. 
^Oklahoma, Senate Journal. 1907-1908. page 724, May 21, 1908. 
"^Oklahoma, liouse Journal, 1907-1908, page 694, IiJay 26, 1908. 
'^For the full text of the Act of 1908, see Appendix A. 
Tho Act of 1908, a graduated laud tax by title and by intent, v;a3 in 
reality a non-iUscal, regulatory progrosaive land tax. The iiroeroaaion of 
the tax rate upon land owned in fee aiiiii:)le \iac> losa rapid than the p;.'C£;reot;ion 
I 
of the tax rate upon land hold or controlled vjith title leca than simple. 
;This may have been a concession to the principle of ovmer-operatorship, but 
the tax rate clearly indicates the intention of limiting; the 0:>rfcent of land 
held in fee simple. The schedule of the tax rates applicable to land held 
, in fee simple is shovai in Table 2. The tax biirden imposed upon land owned 
in fee simple by these levies is shown in Table 3. 
The Act of 1908 specified that persons holding or controlling land with 
title less than fee simple would be required to pay an additional progressive 
tax upon the income, rent or profit arising from their land operations. This 
feature of the Act drew the sharpest opposition from the cattle and petroleum 
interests. Tvjo important segments of the petroleum industry v;ould have been 
affected by this provision. The first group, those ovjning mineral deeds, or 
"royalty oivners", would have been subject to the tax. The mineral deed con­
veys an interest, in the income or 'royalty' arising from the recovery of 
petroleum or natural gas. The holder of the mineral deed possesses "an 
incorporeal hereditament" in the eyas of the court, and becomes a co-tenant 
t 
of any owner of the land fee. Thus, "a leaser estate" is legally established 
and the mineral deed is held to be a title less than fee simple. Vi'Mle the 
Act of 1903 was not explicit on this jpoint, it nay be presujned that the deter-
:aiaation of the rate of taxation upon mineral deeds held on land not ^rc.dvicin;^ 
•jetroleum or natural gas, tho ta?: rate wov0..c:. have been based upon the aiisessed 
45 
value of the land on wbicli tho minorol deed was held. A socond petroleum 
group v/hich would have been involved by the provision v.'ould havo boon the 
pati'olexiia or natural gas producer. It v;as, auu still ia, the i)ractice of 
petroleum producers to lease the land which they develop. Only in raro in­
stances Viill a producer purchase the land developed. The payment made for 
the producing lease is knovm. as "royalty" and is usually a fraction of the 
petroleuHi or natural gas recovery. The provisions of the Act vvo'old have 
applied to the petroleum producers profit. Thus, in an area of pstrolaura 
production, the Act of 1908 could have been levied upon the income, profit 
or rent of both the petroleum producer and the mineral deed holder. 
The cattle interests of the State in 1908 were leasing large areas of 
Indian, State and Federal land. The rent on these lands would have been 
subject to the tax under the provisions of the Act of 1908. The tax schedule 
in the Act for land controlled by lease or held with title less than, fee 
si3.ple is shoivn in Table 4. 
The Act of 1908 went into effect in Okliihoina on July 1, 1909, and 
intrasdiately a case testing the law's legality vias brought into the District 
Court of juuskogee County by the Muskogee County Treasurer at the instigation 
Oi the State Auditor. The District Court ruled in favor of the defendants, 
1 
the Lynde-Bovnnan-Darby Company, reeJ. estate dealers, axio aeia •..••a;; ^'.ct "oiicon-
etitutional. Tho plaintiffs, tlie County Trsc-svorer and the County Clerk of 
liuskogfie Covinty and the State Auditor brought- error and the casa was carried 
\ieyor, County Treasurer v. Lynde-yowBiaxi-Uarby Coiiiyany, District Oomt, 
I^uakogee County, June 24, 1910. 
d'l 
Table 2., Schedule of Ticc UauC£! ox\ I^md 
Held by Fee Simplo Title: Gklahom 
Graduated Land Tax Act of 1908^ 
640 - 1,260 equivalent acres -
Assocsed value ;,'j;i2,800 to .iii25j,600 . . 
> 1,;"'B0 - 3^000 enuivalunt acrcci -
Assessed value $25^600 to ;}60,000 , , 
3J000 - 5,000 equivalent acres -
Assessed value ^60,000 to .'iiil00,000, . 
5,000 - 10,000 equivalent acres -
Assessed value ^100,000 to ;,ii200,000 . 
10,000 and over equivalent acres -
Assessed value over 5200,000, , . , « 
. e 2»5 mills per dollar excess. 
6 J. 10,0 rnills per do]J.ar e>xe3s. 
. 0 20,0 mills per doULar excess. 
, , 50,0 mills per doll;ir excess. 
, . 100.0 rnills per dollar excess. 
^ For full text see Appendix A» 
Table 3» I'jstiijaaled Additicaal Ta::-: Ijurdon on 
Feo Siiiiplt) .Lri'id: Oliahoiiia Gi-adiiated 
Laid Iccc Act of 1908 
Assessed 
value 
of land 
: AsGUiiiod 
: acrca/'.e^ 
: jlinouiit of 
: additional 
: tar. 
: Araoun L of 
; additional ta^c 
: pel" acre 
Dollars Acres Dollar's Dollars 
24,000 1,200 28^ 00 0.023 
36,000 1,800 232,00 0.129 
72,000 3,600 1,184.00 0,328 
1^ 14,000 7,200 6,560,00 0„9i3 
288,000 14,000 27,520.00 1.903 
 ^Assumed average taxable value. 
0 5 
to tliQ Supreiiio Courl; of OklalioiPia.^ The Oklahoma wupi'01,13 Coiirt uphold the 
decision of the lower court aud ruled the lav; unconatitutioual on the grounda 
that the Act failed to specify the purpose for which the ta:c was levied.^ 
The Court refused to reviev; the pi'inciple of the progressivo tii::ation of land 
holding that the "error" of the Act vms sufficient for its decision. 
The Act of 1908 passed from the Oklahoma Statutes on Ij'ehruary 8, 1S15. 
The question of the legality of progressive or graduated ta^cation of land 
remained unanswered. 
B. The Act of 1913 
The Act of 1908 was declared unconstitutional in the vjinter of 1913. 
The State legislatvire meeting in Extraordinary Session during the same year 
passed a second graduated land tax law as part of the 1913 General Revenue 
3 
Bill. The lines of interest were as sharply dravm as in 1908, and the Act 
4 
v/as passed "by a narrow vote on June 25, 1913. 
^130 Pac, 546, lleyer, et al. v. Lynde-Bovaiian-Darby Company et al., Wo. 
2756, Oklahoma, opinion filed 5'ebruary 8, 1913. 
2 
In contravention to Section 19, iu-ticle lo, of the Oklahciaa Consti­
tution ("Ivilliam's Annotatsd Constitution, Section 28<±) v.'hich req,uires 
specific purpose for every tax levy. 
Oklahoma Session Laws, 1913, Chapter 24.0, /article 5, entitled 
Act to Provide a Direct and Indirect System of Taxation, " p. 65. 
4 ' 
For the lull text of the Act of 1913 see Appendix B. 
Table 4» Schedule of Ta:-: liivoea on I.and Leased or Held 
by Title Less Than Fee oiiniDle: Oklaho';ia 
Graduated Land Taz Act of I9O8 
640 - 1,280 equivalent acres -
Assessed value of .''•il2,800 to ^>25,600 . . « . 10 mils per do:i;:ii' of iiicome, 
rentJ or profit. 
1,280 - 2,500 equivalent acres -
Assessed value of §25,600 to $50,000 .... 20 mills per dollar of income, 
rent or profit, 
2,500 - 5,000 equivalent acres -
Assessed value of .'II;50,000 to ;;iil00,000, , • . 50 HD-US per dollar of income, 
rent or profit, 
5,000 and over equivalent acres -
Assessed value of over ^i)100,000, ...... 100 mills per dollar of income, 
rent or profit. 
40 
There seems to bo' some basis i'oi' tii-D belief that the Act of 1913 v/as 
actually designed as a source of fiscal rnvonue. Tliit; claiir. war; tiOTaucod 
by the proponents of tho laoasuro and tlio fca';c rate vriieu coiiiparud with tho 
rates proposed by the Act of 1908, lend aupport to this belief. Tiie Act 
of 1915 applied only to land ownerd and was incumbent upon any pert;on or 
persons o^vning mora than 640 acres, provided that any landov/ner niicht ezernpt 
lands up to ^10,000 assessed value in lieu of the firat 640 acres. l^Yirther, 
the rate of taxation did not remain tho same for the entire holding, but was 
progressively increased in a manner compai-able with the present Federal in-
coffis tax. The schedule of the tax ratio is shoivn in Table 5. These rates 
could scarcely be considered onerous. Therefore, it seems to be a debatable 
point to call this tax a means toward the end of limited freehold of land. 
The Act of 1913 was never enforced, as the General Revenue Bill, of 
which it was a part, was declared unconstitutional.^ The Oklahoma Constitu­
tion requires that all general revenue measures be passed ten days before 
legislative adjoui-nraent. The Act of 1913 was passed as an article of the 
General Revenue Bill on Jime 25, 1913, and the OlclahoLia Supreme Covirt ruled 
that the i»egislatxu'e had adjourned July 1, 1913. An initiative petition 
seekLng to reinstate the entire tax bill v;as submitted to a popular refer­
endum on August 4, 1914, but the measure failed to cax*i'y 50 percent of the 
^40 Okla. 323; 139 Pac. 15S. Ralls, at al. v. V.'yand, et al. A i-oll 
call of the House and Senate members on July 1() did not yiel d a 
quorum. Thus, July 1 being the la-ut quorum v/as designated the 
adjournment date. 
Table 5« • Schodulo of Tax Ila'oe;:; on L'jud Hold iii Fee Sjrnple; 
OId.alio:na QradiiatGil Land Tcc-c Act of 1913 
1 iiiLLl on. the ad vc.loi'ciii voluc cf t.'io i'li-at 64O aci-^s o>X'2s.'3» 
2 i;iills on tho ad valorcni valuo in excess 0.1.' 6i!0 t.o a'U'ec» 
3 .';iills cn the ad valorojn valuu in .^xcens oi' 1,2C0 to 1.,S'20 aoro 
5 Jiiills on the ad valoi'-cn valuo in .jxcess of 1.920 to 2-550 acre 
10 jnills on the ad valorem valuo in excess of 2,560 to 3i2'-00 acre 
15 mills on the ad valorem valuo in excess of 3,200 acrec.<. 
total votes cast in the election and the petition v.-as rsjuctsii.^ 
The coastitutionality of the gi-aduatod laia tux sectic.a of the General 
Revenue Bill was clouded and reiaains so to the present. A Supreivie Court de­
cision handed down in 1913 hold that tlie general ro-)'er>.uo ;icjn elcne v;as 
unconstitutional.^ The case of Lusk v. Hycm ojiouud tho v.-ay Cor a teut case, 
but no caso testing the constitutionality of the Graduated Tax Section has 
been filed and it must be pi-esuiaed that the proponents of tho Act felt there 
v/as little chance of the lav; being held constitutional, iiowaver, as late as 
'i. A 
1941 the law was carried in the official OidLahonia Statutes. 
State ciuestion 68, Initiative Petition No. 41, entitled, "To reenact 
direct and indirect system of tax." The vote was: Yes, 88,994; No, 
45, 232; necessary to cai-ry; 90, 970. Msasui-e rejected. 
The laws of the State of 01clahoi:'a i*eq_uirs that a State C-^uostion must 
obtain a majority of tho total votes cast in the election before 
acceptance. In reality, not voting on a State (question, in other 
than a special election, is the saiae as a "No" vote. Kov;ever, in 
special elections for State Ciuestions, measures have been enacted 
vdth much'si'naller affinoative votes. 
(cf. State Ciuestion, Ko. 300; Yes, 152,173; No, 94,617. ivieasure 
accepted.) 
2 69 Okla. 165; 171 Pac. 323. Lusk v. Kyan, No. 7889, opinion filed 
I'ebruary 12, 1918. Tho constitutionality of other th:,ai tho general 
revenue section xmcier consideration dependent upon judication of 
lower court. 
2 
Bunn's, Compiled Olclahoma Statutes, jmnotated. 1921, Sections 9920-
9953, Chaptei' 88, Ai'ticle IvIV, ..."but, since there has been no 
express repeal of it, nor any specific holding that it is valid, 
the Editor .has deemed it best to insert it herein." 
'^Oklahoma Statutes, Official Edition, 1941, Title 63, Sections 751-
759. "The provisions of this chav^ter have not been enforced by the 
Administrative offices of tlie State appai-ently on the ground of any 
invalid adoption by the legislature. But there never has been any 
specific holding of invalidity nor any repeal of those sections." 
51 
C. Initiative Petition No. 145 
In the early part of the 1950's, sentiment foi" a graduated land tax 
•was revived by the Oklahoma i'arwGr* s Union, In 1935 this culrainated in the 
circulation of Initiative Petition No. 145 which sought to axaerid the State 
Constitution to peruiit a graduated land tax lav;. The petitions v/tre spon­
sored by the OklahoDia li'armer's Union and the 0}£lahocia Labor CoiLQci l. 
The objectives of the proposed constitutional ainenciiuent v/ore , 
to encourage home ov/nership and to uiscouraga excessive land holding in 
this State by any person...". It would appear that the frair.ers of the 
proposed amondment had tv/o problems in mind in drafting tha prGpGr:al. First, 
they recognized the fact that any graduated land ta:: legislation v;ould recuire 
a constitutional amendment. The Constitution of the State of Oklohoma has a 
"uniform tax" provision.^ To avoid judicial discredit on the grounds of this 
provision, a constitutional amend^nent vjaa felt necessary. The sof ond problem 
that the framers of Initiative Petition Ho. 145 sought to circuiuvc-.nt was the 
potentiality that an unv/illing legislature might refuse to enact vitalizing 
legislation. To this end they vrrote a vitalizing statute in the proposed 
aiasndment. Hovjever, as an "escape mechaiiiam", the ariisadnient was framed to 
read, "UlfTIL OTHERWISE HiOVIDED BY m IT IS DECL^D:". By the use of 
these two devices it was felt that an effective and constitutional graduated 
land taz law would result. 
^j"ij7ticle X, Section 5, provides that all ad valoreBi levies must be 
uniform on the same class of subjects. 
Initiative Petition No. 145 is roiirockicdd below in iua ontijx.vy; 
"A BUI, .AW .-LOj'" 
/LDOI^ 'ING A constitutional .ii'.iilNlJi.j'K'i' AIjTi-'0iiI2iII>iG A CS/iDlL'ttl'lD 
MTD INCLUDKG VIT^JLISING PK0VI3I0N3 TO Ivia-Qi: TIHi S/Jv'S EKTJlCTIVi::: TO 
CONSTITUTE A tffiV; .'a^TICLE 01'' TfiS CONSTITUTION, TO BE iTUl.'Dil'IKED Xll-B iavD TO 
:miJ) ;is 1;X)LL0V;S: 
3E IT ENACTED BY THE PEOPLE Glf TiiE STATE OF OlCL'JIOl/A: 
iillTIt/XjE JLLI—B 
T/Ji 
liEGTIOK 1, It is hereby aeclared to be the policy and tiio purposw of the 
people of Oklahoroa to encourace home o\vr.ership and to discourar's- uxcessiva 
land holding in this State by any person and to levy and collect on land 
* 
'such graduated or other tax ar. tiuiy may deera best for tho public weal. 
"UNTIL OTHEHV/ISE HIOVIDED BY lAV) IT IS DilCL/atED: 
(a) Except the real estate of comiion carriei's authorised to be held 
by them by the Constitution of this State, and except land covered by the 
first Provisio in Section tvjo (2) of Article tv;enty-bv/o (.XXII) o? tiiia Con­
stitution until the expiration of the time stipulated horein, and eircopt land 
devoted to foreatation, reforestation, or to reclamation, and lands operated 
vi'irj.cipally for crazing purposes; the owner, v/nether la^al or fequitajjle, 
v.'hether person, fixni association, joint stock asGOciation, or corporation, 
and v;hothar resident or not of this atate, of any land in this state, in 
c;sci\ss of six hundred forty (640) acj-os shall, in addition to othei-- ad valorsi 
taxes, pay upon such oxoess tho following annual tax for the pui'po:oa of Stuto 
Old /ise Security, which tare is hereby levied, to-vdt; 
jTor each one dollar of valuation of such axcess acrsa[.;,e. as as.;.<iEsed 
for taxation ad valorom in the precedinc year, the following schedule: 
For the first yaar follov;in^ the adoption of this aiiiendnent — 
iFive mills vjhere sv\ch exct^sa does net oxcoed 640 acres; 
Ten laills on such oxceaa tccceediug t40 acres and not 
exceeding 1,280 acres; 
Fifteen mills on such acres exceeding 1,£80 acres. 
For the next succeeding year, such ta-.x shall be— 
Ton mills upon excess not oxceecJing 640 acres; 
BUfteen rrLlls upon such e^zcoss exceediUj^ 640 acrc-js and not 
exceeding 1,230 acrerj; 
Twenty mills upon such excess exceeding 1,280 acres. 
For the next suGceedine year such tax she.ll be— 
I'lftean mills upon the fii-st 640 acres oT sucla excess; 
Tiventy mills upon such excess exceeding 640 acres and not 
exceodinc 1,280 acres; 
'rv;enty-fivQ mills upon all excess exceeding 1,280 acres. 
Five mills shall continue thus to be added to each suocoeding step of 
such tax for each follomng year until such annual tax rate shall reach 40, 
45 and 50 mills as maxima: 
Provided, that land of an assessed value of Ol'-.OOO may, at his option 
be exempt to any ovmer in lieu of only the first 640 acres herein provided: 
i/uid, provided further, that vjhere land now owned is sold for a home within 
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five years from the adoption hereof, 9S percent of all tax theretofore 
levied thereon hereunder shall be refunded to the owner payin(i sajuQ. 
(b) The time when the tax levied tioraunder is payable, and \;iien 
delinquent, and the penalty und lian for non-payment shull be as in the 
case of other ad valorem taxes; and the State Tax Cora',lie si on ia iiuroby 
authorized and directed to collect said tax and to maJce needful rules and 
regulations and proscribed fonus for the enforcement thereof and -'.o settle 
all questions that ariso hereunder, granting to any taxjjayer a hooxing and 
the right to offer evidence, with an appeal from the final order cf the Tax 
CoEmission to the District Court of tre county vihere any portion of the 
land is situated, in the same manner as appeals from the county c/urt. The 
Tax Commission is authorized to retain t'.vo (2) pei'cent of all tax collected 
hereunder as recoupment for their expense therein. 
(c) The above tax levies shall be considered as separate and indepen­
dent of all the others and in the event any part of tMs proposition shall 
be held to be invalid, inoperative, or ineffectual then such invalid, in­
operative, or ineffectual part shall not affect the other pai'ts hei-eof. 
"The End" 
w". 
The Initiative Petitions containing 173,843 petitioning signatures vera 
presented to the Secretary of State on Hovenroer 19, 1935, and hearings relating 
to the petition were continued until May 29, 1936. On June 27, ly3Jj the 
Secretary of State ruled the petition insufficient on the grounds that the 
petitions contained the signatui-es of persons who were not registered voters 
and thus the petitions v/ere invalid. The case appealed to the Oklahoma Supreme 
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Court ajid tlie Court appointed a .caforoc to e;vcij:ane t/.a; ,;;i,:;ncturc :, .i.i'ter 
nearly Tour years o± investicition ^au'. litigation, tho UupriJLio C-au-t, acting 
1. 
upon the report of its refereo, held tho petition sufficient. V.Tien the 
Supreme Court denied a rehoarinc upon appeal, the Secretary of ^ vtate then 
ordered Initiative l-etition Ko. 145 presented to the voters of t};e otate as 
State Ciuestion No. 215. At the General .Election on Noveiuber 5, 1940, tho 
voters of the State favored the tax hy a tvjo to one margin and althou^rh 
408,559 "Yes" votes were caat, the measure failed to carry a majori-cy of 
the total votes cad; in tho General election and the Q,uo3tion vjas rejected.^ 
1 
lS7 Ok. 284; 102 Pac. 2d. 189. Riley, J. In re State Uuestion 
;sl5, No. 27 , 284, Opinion filed April 16, 1940. 
^Directory of the State of Olclaho.va, 1941. p. 146. 
General Election, Jlovewber 5, 1940. State Question No. 81.'3 as 
shovm by tte records of the Secretary of State. Initiative 
Petition No. 145. The gist of the proposition is as follov/s; 
Shall a Constitutional ianendinent authorizing the levy of a 
graduated tax on land; levyint: x'or State Old Age Socurity, until 
otherwise ijrovided, an additional tax upon land ovjnsd by any 
person in excess of six hundred and forty acres, graduated from 
a minimum of five ndlls to a maximuia of fifty xoills on the 
valuation of such land according to the number of years such 
excess land is held and the amoimt thereof; exemptine grazing, 
forest, reclamation, and certain corporately ovmed lands; pro­
viding for refunds and for enforcement and collection of the tax, 
be approved by tho people? 
Shall the amendment be approved? 
Vote—Yes 408,559; No 196,711; Necessary to cai'ry 
423,886. 
ileasui'e rejected. 
D, ;:iurari:ary 
Tlie State or OlclaliOKia IIGB eiiacteci i;v.'o lav.'a soekin// to by 
L;tatute the oxtent or land iioldj.nga. oi' thcGO graduated icaid 
ta:c laws reached tho sta^.e or actual oporation. A third mo.v.s'are , in 
the fonu of an Initiative Petition sGoking to orncnd tho Constitution 
of the State waa defeated by a Constitutional roquireuient, olthoufrh 
receiving the approval of more than two-thirds of those \^ho voted on 
the issue. 
The salient feature of these several attempts to obtain a gradu­
ated land tax is that in no instance has the principle of progressive 
taxation, either as a source of fiscal revenue or as a regulatory 
measure, been adjudicated. The Act of 1908 was discredited by a oefec 
in the law, the failure to state the use of the tax funds. The Act of 
1913 v;as discredited by inference, the cause being the accident of a 
lack of legislative quorunu Initiative Petition Wo. 145 v;as defected 
by the so-called "silent" vote. The basic issue, tho legality of 
progressive land taxation still rexnains unsolved. 
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Chapter IV 
A Functional Analysis of Oklahoma 
Initiative Petition No. 145 
"I'.lien properly adridniatered such a ta:^ v^ill tend to k.3ep tho 
land on the market for thosa v;ho vash to uso it at a price not so 
far from its use valuo, and in this Y;ay facilitate land buying, on 
tiio part of faraiers." Henry C. Taylor, jlr^ricultural conomicso 
inost social logislation it; draftc^d by persons to v;liora tiie j,;.'obli3m 
involved and the end sought is q.uit0 reul. But in liii'aiy cunas th^i licriiistor 
of the problem and ita content have not been scientificullj' eataula aLod. 
It ia tlio iiurposo of this chapter to subject the most recent Oklcihoma 
graduated land tax proposal, Initiative Petition No. 145, to an analysis 
based upon the data assembled relating to the nature and exrbent of land 
o^mersnip in Oklahoma. 
A, Oklahoma Land Ovmarship Pattern in 192o 
1, Background. There ai'e three sets of factors which have had an iwportant 
bearing on the evolution of the land ov.E,ersidp pattern in Oid.aiiGiT.a. These 
factors are; first, the method 03? land allotment and tho original settlement 
pattern; second, the discovery and development of sub-stu-face iclnerals, 
chiefly petrole;im and natural gas; and third, the complex of natxvral forces 
vrf.thin which must be included the climate-, the soil, the original cover, tjid. 
other elements of the landscape. A brief description of these forces is 
given as a background against v;hich the land ovmership pattern is presented. 
Natural Porces.^ The State of Oiclahoma lies between the G4th and 
lOSrd degree of longitude and the 3Srd mid 3'7th degroe of latitude, north. 
Its annual average precipitation ranges from mora than 50 inches in the 
laamichi i'lountains of the southeast to tha less than 15 inches in the Black 
1 
Cf. Burrill, Meredith F., A Socio-Econondc Atlas of OklahoiJa. 
Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Citation, June IQC'-G. 
Issa of the waatorn Olclahoina Panhandle. Tlie Icdiigth oX' ^.o.i 
varios I'rom 230 doys in tlio southern vari; ul" the State to 180 uay:. i:a tho 
eatroj.ia northwest. In topoeraaliy, it vto-ies I'roiii thd ievel Pra;li-.i j :?laxnii 
of central OldahoEa, to the Lov; Rolling llains of the v/est, the Ki;va I'lains 
of the extreme west, the Osiark Hie.hlantit; ol" the northeast and the lor/ Ozark-
Ouachita Iviountains of the southeast. Ivlost of the soils are formed froiu 
weathered sandstone. In eastei-n Oklahowa the soil is foriiied from the ler-
sda2i red beds while in western Oklahoma the soils are formed from the Penn-
syIranian shales v;ith gypsum outcroppines. Ivlost of eastern Oklahoi^a was 
originally covered with mixed hardwood and pine forests. The central Okla­
homa prairie vms covered with tall grasses, chiefly little bluesteia, hunch 
grass, sandsage or shinnery. This listing oi' the natural factors in Okla-
homa is presented principally to ewphasiEo t]ieir comijloz character in the 
determination of the evolution of the land ovjnership pattern of State. 
h. Minerals.^ Minerals have been iu.portant to Oklahoiiia. Coal v;as 
first Bdned in the Indian territory in IS VS. Peti-oleum and natva-al ^as 
v;ere discovered in 1901. Zinc and lead were ejrbensivoly developed in the 
northeast part of Oklahoma around 1910. Of these three, petroleum; tind' 
natural gas are the most important^ . The areas of coal and of zinc aad 
lead are small and clearly definedo Both ha\ie diminished in eco]io::"iic im­
portance during the inter-v/ar period. Eoth are non-migratory solids and 
thus have achieved a higher degree of legal and oconomc stability.. The 
1 r Cr. Sandorc-:, •J., T., Ecorioinic Survey of Oklahomu, prepared for the 
Southwestern iJoll Telephone Company, Sopxember, 19iiy. 
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bulk of the petroleum proiiuction in Oklohoir.a, the /.lid-eontinoiit Aroo., lioa 
botivoen the 9bth and 9Stli dec,Tocs longitudo and extondo north anri south 
across tho stato. Small urous of potroloum uud oxtonaivo arou;; of nafcux'al 
gas are found in the v/ostern half of the abate. 
Petroleum and natural gas being irdGratoiy mlnerala oi'for nany ^jroolciiis. 
In the terniinoloey of the courts; pctroleu,a and natural gas are ferae bastlae 
naturae. a qualified typo of proiperty v;hoso title pasjeo only v;iv3n tho pro­
perty object is reduced to posEe!33ion.- iliierai ri^ints uaually 3;iQcii'y "tho 
right to explore for, capture, and reduce to possession." Because of this 
interpretation the possession of petroleum and natxiral gas cannot be severed 
froEL the surface fee. Royalty payments for petroleum and r^tv.ral eas are 
made to the fee ovmer when these aiinerais are 'reduced to possession.' The 
right to participate in the royalty may be sold, but the lainex'al;; thsiaselves 
can be sold only when they are brought to the surface. Land ownership, 
subject to mineral deed reservation, becomes a prerequisite to income from 
petroleum and natural gas production. Por this reason many acres of Glcla-
homa land are held from the market because of potential petroleum production. 
In many parts of the state, this speculative ovjnership is an effective barrier 
to increased ovmership units compatible Viith the greatest economic efficiency. 
1 
c. Original Settlement. The State of Oklahoma, with the exception of 
the Panhandle, vjas originally knovm as Indian Territory. It was to the In­
dian Territory that betvjeen 1820 and 184:0 the Pive Civilized Tribes, Chorokees, 
^Cf. Foreman, Grant., History of Oklahoma. Oklahoma University 
Press, 194£, 
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Chickasav.'s, Clioctaws, Creoka, and .joiiduolus, viqxq ronioved I'l-oiu thn Soutliern 
Atlantic States. In 1857, ronuianto or tho ^iucipavj;:. wore iiioved i ito tLe 07.-
trcme uorfcli east corner of the tera';ll^ca'-y. i^roni tj:o uiid of tho Civil '.v<ir 
until 18(30, mors tribes wore moved into Ii\di£in Territory, Tji.es.:-. triboE in­
cluded the Ciieyemies, /a-apaJios., iCiowa, Coiaaiicue uiid ApcicLo Troi.; x^ie- v.-cst, 
the Kea Perces, Tonkav;a, Poncaj, Otoo, Iv;is.:iouri, Ki^naas, ?a.v;noe , u'ichitaj 
Caddo, and Osage froin the northern xiiiddlov'/OMt, the Peoria, Ivbdcc, Iowa, Sac 
and Fox, 'wyandotte and Seneca I'rom the northeast and the l-'ottav;atoiin.e and 
ShQvmee iron the southeast. 
Through agreements vdth the Indian tribes, the first territorial 
lands v^ere opened to homesteaders in l889o What are nov; the six central 
counties of the State were opened for settlement on April 22, 1889. (l''ig;ire 1}, 
The increasing pressure upon the Congress of the United States to open the 
lands of Indian Territory for home steading resulted in more than one-third 
or the Territory's area being opened by 1900. In 1S93 Congress appointed 
the Dav;es Commission to negotiate vjith the Indian ti-ibes to accejjt individual 
allotments. By 1899 the work of the Coimission v;as completed and from 1900 
on the sale of "surplus" laxid in Indien Territory began. 
LjDst tribes granted 160 acres to 320 acres of land per hoauright to 
all tribal members of half-blood or More, Parsons with less than half-blood 
viere given half this amount of land per headright. The Greek c^nd Cherokee 
tribes allotted 40 acres of land to all negro freedmen \nio camo to the 
territory as slaves. In order to equitably allot the land, tlir; nllotm-iints 
wei'Q made in 40 acre units. Thus it is that as l:ato as 19Sb tiie usual 
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section of land in tlie eastern third of OklaiioKa averagecl a little aore 
than tv.elve land ovaiers. 
Land in Oklahoma lying vjest of the 97th, or Indian, meridian vj£;3 
IfiTgoly home steaded in 160 acre imits. Laud in Oklahoma lying east of uhe 
ii'l'tli aieridian vias originally allotted or sold as surplus. 
The bulk of native Oklajaomans trace tJieir mgratory origin frora o:a,e 
of three directions. Those in eastern Oklolioraa caxiie preciominatsly I'roin 
Kentucky, Tennessee and ArK:ansas. Those in central and northvjeot'jra Okla­
homa caiiie mainly Troia the middle west, Illinois, lovja, lissouri aiid ji^ansao. 
Thosa in the southv;estern and southern portions of the iitate csuus froiii Texas. 
These are the factors which have contributed to the evolution of the 
land ownership pattern. The influence of homestead and allotffient, tiie in­
fluence of subsurface Biinerals, and the influence of natural fd'cea coiabine 
to give a heterogeneous pattern of lan.d oivnership. 
2. The Pattern in 1955. By 1935, 84.4 percent of the non-ui-ban land in 
Oklahoma was ovmed by individuals. Private ovmers held title to 37,346,990 
acres consisting of 326,467 tracts,^ averaginG 114.4 acres per tract. (Table 
5). Tax exempt land accoimted for 9.3 percent of t'-o land, area of the State 
and corporations held title to 4.5 percant of t,ho State's land. land aroa 
2 
of 1.8 percent vias unclassified. 
\ tract is defined as the total holdinc of any entity v/ithin t., given 
section of land. 
"^laeKiiae, Handall, "Some Facts Concerning the Cvnaership of Land in 
Oklahoma," Current Farm Bconoiuics, Vol, 13, ?!o. 1 & 2, p. 15 ct 
seq.. , Apr. 1940. 
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Table 6. Gvciershirj Ptittcrr.: Acra,v.£;e. AoGc.'iuc.i. Value ^ 
Average i^ iac of Tract, and Averai^ c Asi:e::;rjcd Valuo Per 
Acre Ox L^ Jid^  Ojclahom^  1935'^  
Total 
aci'eage 
;Percent 
: of 
; total 
: a.rea 
: 
: Assessed 
: valuation 
J Kurnber 
: of 
: tracts^ 
Average 
of 
t7;• -xcos^ 
: Average 
«ao 0 e s s od 
:value ger 
: acre-^ 
Acres a i! HOi> J.ovoc V*' 
Tax exempts 
ilunicipal° 
3,S23,/i.08 
313,525 
37,927 
2,287 
100„S 
139.3 
Total 4,141,933 9»3 40,214 
Investment 
and loan 
corporation 
il on-inves tr;;ent 
corporation'^ 
1,^ 30,952 
173,277 4.5 
li;,005,707 
887,936 
1/4,385 
2,258 
127.3 8.19 
Total 2,004,229 15,S93,6i^ 3 16,643 
Privately ovmed 
total 
Mon-classified ^ 
total® 
37,346,990 
8.1/,., 854 1.8 
326,733,203 
1,980,725 
326,467 
20,084 
3J4..4 
/:0.6 
B.75 
Grand total 44,308,006 32,4,657,571 403,40s 109.8. 8.73 
s Idenuae, Randall T,, "Some Facts Concerning the C\vnership of il^ md in Olcla-
horoa^ -." Current F.aria Sconomcf;, Vol» 13, Nos, 1 & 2^  Feb-April 1940, 
p. 16. 
 ^Tract represents one entity's holding v.dthin any specified .';:ection of leindo 
® Municipal includes land in tovms and villages and lands belonging to tortus 
or villages lying outside the incorporated liiJiits# 
 ^Includes railroads, oil companies, aiid corporations ovming land for non-
agricultural use, 
e Lack of adequate aiaterial as to oimership. 
 ^Railroad acreage deducted. 
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Private ovmorship was heaviest in i/estani Oklahoma,^ The heavioat 
coRContration of tax exempt land, largely o^imed ty Indians, occurred in 
2 the southwest and the east where the bulk of Indians v;ere residing in 1890. 
Corporations held land in eastern Oklahoma and the area of greatest concen­
tration of corporate ownership was the area where the unallotted surplus 
3 Indian lands were sold, 
3, Geographic Distribution of Land Holdings. Seventy four and seven-
tenths percent of Oklahoma's 213,708 land owners in 1935 owned 160 acres 
of land or less. (Table 7). Those land owners holding more than 64O acres 
amounted to 2.4 percent of all land owners. However, 20.2 percent of the 
total land area of the state was held by those having land holdings exceeding 
64.0 acres. In order to present the actual ownership conditions concisely 
one county was selected from each of the major type-of-faraiing areas of the 
state. The data relating to these counties and for the state as a viiole are 
presented in Table 7. The data in this table are presented in the geogra­
phic order of the county's appearance as one moves from west to east across 
Oklahoma, 
There was a rather uniform upv;ard progression in the percar.t of land­
owners holding less than I60 acres as one moved from west to east. Johnston 
County failed to conform to "bhis pattern and will be discussed' filter. Beaver 
County, the most western sample coimty, is in the 20 to 25 inch annual rain-
 ^Klemrae, "Some Facts Concerning the Ownership of Land in Oklahoma", p. 17 
2 Ibid. 
2 Ibid. 
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Tabic 7. LaiKl OvaacrKhip Unite: Pcrcent;i.;jc Dirjtx-'iijui.ioa 
of Land Holdings by S±zo of lIoldl.n2 or;d 'j.'otal Aci-e.v.-fj 
by Size of I'oldinii, Olclahoma., 1935 
Acreage interval 
County 
1-160 : 161-320 321--',.80 : /^ .31-640 C'vei' 640 
Percent Percent Pcrcent Pcrcent Percent Actual'^" 
Boaver 
O'.mers 
Land area 
Jackson 
U'iiiers 
Land area 
Custer 
Ovmers 
Land area 
Alfalfa 
Ov-ners 
Land area 
I'Li]igfisher 
Ovaers 
Land area 
Stephens 
Owiiers 
Land .area 
McClain 
Ov/ners 
land area 
Okfuskee 
OiTnors 
Land area 
Johnston 
Ovmers 
Land area 
21.2 
69.3 
a.2 
64.2 
34.4 
68.3 
40.6 
69,5 
41.0 
74.1 
43.2 
66O7 
•39.4 
7S.7 
43.3 
73o5 
32.4 
22.5 
21.9 
20o7 
30.8 
21„1 
28.3 
19.4 
2S.8 
19.3 
28.5 
160 3 
23.9 
22.5 
32.4 
12.1 
17.6 
15.7 
17.9 
13.4 
5.4 
IO08 
8.2 
14.8 
7.S 
15.5 
6.5 
12.8 
4.9 
9.9 
5»5 
10.6 
4.2 
8.9 
5.6 
9.2 
5.7 
10.5 
2o2 
6.2 
3.5 
9c0 
2.4 
6.7 
3.0 
Su4 
2,6 
7.4 
1.7 
5.0 
1.7 
5.8 
2.1 
5.5 
7-0 206 
33.0 382,829 
2,4 
11,0 
3.0 
L3.5 
n /  O. . '  
53 
55,583 
69 
86,939 
2,1 l-J, 
S»4 47^ 379 
l.,7 _ 53 
53J 581 
64 
15.6 89,011 
I06 33 
12.6 46,514 
3.3 57 
24.4 99,519 
3cl 53 
35.0 154,606 
Ohoctavr 
Owners 79.3 . 
I^ind area 48.0 
13.3 
20.6 
3.8 
3„2 
1.6 
5.1 
2.0 55 
18„1 91,727 
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Tablo 7. (Continued)-
Acreage interval : I-I60 161-320 321-ii80 : ^i.Bl-640 Ovo:.' 6/1.0 
County Percent Fercont Pcrccnt Porcont ' Percca'i Actual"-" 
Latinier 
OvvnerG 
Land area 
Haskell 
0;'.'ners 
Land area 
Muskogee 
O-aners 
Land area 
82.1 
47.2 
82.3 
51.0 
10.?. 
15.4 
11.4 
18,2 
3.3 
n o 
3.5 
7.9 
-.3 
1.9 2o 61 
6.1 24«1 l]i^;,660 
1»5 
4.4 18.5 
83.5 11.3 2.4 1.1 1.7 
55.9 19.3 5.9 4.1 14.8 
37 
74,930 
60 
79.665 
'Rogers 
Oi'-ners 
Land area 
83.2 10o7 3.1 1.3 1.7 45 
51.2 16.9 7.0 4.4 20,5 93,7U 
ilaycs 
O-i'.ners 
Land area 
85.1 
•59o3 
10.1 
18.1 
2»a 
7.1 
1.0 1.0 
4oO 3-1.5 
31 
50,159 
State 
Or.ners 
Land area 
74.7 15.6 5.1 2«2 2o4 5,129 
42.3 22.0 9.7 5.8 20.2 8,949;438 
^ Actual nuinber of landovmers and total acreage of holdings exceeding 64O 
acreso 
I'all bolt. Ivluch of the area io routii mid broken. The noyjl; six countioi; 
lio ia the. corausrcial agricultural area and v/ere oriGinally settled by 
honer.teaders. SteiDheiis County and Jaclcaoii County had extensive ai-eau of 
;.'ottou in the middle 1930*3 and they indic:;to a i:;oinov/hat higher porceut-
_\Ge of aiuiller holdings. The last eiclit countica lio v.'ithin the old 
Indian Territory. V/ith the exception noted, the percent of o'.vnors of sirxLl 
racts increased as one moved north and east towird the location of the con-
••entration of the pra-statehood Indian population. In Johnston County the 
:rca of tillable land is very lov; and its ov;ners.iip is highly concenti'ated. 
:he bulk of Johnston County land lies in the :li'buckle Ivlountains and. Lc.s beon 
;onceii.trated into a fev; large ranches, 
Fnen considering the percent of landowners controlling idore than 640 
lares, the percentage decreased as one moved froia west to east vath t;vo 
'.ajor exceptions, .^falfa County and rlingfiuher County showed fewer large 
..and ovmers than v/ould have been expected. The explaiiation lies, perhaps, 
.n the prevalence of half section farm.3 in these counties. They have no 
•ajich areas as in the case of a].l other western Oklahoma couirbies. 
ho eastern coiinties, Latimer County and Olcfuskeo County sliov/ed a heavier 
orcentage of lar^je land holders than v;ould have been erpectod. In both 
lounties, there are large areas of range and many sraall cattle ranches. The 
i 
besence of cattle ranching in Johnston County has been previously noted. 
To suiimiarize the 1955 land ov;norfjhip situation, it laay be said that 
he px'oportion of siiiall holdings increased as one ir.oved from west to east 
.cross Oklohoma. The distribution of land ovmers holding more than 640 
G9 
acres sooiiied to bo more o£ a function of fann organization, specifically 
raiichinc, than a function of the geoiiiraphic location of the land. 
Tablo 7 also suianariKos the distribution of the county's land area 
betv/een the various size of holding intervals. For the State aa a v/liolc, 
land holdings of 160 acres or less accounted for 42.4 percent of the State's 
land area. Twenty and tvro-tenths percent of the State's land area v.'as in 
holdings exceeding 640 aci-es. 
jln e^iamination of the samxjle counties reveals that as one rsoved from 
west to east the pattern of land area distribution between acreage intervals 
changed sharply. In the western counties of the State the percenta;:>e of 
land holdings less than 160 acres was loiv, but so also was the percentage 
of land in holdings exceeding 640 acres. In eastern OliLahoina the percentage 
of land in holdings 160 acres or less v.'as relatively high. This suggests 
that the land ovaiership concentration might be higher in eastern Otij.ahor.ia 
than in western Oklahoma.^ To test this hitpothesis, Table S v.'as prepared 
in which an index of concentration 'vjas derived. This table indicates that 
the relative land area controlled by large land owners was greater ;in Eastern 
Oklahoma (Figure 2). Hov/ever, much of the land in eastern Oklahoma was 
either in range and ranches or in non-agricultural timber units. 
Land Eoldin^'?:s Exceeding 640 Aci'e£.« IN 1935 thei'o v/ere individuals 
£ 3 
and corporations vjhose total holdings exceeded 640 acres. These "excessive" 
^Land ownership concentration is defined as the vxtcivb of ca>a-'. 
controlled per one percent of Ita-ge lar^d owners. 
2 
This does not include the land holaings of coiTiuion carriers. 
'',11 
Exoeasivc" horoaftcr vdll be used to designate land holdings exceeding 
GdO acruc, as in Initiative Petition 145, aubiidtted to the voters in 
1S40. 
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Tablo 8. IjTJid Ovnicrr.hip ConcGntration: Index O,L /irea 
Controlled foi' iilach Ono pcrccnt of Lcaid Ovnicrs 
rioldiiig r.oro Than GUO :\cro3, OkLahoLia., 1935 
pcrccnt oi" Fca-cent oi' 
land ovaiors •Land ax'oa : Irv le:-: 
Counties ovaiinij in l-;oidlni^ :;j • of. 
more than cxceedinr; : conccntra 
6i[.0 acres 640 acres ; 
(1) (2) (3) • (4) 
Pcrccnt Percent 
1. IlaiJkoll 1.5 IS.5 12 „ 3 
2.- ilocers 1.7 20.5 12 ol 
3» l/.ayes 1.0 11.5 11.5 
4« J olinston 3.1 35cO 11.3 
5* Latiir.er 2o5 24.1 9.6 
6. Choctav/ 2.0 18.1 9.1 
7. I.iuskogoe 1.7 14 oS 8.7 
S. licGlain 1.6 12„6 7.9 
9. Olauakee 3.3 24.4 7.4 
10, Stephens 2ol 15,6 7.4 
11, Kii^ gfisher 1.7 9.3 5.5 
12 o Beaver 7.0 33.0 4.7 
13. Jackson 2.4 n.o 4.6 
14c Custer 3.0 13o5 4»5 
15« All alx 5, 2a G.4- 4.0 
State 2.4 20.2 e.4 
 ^Obtaivied by dividing column 3 by colurm 2v 
holdings represented 8,949,438 acres of land or 20.2 percent of the State's 
total area. "Excessive" holdiiies by corporations ajiiounted to 12 percent or 
1,055,342 acres. This represented 52.V percent of the total cox-porate Icjnd 
in the State. The remaining 83 percc-ut of the "excessive" holdings, 7 5893,890 
acres, v;as hold by individuals, partnerships and estates. These ''excessive" 
holdings of individuals amounted to 21.1 percent of the land in tne State 
ovmed by this class of landovmera. 
Somo idea of the general quality of the land in "excessive" holdings 
can be gained by an examination of their average assessed value, "lixcessive" 
holdings of corporations had an average assessed value of ;:ii7.60 por acre 
for all holdings of corporations, "iixcessive" holdings of individuals had 
an average assessed value of C'5.86. This was 33 percent belov/ the average 
assessed value of ^i;8.75 per aci'e for all holdings in this class. The aver­
age size of "excessive" corporation holding was 2,045 acres as cojnptii-ed 
with 1,711 acres in excessive individual holdin^is. 
In order to appraise the character of "excessive" holdings some es-
tioate must be made of the State's land utilization pattern. Figure 3 
shows the relationship betv/een total land in farms and the total land area 
of each county in 1935. It vjill be noted that the relative percentage drops 
as one moved from west to east. The timber areas of the northeast and 
southeast become evident in this map. ITigura 4 shoivs the relationsliip of 
pasture land to total land in fax-ms in 19S5« This map high-lights the 
Sra;dng areas of the northv.'ast, the ]?lint Hills and the east south central. 
Figure 5 sho7;s the 1935 relationship of cropland to the total ivrea. 
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v.'Ms map is important because, as v;ill be devolopod latei*, tlio ^ruclu.-.vou 
laud tax proposal Initiative Petition Wo. 1-15 apolies principally to land 
l-oldiUGs that arc predcminatoly cropland, i'lgui-e 6 showa the averajio 3i,io 
of farina in the Stato in 1935. 
Fieuro 7 represents the 1S313 relationsiiip of the aroa of 
ijoldinga to the total land area, /oi examination of this iwip in relation 
f,o those which precoaed it revoa^La -fchat the uoncontration of land in "'ox-
C3ssive" holdint^s coincided with one of three I'actors. lu tlw nortiiv.e.it 
and in the Panhandle the concentration varied with the average size of fami. 
la the east south central and in the I''lint hills the concentration of "ex­
cessive" holdings coincided with the pasture land area. In the southeast 
;he concentration coincides with non-aGri cult viral holdings. In the pradoia-
inantly cropland areas the "excessive" holdings averaged froin 4 percent to 
.2 percent of the total land area. 
Of the 5,129 "excessive" holdings existing in 1935, 46.5 percent were 
'rem 641 acres to 960 acres in size. (Table 9). Sixty-six percent were 641 
icres to 1,280 acres in size. Eighty-nine percent of the "excessive" hold-
r.gs were under four sections in size. Only 0.9 percent of the "excessive" 
.oldings exceeded 16 sections of land. 
In terms of the land involved in "excessive" holdings in 1935, 19.9 
ercent was in holdings 641 acres to 920 acres in size, i'ifty-three and 
;ne-tenth percent of the land in "excessive" holdings was'to be found in 
:oldin3s of less than four sections of land. Those holdings which exceeded 
6 sections of land, 10,241, acres and over, accounted tor 24.1 percent of 
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Table 9. Land Holdin;;o iv/icccdin;;; Acres: Diotribution 
of Land Holdings and Lcu'id /a*or, by Si'^e oi Holdinp;, 
Oklahouui, I935 
Acreage : L:ind holdiiai^ i^; ; L;md aroa 
interval ; Acv,u;.\l 
pcro.'^ nt 
; Guiira].a''.:i\'-e : 
: lici-cinrb ; 
.\c t'lial 
•Qcrccnt 
: Oui:iulr.tj.ve 
: nerccnt 
6/il ~ 960 46,5 46 i, 5 19 o9 19 ..9 
961 --L2S0 19 0 66,0 11.7 3--^ 6 
1231 -1600 V V v 75 c 9 7a6 39.2 
i()Oi -1920 'wo-. 5u8 45.0 
1921 -22i,.0 ho'5 oO <>-{• 4,S 4908 
22lil -2560 2o6 39.0 3»3 5';„l 
2:361 -2S50 9 ~ w 910 5 0 V 5^ .7 
2B51 -3200 1.4 92.9 0 59 »0 
3201 -3520 1„0 93.9 10 8 6.)«o 
3521 -3S40 0„9 94.3 J.«£.; 62.6 
3Qhl -4160 0.6 95.4 1.3 
l^lOl "LU'rSO 0.5 95.9 1.2 65 
USI -4800 0.5 960 4 1.2 66^3 
4801 -5120 0.4 96,3 1.1 67.4 
5121 -WrO 0.3 97.1 0.8 68.2 
5.',ill -5760 0*4 97.5 1,2 69.4 
5761 -60SO 0.1 97.6 0,3 69.7 
608I -6400 0.1 97.7 0.3 70.0 
6z^01 -6720 0.2 97.9 0.7 70.7 
6721 -7040 0.2 98.1 0.7 71.4 
7041 -7360 0.2 98.3 0.8 72 ,.2 
7361 -7680 0.1 98c4 0,4 72.6 
7681 -SOOO 0.1 9Bo5 0.4 73 cO 
3001 -8320 0.0 98.5 0.0 73.0 
S32I -8640 0.2 98.7 0.9 73.9 
S6/|l -8960 0.1 98.8 0.5 7/1-.4 
S96I -9230 0„1 , 98.9 0.5 74.9 
9281 -9600 0.0 98.9 0.0 74.9 
9601 -9920 0.1 99.0 0.5 75.4 
9921-10240 0„1 99.1 0.5 75.9 
102ijl and over 0.9 100.0 .2i)..l 100.0 
00 
tilo to'tal acreace of "excossive" holdings. 
5, Svui;-!'.ary. Among the land ov/ners of Oklahoma in 1935, ^2.4 percent 
3'inad holdings oxceedins S40 acres. Theao holdiugy araouiited to 20.2 
.jrceut of the non-urban land tiroa of the State. The ralativo frequency 
JI" holdings excoedini^ 640 acres dacraased as one moved froai vjost to ca .t 
;'.ros:. the Steite. Tha ovaioi-shlp concc-.itx-t tlcri vaxled ia\.Ji'i;ely i.vith this 
; x-).-id indicatint' tint the siae of "e::cci;>3ive" holding was laj'.'f.sr on th., 
iverat:e in eastern OklLdioma than in we.v.tern Oi:l!ii;.oj:i;.a. Thi£; is significant 
. .e to the greater quantity of cropland in centrtl and v.-e:jtfcrn Oklahoiac. in 
•yivbrtst v.'ith the tinihor and range land of eaiitern Oiilahoi!.a. 
In 1955 the heaviest concentration of land holdings exceedina 640 
.eras, "excessive" holdings, coincided vath the areas of larger farins, range 
.Lnd and ranching, or non-agricultural land use. Kearly tv;o-thirds of the 
excessive" holdings were less than two sections in size. In the predora-
nantly cropland areas the "excessive" holdings accounted for from fou-i" per-
out to twelve percent of the total land area. 
B. 1'he gxeraptions 
1» I^flDortance« The purpose of the proposed legislation as stated in 
ection I of Initiative Petition No. 145 is "....to encou:L*age home ov;ner-
i hip and to discourage excessive land holding:^...." To this end a grv^^d-
: .'ited tax is to be levied against certain •'erir.aas/.vo" land holdings. Cae 
37 to designate what represents an "ei^cesoivti" land holding is to analyzo 
i j 
; he exomjjtions which in effect define land hoZ.dings not considoi-ed -'ere iouive." 
01 
3'.nitiative Petition No. 145 statea tliat all land, holdings of o40 acrct;. or 
r.ora. tjliall bo eligible for the tax "(lO Except tjie real e-Tbat-; of coi.xon 
caiTiers authorized to be held by theia by tlu: constitution of tjrds 
: ua except land covered by the firat i'x'oviao in iJection two (ji) of .crticle 
lv.-eut7-t\vo (ivXII) of this constitution until the exn)iration of the tiruj 
ptipulated herein, and except land devoted to foi-estation, reforestation, 
or to roclojuation, and landa opei'atad xjrincipally for grasine pui-poses," 
and later "Provided, that land of an assessed value of vlS,000 may, at his 
Dotion, be exempt to any ovmer in lieu of only the first 640 acres heroin 
pi'ovided." 
These exem^^tions would have had a definite bearing on the success or 
failure of the proposed legislation. IThen drafting tax legislation, it is 
nocessary that any exemption from ths tax be stated as clearly and as defi-
:iitely as is possible. In the final analysis the Tax Coici-iission, the 3u-
pre3:e Court, or some other duly authorized agency must intei^ret the pro­
visions of the act into administrative procedure. If the exemptions ai-a 
2ot clearly stated, many years might pass before a final decision could be 
rsached and the law becoiiB operative. 
2, Conii:on carriers.^ It seems obvious that the property of duly author-
Lzed coismon carriers should have been exempted. There vjere no lands of 
original construction grant held by conanon carriers in 01c].£iho:aa. Thus all 
Liinds ov;ned by the carriers viere those needed for the operation of thuvix* 
business. This exemption would be intt-.-i-pi-etEd easily since the ter.;!i 
^3ee footnote 3, p. 65. 
cMuoii carriers" liaa beau judicially construed. 
'I'lie Asaaaaod Value Option. "Providod, that the land ox" an aossssod 
:.lue, of !„>12,000 may, at his option, be e»)ript to any ovji;.;;r in lieu oi' 
riy the Tirst 640 acres herein provided." 'i'hs iiiclujiion oi' tids oi;i-ioa 
C.S a concession to the factor of the econonac qmility of land. In 
•I'aas of tha State the lev; productivity of the laiad makes nocessciry holdings 
f greater than 640 acres. It could bo that the option was not laiv^G enough 
:r certain tj^-pea of operation and £Oi..e ra:ich land of ^12,000 assessed val-
ation would not be productive as 640 acres of the best land in the Stc.te. 
i:e option probably v;as taken frori the provision in tha Or:laho;,ia Graciuaued 
and Tax Act of 1908 which exomptod holdings o£ less than vlS^SOO taxable 
aluG. 
Nearly seventy-five percent of the "axcesaive" land holdings in the 
'•tate had in 1935 an assessed value of less than :,vl2,000 and would have boon 
ixornpt on the basis of this option. There ware only holdings in tho 
/tate v;nose acroat;e exceeded 640 and v/hose assessed value excooded vil2,000. 
,'hese holdings totaled 4,614,235 acz-es of land and v;Gra assessed for a total 
)f ^31,464,295. This amo'unted to 10.4 percent of the land area of the State 
is compared vjith 20.2 percent of the State's land area in all "excessive" 
loldings. 
The renaining corporate holdings, 239 in. number, araounted to 757,315 
787; Dak. 3383; 1890. Ok. Sec. 4877; Ohapt. 30, /a-t. I., Bunn's 
Cormilsd OKlahoina. St^utes, iinnotated, 1921, p. 1914. 
•iCi'e;. or land, assosijec'l at au avora^ e oT cn ucrcuj. TiJ 3 v.a;.-: 
rierccnt of all corpoi-ate ov.iiod land in the otate. i'he baltiucr; of tho 
o,37u,950 acres of laJid were pz^ivatelj ov.ned and sro aDV-o,y,L.cu at an aver-
::£e cf ^ 6.55 per acre. The uvei-aco s;i ze of corporate holtiinrs, ozciio' ix'g 
•o-lO acres and ^12,000 assessod valiiation, v:aa L';,OSb acrts as coii;ijarc;d vith 
,3,575 acres for private holdings. The effect of exercisine this option upon 
the land area affected vai'ied aiixing the coiiD-ties of the iitate (Cf. 'fable lO). 
McOui'tain County still led in land aroa eligible Vilth 39.6 pcroent, v,':iile 
Oklalioraa County with 0.9 had the least. 
One problem relating to this option v;ould require additional abtan-
cion. The existence of inequalities in as£es£jii.ent procedure betv;0eii .::o\>nties 
v.-as a recogniaed fact.^  To the extent that this inequality persisted, ovmers 
in one county would have been able to exeBict pi'Ojperty of gi'eatei' real value 
than v;ould the land ovmers of other counties. In 1941 and 194-2 an inapection 
and listing of all non-urban land v;as ordez-ed by the Oklahoma Ta:c Conaaission. 
The -Drocedure vias left to the individual counties and wMle an intra-county 
• ^ 2 
et3.uali2ation was the probable result, disparity betvjeen counties reEained# 
The eicercise of the assessed value option exempted seventy—five percent 
^Oklehoffia Ta>: Coirjiiission, Division of Research and Statistics, Gon'-oai'i-
son £f Assessed Value to Sales Value of Heal Sstate Sold in 01iJ.ahoina 
froa 1930 to 1955 Inclusive, Bulletin Ko 23., 19<37. 
^iaernrae, Eandall T., "Farm Land Asaessiucnt Procedva-e in Garfiald 
County, Oklahoiria," Current ?aria Ecoiomcs, Vol. 15, Ho. 6, pp. 
187-194, Dec. 194S. 
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Tablo 10, I'jfioct. Ox .ivoiapuio;'!:; Upon Land /u-ca oi' rj::coc.;iv< 
HolQinf,3: jjiiji-ribution by Gouritio2 and Typo 
of Exemption, Oklahomaj 1935 
: Land area : La.nd area : : : 
; in :exempted by: 7.and area : Land ai'oa i j 
County : excessive : aacecaed :e:-:o;irotcd as ted cm 1 
: holdinf's^ : valuo'^ :corporation'^; land V\ 0^ ' 
r'Oj.'cenb PercL-iiu i-orr; an'c- hcroeno 
I.and arc: 
3u'ijcct 
':ci 
Adair no4 9.9, 0„0 lo5 0,0 
Alfalfa 8.4 5 0c4 0.4 3.8 
At oka 28,0 24.0 0.3 3.2 0.0 
Beaver 33.0 • 20,3 1.3 10. S 0.1 
Bcclvl'iani 21.6 15.1 0„0 U1 1,8 
Blsirie 9.2 6,0 1.0 1.6 0.6 
Bryan 25.4 8.8 13.5 2.3 0„3 
Caddo 4.4 l.S 1.2 0.5 0.9 
Canadi£in 7.4 3.1 0.0 0.3 4.0 
Garter 23.7 1.2 o/i. 0 tf o 10,9 0.4 
Cherokee 1/^.1 7.7 0.3 6.1 0.0 
c caw IB.l 12.2 3o3 2o 
Gir^arron 38 V 3 17.5 0„0 20 ..o n.O 
Cleveland 4.9 2,2 0„5 1.0 1.2 
Coal 25.1 li+.2 4.5 6,4 0,0 
Comanche 10.2 5 » o  0.9 3.2 0.5 
Cotton 4.1 2.3 0.0 0,4 0.9 
Craig 12.7 4»2 3.1 2.7 2.7 
Creek 22o3 7.6 2,4 11.9 0.4 
Custer 13.5 6.4 1.7 2.0 3.4 
DelaViOre 12.0 8,2 OaO 3.0 0.2 
Dev.'cy 13.9 9.3 0.6 3.6 0.4 
Ellis 27.0 13.2 3.3 9.4 1.1 
G:irfield 4.6 O.S 0.4 0.0 3.4 
Garvin 17.3 7.1 0,8 4.1 5.3 
Grady 13.6 5.3 1.5 1.0 tr 
Grsnt 9.6 1.2 0.3 0.0 • 8.1 
Greer 16.7- 12 o2 0.0 2.0 2.5 
Harmon 19.8 3J2.7 0.3 3.7 3.1 
Harper 32.8 21.6 3.3 7.9 0.0 
Haskell 18.5 S.l 1.7 B.7 0.0 
Hi'£;hos 2S.5 15.7 0.6 10.0 0.2 
Jackson 11.0 7.4 1.3 0.1 2.2 
Je.fferson 32.0 11.7 0.4 19.1 0.8 
Johnston 35.0 7.6 2.9 22.5 2.0 
lu-y 10.8 2.3 0.8 4.6 3.1 
Kij-ififisher 9.3 3.2 0.4 0.0 5.7 
Oi 1V' 
G!' 
Tab3,e 10, (Ctmiiiiuod) 
: Land ai^ ca : Ixuid ai'Qii : • • 
: in :exempted by: Land area ; Land iii'-oa : (liVCcl 
Comity : excessive ; assessed : c;:eMpted as :exc2apted on: .'jubjuct 
: holdjjiF.s^  : valuc''^  : corporation'-" : lajid use^ ; .1- ,G oO oily'. 
Pcrccnt Percent Percent Percent piJX'cent 
Kiovfa 11. Q 6.1 0.5 0.3 4.9 
Ijatiiaer 2/1-. 1 16.8 0.0 7.3 0,0 
Lel'lore 19.7 12 o4 0.5 6.3 0.5 
Lincoln *-^•0 0. 2,4 0.0 1,7 0.0 
Losaii 6.5 3.0 0.2 0.4 2.9 
Love 23 »6 BL4 .3- 2 0 /[. 7a 0.0 
IlcClain 12,6 4.8 0.3 4.5 3.0 
licGui^tain 46.5 6.9 1.6 37.5 0.5 
luCLitosh 21, B 11.6 3.3 6.7 0.2 
i.a30r ie.2 li...9 0.3 0.9 2.1 
Liar shall 1S,1 7.5 7.7 2.9 0.0 
].:ayes 11.5 4.3 5.0 I08 0.4 
Hurray 41o7 15.6 3.9 21.7 0.5 
Iluskogee 14.8 3.5 • 3.3 3.4 4.6 
lloblo 8.0 2.4 1.1 2.8 1.7 
ilovrata 20,9 8.3 2.1 10.5 0.0 
Okfuskee 24.4 10o5 3.0 10.5 0.4 
Olvlahooa 2.3 1,4 0.0 0.0 0.9 
Olffliulgee 24.1 , 7.2 0.0 16,1 0.8 
Osa^e . 40,4 20.2 2.9 17.3 0,0 
Ottaxra. 18.3 5.9 I06 0.3 10,5 
Paimee 6.3 3.4 0.6 1.6 0,7 
PajT-e 5.0 1.9 0.2 0.9 2.0 
Pittsburg 12.1 8.8 0.5 C 0 '.i 0,0 
Pontotoc 22.2 7.0 1.5 11,9 1.8 
Pottai'ra-toinie 6.1 2.7 0,0 2»3 1.1 
Pusjir.iataha 42.8 20.0 2.4 20.4 0.0 
Eosei'' llills 24.4 16.8 0,0 n A j" 0 0 0.0 
Rogers 20.5 4.8 5-1 9.2 1.4 
Serdjiole 16.3 8.1 0.0 7.3 1.4 
Sequoyah 21.1 11.5 1.3 C ' 0 9 ! y 0.;'; 
Stephens 15.6 9.0 0.7 5.4 0.5 
Te:cas 33.5 16.7 5.6 12.3 0.9 
TiLli.ian 11.2 2.6 1.1 1,1 6.4 
Tulsa 9.9 3.3 1.0 2.1 
^ A' 
Vjajioner 23.9 1,2. 6.7 I J v  2.6 
i.^ehington 19.8 5.9 . 1.8 ll./l 0.4 
Tabic 10, (Continued) 
: Land area : j.'jn i ai-oa ; 
Coiuity 
: in 
; oxcciiiiivo 
: Iioldin 
e::ci::ptcd by: 
a;:;Gv,:;;icd : 
L:ind area 
;:.:cc ;;vpt'';d ac. 
•.ornor.ition'-
lorio. 
o»;:; 
l;>rid :: 
] ai'ca 
;.:ub,)v,ct 
•f'.o v.: 
Percent r'Ol'OCnt Pert-.ent i"' C.'jr 0 O j V'."' pc.:.-'cs:ut 
V/ashita 
V.'ocds 
VJoodv.m'd 
7.3 
25 0 4 
26.4 
3»£) 
213 
12.7 
1.3 
1.3 
1.6 
o„o 
1.6 
10„B 
0 9 
2*0 
1.3 
State 20,2 9.8 1.6 7 1.5 
^ Percent of total land area in holdings 64O acres or more in siae, 
^ percent of liind area in holdings exceeding 64O acres3 but assessed for 
less than ;iil2,000. 
^ Percent of L.">.nd area in holdings exceeding 64O acres aid exccedii-ig 1)12,000 
assessed value^ but exsiapt bccause of non-voluiatary coi'porate ovmer-
ship. 
^ Percent of land area in holdings exceeding 64O acres and £12^000 assessed 
value, not exempt because of ovmership class, but exempt on the 
basis of the principal land use as determined by average assessed 
value per acre, 
0 
Percent of the total land ax'ea in holdings subject to the provisions of 
the tax. 
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O x  the "excQstiivo" holdings and reduced by 50 percent the land .-a-oa of 
"excessive" holdincs. The iiiorked increaac- in the Jiverayo sizs of holdang 
over that of all holdiug oxcecding 640 acrss indicated that n-iaiiy holdings 
T;ould have found exemption iitijiossi'ble due to sheer siae. 
4-. The Exer.mtion of Cornorations. ".,.,aiid except land covered by the 
first Proviso in Section two (2) of ilrticlo tv.-enty-tv/o (XI-CII) of tids Con­
stitution until the e;q')iration of the time stipulated herein,,...". This 
part of the Constitution of the State of Olilahoma relating to the liiidta-
tions upon land ownership by corporations, reads: "Provided, hov.'ever. That 
corporations shall not be precluded from taking mortgages on real estate to 
secui-e loans or debts, or from acquiring title thereto upon the foreclosure 
of such mortgages or in the collection of debts, conditioned that such cor­
poration or corporations shall not hold such real estate for a longer period 
1 
tnan seven years after acquii'ing such title. 
Inasmuch as it is constitutionally illegal for corporations to ov;n 
2 
lana except for their ovm airect use this exception \7ould have, in effect, 
exempt from the tax the bulk corporate holdings in the State. Excessive 
land holdings of commercial banks, loan companies, the federal Land Bank, 
insurance coEjjanics, and other locja groups v.-ould not have been affected by 
the tax. Those companies not excepted would be the livostock and l.aad com­
panies, oil compaT'les, Ivufiber and trdning companies, I'.nd other miacellansous 
corporate; groups. 
^larlow, Ol^ahonia Statutes, L951, VoJ.. li, p. 
2 
In contravention to Sectioji g, ib-txcl'i ICCCI, Covitif.-oution. 
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Hie exemption of corporate held land released 225 corporate "ezcoss-
ive" holdings which consisted of 704s5Iia acres and vdiich were aaseased at 
.,5,704,542. There remained but l-l- corporate holdings in the State v.hich 
vrere not exempt and which exceed 640 acrri:: in size and vi;3,000 assessod 
raluation. Those holdings totaled 53,875 acres and v;ere assessed at 
'i.'i-j58^142. This amounted to a 28 porcunt re o action in the maount of pre-
riously eligible corporate owned land and reduced the total lejid area of 
the -State affected by the tax from 1Q,,4 j^oxcent to 3.8 poroent. (Cee 
J-sblf.' 10). 
The greatest change in taxable acreage oc<::urs in Bryan Coimty vjhore 
a reduction of 81.3 percent of the land area affected results froci the 
exercise of this exception, fciarshall, Luiyes, and Choctaw counties iilso 
show sizable reductions in eligible acreage on the basis of this oxcoption. 
5. Bxeirmtions on the Basis of Land Use, and, except land devoted 
to forestation, i-eforestation, or to reclamation, and lands operated 
principally for graaiug purposes;...." 
lor purposes of convenience, these exceijticns vjer© designated the 
"land use" exemptions. The interpretation of the intent of exceptions 
•vo'ald have caused a great deal of adaii.nistrative difficvilty. The problem 
would have been one of determining or defining what was raeant by such terms 
as "reclamation," "operated principally," etc. Before the lav; could have 
bccome operative some agency, say the Ta^: Cotijiesion, VJOiild have been C;;J.led 
upon to define these terms» Thair decision v.'ou2.d have acrdeved le^al senc-
tioa only after the matter had been re'Viewcd by the courts of the uitate^ 
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it v.'ould be wise to consider a few of the more apparent problena 3U;3',;o3ted 
Dy *het;e excoptionn. 
CnO quQsr.tion v;liicli could have been raised refers l;o tj.e cut--ovs-r laiid 
of the Stats. i/ovQ.d this lanu he cor.aicei la devoted to lore station'.' r/ould 
aatia"al seeding, or allovang a sparse stand of nurne stock l.ave I.)'.';.;-. cu\\~ 
sidei-ed I'e fore station? ¥hat if th0£0 lar.d:3 v.'are farxaad cr c-.rafr.eQ dv..-:-i.3-,3 
the process of seeding? SoLie deciaion v.'ould have to have ceen liiade on the 
rjitter oi' woodland pasture and vjoodlots. Ubula such lerids be excepted when 
calculating taxable acroaCGV Would an artificial ahelter holt bo coiiaiderod 
fore station or reclarflation? 
Esclamation would offer many problems. I'-'ould mechanical or cultural 
erosion control practices constitute reclaraation';' VJould a subsidized pro­
gram of peimanent cover restoration constitute reclamation? -Ictuul or 
potential irrigation projects vjould liave to be considered. i\n.other natter 
which v/ould have required consideration related to the ''layout" acroj re­
sulting from participation in the Agricultiiral Adjuatmerit Lt-dministrariion 
program. This acreage, diverted fren the production of soil depleting 
crops, might as logically claira exception ss those lands exempt on the basis 
of a stricter inteipratation of reclaniatio2.. 
The exception- of grazing laud v.'ould fce e:rbrei;iely iivmortarit in 
parts of Oklahoma. As the exception vjas states, "....lands operated prin­
cipally for grazing purposes;" a decision as to v/hat lands this ej^einpted 
would be most important. The prcblen woulci have rsoolved itse3.f into the 
questions of ivhether (a) all of the jioldin^; vjau to be o^cempi; Docauss zue 
land vjaa principally uacd X'or t;ra';,iiit;, or, (b) \'jucthtr -'oliose portioiia oi' 
land uithin a holding veve to be exempt. In the forincr , the 
classification could have beon niado on tho baoic of the porcfcntacc of totol 
X'anu incoiiie arisiut; from tho act of or it coulu jiavu boer. luado unon 
1 
tho relation, of pastui-e laud to cultivafcad land. The other intoipretaticn 
of the exemption, that of grazing land oaly, vjould have iiivolvod listing 
and survey of the holding to dcteiT.iiEe v.'iiat parts Ke::e to be, or.ei.i;.'.t« .tiotii 
interpi'etations had obvious ad^iinistrative probleicis. In eitiier case, an 
officiant adEdni strati on of the aot x^xaild hs.ve necesaite^tsd on actual inspec­
tion of lands to determine the validity of the exoraptions clain--ed= As a 
ratter of fact, this was iiupocoible both legally and financially» For 
this reason, it ivould have seemed vrf.sei' to e^nact supportins leeisiation 
giving greater clarity thi'ough statutori^ definition of lands wxich v;ere to 
be exempt on the "basis of land utilisation. 
In this study an arbiti'ai^' decision Wc'.s made a::; to v.'hat con.itituted 
the "land use" exception. The pi'ocedure followed was to considex* tiis entire 
holding exempt v;hen it v;as apparent tliat the "excessive" holding v.'as pi-in-
cipally devoted to forestation, reforestation, recluxaation or gi-aaingo A , 
careful consideration of Census data on liiind utilii^ation and a coi;iparison 
of vddely separated intra-county areas led to the adoption of an assessed 
^Corr.pare v/ith Chap. 28, iu-t. 2, See. 5516, Harlovj, Oklahoiva Statutes. 
19£il, p. 1608. This section deals v.lth tho classification of public 
lands for purchase. IViion 0 to IS-^ pex'cent the total ai'ea is culti­
vable, it is classified as grazing. 12i percent to percent cul­
tivable is classified as grazing and farirdng. 
legally, S. L. 1909, Chap. 53, /ort. 3, Sec. 2. Financially, cf. infra. 
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value Tigure as the basis for the land uso exemption in lieu of actual 
inspection. Table 11 shovjs by countiea the assestieu values used to 
din'erentiatc "excessive" holdings on the basiij of land use. Any holdinir 
v.-hoso avarace asE-eased value oxcceded this Tisure wt\s asauiijed not to be 
exeffiijt on the basis of land use, Partial validity i'or this tocbr.ic\:o liar, 
been es-oablisied by a SLUU.V.^ 
The exercise of the land use exception -ivo-old j.ave reduc'd l.ts tax­
able acreage in the State to 575^757 acres aaoessed at .iao,720/jlo. This 
represented 530 holdings avGragir.g 1,2?;J acrcs and having an avci-at^^b 
assessed value of yi5.89 an acre (Table 10). Seventeen of the seventy-
seven counties in the State \vo\ild have hiid no land taxable, iaiothex- S5 
counties would have had less than one percent of their l.:ind area taxable. 
(Pigure B). Of the remaining counties, 29 would have had froK 1.1 percent 
to 5,0 percent of their total area tameable and only six counties in tlie 
State v;ould liave had more than 5.1 percent of tlieir total land area t^iccable. 
The total taicable land in the State would have been reducea to lo5 percent 
of the State's total land area (Table 10). 
The distribution of "excessive" holdinea which would have boen eligible 
are sumnarized in Table 12. l-Ieai'ly tvw-thirds of the eligible holdincs 
v/ould have been less than t'MO sections in size. Nine-tenths of the hold­
ings vjould have been less than three sections in sis-,a. J.t least half of 
the land area involved v.'0u].d have been found in holciings under tv. j sections 
x^lle3ai;0, P.andall T., "Soir.e ispoct:; of Land Cviniirahip in Tolas Ccuaty," 
Current Ffiriii Kcor>0!:de3. Vol. Ix, iio. u, jjjc. , pp. I'.c c i; :;oc;. 
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T.ible 11, Tr;,.r.l ij: o /:;r:: .'i.vcra';c 
Vc.lu6 Pel' .\Ci'0 !J:.od ill ,• L'v.vl a^bjoct 
to Land Usio ;L::;;.,:i>tioa, Clclahom, 1935 
Goiuity 
; AsscGLTcd value 
: per acre t: Co'.iuty : 'y'O:' \ .'-c 
Adaii' •jjj  ^oO L'ltiriie^  0 11.50 
;,ir'.iiia 10. ,'^0 Lv;i''lor 3 3J.J-5 
.'itokd 11./I.0 Iiiticolii 9.55 
;j3>:;vc'r' 10„70 10.75 
i;ec;ci;Oi:i B.70 Love 11.35 
jjl£.i:ie s.eo L'cClal'i 9.^0 
li-y-" SeSO l.ioCiu'tain 9..70 
Ga;i:lo So95 !.;cJ.atosh 10o20 
Cav::idian 3.65 i.:ajor 10.10 
Ca::'ucr 10.25 ];:ai"Ghall 12.10 
Chcr'okee L2.10 9.55 
Che G'CCA'/ 10„70 lAa^ray 12 c 10 
Cu.arr on 9o7C i.luckogee I2..;;c 
Cle/oland 9.10 TiOble 10.1:5 
Coal 12oC0 Novrata 12.60 
Co;;u.inche S.op Okfuskee 9o90 
Cotton Oi,65 Ol-iahcivia. 8.40 
Crai^ : 12,00 Olm'-ulgGe 12„55 
Cr£o> 10.35 Osage 9U-0 
Gu.::t'.;r 9»60 Ottav;a 9.95 
jeii;;ax*e 9.15 Paimce l;i.i5 
jjGv;ay a.SO F;,iyne 9.C5 
v nr; 9.75 PittGb^ r^;;i 10.00 
i-i-ai'* j-icxd 8.75 Pontotoc 9.65 
Cai'Vin 10.20 pottav/atonde 9.10 
9. AO Pushi'iataha 10, cO 
10.15 ko^^er Inlln 9v45 
C-re^^r* 7.55 Rogers 10 .,00 
ha:v:;on 7.30 Oeii^inole r^ r . •• /' -J / V 
; • ;er B.50 9o25 
hai:":ojJ. LI. 50 ;itcipheus 10J:0 
;;U^heS 9.45 10.-o 
Jacicson 7.35 Ti3.L;ian "{''J 
Jef^'oroon 10«50 Tu" 3a y.5p 
Joh; ",ston 13.00 ov.Gi- 12.::0 
r.av- 9.10 n;;ton ilp?0 
llinjiioiiar 9.70 Wa;-hj,ta 
iiiov.'a B.45 v.'oC'-u"; 
y-i 
liable 12, L:ir.d ;:o].din,^a 'ili:3ib3.o iur Gi'.j.duL!.i'.cd 
Land Taj:: .Oisti'lcutioa or Lc.nd Molciin;^s and I,and /u-ea 
by Siao of no-Luiniij Oiclaho-ia, 1935 
lioldir' 
intex'val ; Actua.1 : Gm.ul.'.tivc : Ac'iu'il : Ci.i;:''V 
Pm-ccnt Porcont Percent Pcrcc-n 
640 - 960 40,2 4.0.2 25.4 25U1. 
961 -1280 26„9 67 »1 23.8 4'.9,2 
12i^l -loM 14,6 81.7 16.6 65.8 
1601 -1920 8,9 90.6 12.4 ?o,2 
1921 -2240' . 4.0 94.6 6^6 Si;., 8 
22i(l -2560 ^ 1,3 95.9 2,5 87. J5 
2i-ol -28S0 1.7 97.6 3.6 90.9 
2c:ol -3200 0.6 93.2 1.4 92.3 
3201 -3520 0,4 98,6 1.1 93 J: 
3521 -3840 — r-
38i;l -U60 — ~ 
4161 -44S0 0.2 98.8 0,7 94a 
Ai;£l -4S00 0.2 99.0 0.7 94.,8 
4801 -5120 0.2 99,2 0,8 oc; A 
53-21 -5i-^^0 0.2 99.4 0,8 96.4 
5/i41 -5760 -
5761 -6080 — — 
60S-1 -6400 — -
6ii.01 -6720 — 
6721 -704.0 0.2 99.6 1.1 97.5 
70/;! -7360 -
7361 -7680 - -
7681 -8000 — -
8001 -8320 0.2 99.8 1,2 98.7 
8321 -3640 — 
66/il -8960 0.2 100,0 1,3 100.0 
ill siso. ulien cci:;;pareu vjitii Table \), :I L laiy bo sctn the iu lain^s 
v.'iiich would have been olitlble Icr 'cho tMX \.vi)a'e' i'e-'.at.ivoly .v-i or i;i riivra 
than those "excetjsivo" holdiii{:;a pi'Qvioualy cousiuorod. 
6. .'iiuTji'.ory oi' iLxeiimtiona. Of the 5,129 "e::cosjivo" holdin£;:> in tlio 
State in 1955, 530 vjould have beon. eii^iible for tho ta::. Ei^coutions •'.•.•ould 
have e-seapt-all but 675,757 acras of the 8,94:9,433 acrcs in tho.,e "e;-;ce:i3ive 
holdings. The land use exemption v;oulu have shifted the burden of the tax 
from the eastern and westorc. cxtrei;:o£ of the State to tiis ccutrcl and east­
ern aiji-icultural regions. It shou].d be noted that the itiost of xhese countie 
which would have had a high percentage of land eligible for taxation are 
those having extensive areas of agricultural crop land. The average sise 
of tajiable "excessive" holding v/ould have diminished over the size of all 
"excessive" holdings and the average assessed value per acre v;ould have in­
creased. 
C, The Tax Bate and Taic Base, 
1, The Deterioination of the Levy, "The ovjner, .... of any land in this 
state, in excess of six hundred forty (540) acres shall .... pay upon such 
excess the follovang annual tai: .... to-v.'it: For each one dollar of val­
uation of such excess acreage, as assessed for taxation ad valoreiu- in ohe 
preceding year, the following schedulte: 
For the first year follovang the adoption of this G.nond:;:ont 
Five mills where such excess does not exceed 640 acres; 
Ten mils on such excess exceeding 640 acrcs and not 
•JL, 
oxcaoding 1,230 acras; 
Fifteen iiiills on sucL excess l,2t.O aci'ii;„ 
li-ive mils shall continue to bo auded until such annual tax 
rate shall reach 40, 45, and 50 luilxs as r,n;ci;aa:" 
There appear to be at least three distinctly dii'i-erent intarr.retatioiis 
Wiuch iiiight be mad© concerning the application oi" thiy ta:-: sohedul..', Tnese 
iuterprstations would tend to vary q_uite v/idely the aiiiount of the j.nitial 
levy but "ihe variations diminish as the aaximum levy is reached» i'or the 
sake Ox expedience, these interpretations have been desij^natod (a) Tho "ratal 
holding, (o; xhe xotal iixcess Acreage and ^c) The Prociresoive Excess Acrea^je. 
Pooal Holding Interaretation. where such excess does 
not exceed 640 acres, According to this interpretation the total 
acreage of land owned would be the deterr,lining factor of the rate of taxa­
tion. Thus a land ovmer possessing a holding from 540 acres to 1,230 acres 
vrouid bo yuojoct to an initial tax of 5 Drills on the assesyad value of such 
acrease as exceeds tlie initial 540 acres. A holding of 1,500 acres would 
be subject to an initial tax of 10 mills while a holding of 2,000 acres, 
Kore than 1,280 acres in excess of the first 640 acres, would bo assessed 
initially at 15 mills. 
This interpretation has in its favor ease of deteriiiination. The only 
factor needed co establish the initial rats would be the aci'eaij;e actually 
owned. However, this interpretation overlooks or ignoras the option of ex-
enpting lands of vl2,000 assessed valuation. This raises the (Question of 
holdings that would exempt through the exercise of this option, laor-; tiiirn 
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640 acres. 
b. Tho Total Excen:'. Acrouno Intoi-oroo.'rLiou. land oi' cm 
value of >000 may, at iiia option, bo c.'vojuijb to aiP/ id .Liou o.i.' oaly 
the first 640 acres herein provided." This iaterpretatioa, os3!';r,.tially a 
variation of tho first, would be ofi'ectivo v/iion the (jig,000 assooucd value 
option waa exorcised. It predicates the rate of taxation upon the nuiabcr 
of aci'es v/hich v;ould have to bo disioosed to exempt the holding froui taxation. 
For exiuiiple, a holding consisting of ii,000 acres of land uniforiiLLy assessed 
at o3 an acre v;ould have a total assessed value of si'16,000. The ov.Tier ivculd 
exercise the vl2,000 option (640 acres v;ould be assessed at only si-SjlSO). 
In order to bring the holding within the limit of exeiiiption the ov.'ner would 
have to dispose of land valued at v^4>000, i.e., .:i;l6,000-'s,i2,000, or in trds 
case, 500 acres of the 2,000 acres ovmed. Applying tha Total Sxcesa ^ xre-
age interpretation this ovmer woiild be tc^:ed upon 500 acres a:33G:j3:;: i at 
•jj4,000 by an initial levy of 5 irllla. Ir. r.he case of the rotal Eolling in-
terpxvitation the initial levy would have been 15 Mlls^ -Should th:; e:'.;ccss 
value above the vl2,000 exeiqDtion ropresent more tiian 64-0 acrea, the initial 
ra'..e would be 10 irills. Should the excess acresge above the ..iSjOOO exertion 
exceed 1,280 acres, the initial rato would be 15 icills per dollar ci' excess 
value. 
This interpretation seeus to accord more favorable treatinont to hold-
in,rs co;:ipoGed of cheaper land. In torina of static econoiiiics there •.•.ould be 
little difference in productive capacity befween a unit of 2,000 acres valued 
at v^lGjOOO and one of only 1,000 acres valued at vlG,000. This le;;;;! slat ion 
UB 
has as on iiuplicit end, the eq,ualiz,ine oi" oconomic opiiortunity» 'i'horG ijoeiXiS 
little Gconociic justification Tor a hifihor t.xc lovy ujjon one holding because 
it waa physically lai'i^or tiian nnothor, oapwoially vvjion both }io3.uin,;;a wera 
nearly the suiiio economic si-^c or posrioso noaxly identical procluctivo capacity. 
c. The Prof^i'essivo iixcoaa Acroai'-'.o liiturnrataoion.. " ..,, on auch 
excess exceedinc .... aci'es and not e:?:ceodins .... acru3: " This 
intex>prstatiou v.'ould bo baaed upon the -aniquo terriiinology of the rate schedule 
vMch states: "Five mills where such excess does not e^zceed 6'iO acres; Ten 
mills on such excess exceeding o'i-O acres and not exceeding 1,260 acres; j'if-
teen siills on such excess exceeding 1,280." Thus a holding v/hose unaxer/ipt 
area, regardless of initial exemption, i^equired the disposition of 1,920 
acres would pay an initial levy of 5 mills on the assessed value of 64-0 
acres of excess, 10 iuills on the assessed value of an additional 640 acres 
and an initial levy of 15 Mils on the assessed value of the re;-.iain.in{]; 340 
acres. 
This interpretation '.vould be ii.ost difficult to ailoiinistei' b\)t froK an 
econoiric point of view this interpretation '.voald scerii xo be v.-i,- unc. oq.ait-
able. The elomont of shear physical size v;culd be xninimKeri. 
a. Q,uaritltatlve An;jlyais of I.ntororetationi, In order to oval.uate 
tiia effect of the changes in the tax liability and the rate of levy on the 
entire holding, it v;ould be necessary to hypothecate a holuiiic; and apply to 
it each interpretation. The hypothetical holding vjould consist of 2,150 
acres of land having a uniforrii assessed valuo of ylO por acre« Thus the to­
tal assessed value of the holding v;ill be ^>21,600. 
(1) Total I-loluinf's. I'lie land iiol'lina oxceeniin;, 1^'j2.0 r^o v.ovlJ. 
be assessati at an initial rate oi' 15 r.-illc (more t.ion 1,L.v;0 ucx: n in c.x--
oeso OI allov;ubi© 640 acres). '.rao land Acldej: JOUJ.U feyau'ciay ti c. •;,l:i,000 
Option (640 acrtiB havine an as.'i'a.iea vaiue; of only vC-j-lGO) and thu:. v.'oiild 
be taxed upon .;i^9,500. The initial tax liability Vvould be t/nd the ir.axi-
nim tax liability at the end of seven years, v430. On the basi:,; of the 
assessed value of the entire holding (021,600) this '.vould result in an 
initial ta:c rate of 5.Go mills and a maximura tax rate of nearly 22.25 mills 
per dollar of total assessed value, 
(2) Total Excess Acresp-.g. The exercise of the .yl2j000 option v;ould 
exeiupt in effect 1,200 acres of the holding from taxation^ Thin would 
leave 950 acres valued at 09,GOO subjoct to tsxation.. The initial rata in 
this instance would be 10 mills as the excess acre>..ge v.as rr.ore tnan 640 
acres and less than 1,280 acres. In tliis case the initial tax liability 
v;ould be ^96 and the maxiF-um v.'ould be vi4K2, The tax rate on the entire 
holding would amount to about 4.5 mills in:Ltially caid v.ould rise as a 
ma^iimuii to about 20 mills per dollar of totai assessed value» 
(3) Progressive Sxoess Acreage. The exercise of the -,iS,000 oijtion 
v.'ould leave 960 acres subject to taxation. 640 aci-es assuioad tc be assessed 
at ^i:&,400 vail be initially taxed at th.e rate of 5 rialls. The r.oicaining 
320 acres assumed to be assessed at '-/u./t-lOO v;ill be taxed at the 10 aiill 
rate. The amount of the initial ta;: liability would be v64, [v3;3 - v^2) and 
tlie maxianffii ta:c liability vdll be ^400, (^^256 / vl44';, This v.'ouAi result 
in an initial ta:c rate of nearly 3 Kills and a mairiEium tax rate of 17 riiills 
IC-O 
-•ZT dollar of thQ total ast;eosoci value. 
Tiieso raoultij could, be coiuparod v.lth a aocoiid hyjotiietical unit, of 
assuiuod oqual econoiuic capacity but COUL;! GTING ox' only ona-luJ.i' t i 
o" the original. Tliia holdii!|C; would be to cor.iiist ol' ucrec 
liaving an ucaossod value or ^21,600. The owi-.'St vioula o:-:c;;:pt u-io 
(assujuod to be assessed at •;ilZ/600)« lincer cjay one ol' the three iatei'Tjre-
tatioxia, tlii.'s owr.er would be taxed at the rate of 5 Kixl:,; on .-8,800, 
(021,600 - -jl^jSOO). Thiti would ruake the initial teu: liability and thci 
iiiixiffiuiii ta^. liability V'SSS. Tho xwEultaut tax rate oa tiio entire holding 
v.'ould be about 2 iiiills initially and 16.oo loills as a iiiaxinium (Table li:>) . 
Proa an administrative point of viov; the 'Total iloldins interpretation 
viould have been most desirable. The obvious extent of the holding in tercis 
of acres v/ould iiave automatically determined the initial rate and its pro­
gression. Although this interpretation would have penalized sheer physical 
size, the administrators of the act Blight have found permission to invoke 
it in the $12,000 option vihich reads: in lieu of only the first 640 
acres herein provided." The most equitable interpretation from an 'econooic 
point of vievj vjould have been the Progressive i]>:cess Acreage, but this 
v;ould have been the laost diiTicid-t to adaijaister. 
Because the framers of Initiative tetition Ko. 145 prauicated the basic 
exemption upon a physical acreage, and because the avov/ed purocso of the pro­
posed legislation vias "to discourage excessive land holding," the ai^alysis 
v;hich follows will be based upon the Total Holding interpretation, Tho use 
of this interiiretation facilitated thes analysis of ta:c liability aid exarood 
Table 13c Tc-'sc Liability Under Vur-yin^ Intorpx'efations; The 'Cff^ct of D;'J^xc-rcr,t 
Interpi-ctations of thn T'.':: Rate on AKSuj-aod I/. riCl (r.viiorahip Unioa 
Inter- ;Actual ; Actual : Type lExcess : Excess :Initial;i.!a:-:i-:Initial 
pi'etation .'acreage; assessed : of :acreagetassesssd: rats ; rami ; lia-
; : value : exemption: ; value : :;r.>ats :bility 
:Lniti&l tlla 
l'cw:lr.:ui.i:rzte on trazo cr. 
lia- : total : tcz:-.2. 
bility :holilr.r; 
Acres Dollars Do"* 1 ars Acres DOJJ-CJ;5 I-Iills Dollar's iJoU.ars :^ii.'.s I-u.LS 
• • Assujnption I: A l?jid ho3,ding consistins of 2^J.60 acres 
unifornily assessed at ylO^OO an acre. 
Total 
holdir.? 2,160 021,600 §12,000 1,520 09,6OO 15 50 ylA^ OUSO 6»66 22,25 
Total 
excess 
acrea-e 2,160 21,600 12,000 960 9,600 10 45 96 432 4.45 ^ 20.00 
FroT'v.T cive 
excess 
acrca-e 2,l60 21600 3 2.000 6A0 6,400 5 40 32 256 
320 3,20-0 10 45 32 
960 9^0 64 400 2,97 IS, 55 
As.vurvDtion IT: A 3.and holdinf^ consistiri.t- 01 1,0S0 acres 
uiiiicrip-ly ar;.?cs,sed. at <.20^00 r^j acrc^ 
Acices 
Total 
holding IjOftO 021,600 64O 4^jO ^8^800 5 40 0 lA i352 2.O4 I-oi' 
Total 
 ^.-j 3 
aerta^e 1,030 21,600 640 8,B(Xi 5 40 44 352 2..'-; 1-^.:, 
?ro^re:.oivo 
excess 
acreage l,0o0 21,600 64O 440 6,S00 5 -^0 i:-4 352 2^o/:. 
tae greatest econoiiiic pressure upon tlie 3.an6, ovmer. 
2. The Inciaence of the Tax. It i.-J a;Kioi:;atic that the final burden of 
any tax i-osts upon those who ctui not uhiri; it. The ability to jhiit vho 
burdon of the tax is dependent upon t)io type of ttix, the })Osition of 'r.ho 
initial taxpayer in the economic structu'ro, and to an oxtont upon tiu; 
econoitiic benefits to tho taxpayer arising from the use mude of tax IXiada. 
For example, a procescing tax upon pox*k may be levied upon all moat 
puckers and processors. The amount of the tax -ivould become an incuiabent; 
liability to the processor and would be paid by liin. Hov;ever, the burden 
Ox the tax may be shifted forv;ard to the coat5\:iriiar in tha form of higher 
price for pork. On the other hand, the burden niay be shifted back to the 
raw material producer, the fanner, in the form of lower prices for hogs. 
Or the processor Eay shift part of the burden forvjard and part of the 
burden back. 
A drainage district tax upon land represents a different problem. 
Here the amount of the tax is borne by the land ovmer, initially levied 
against both while he uses the land and in the event of the land ssle» Be­
cause the landowners economic activity would bring him into competition 
v;ith producers who did not pay a similar tax, tho landovmer would be unable 
to shift the tax forward in terns of a higher price for his product. A 
prospective land purcixaser v;ould discount the aiaount of the tax in buying 
the land in order to equate Investment opportunity. liowever, in a r.i-u.ina£^ e 
district tax, the economic benefit to the landowner arising from th .- roclama-
tion of the drained land, could be [greater than the burden of the tax, or 
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if not as greatthe gain could absoru a portion oi" tlio bua'uea. 
The graduated land tax wovild aiipoar to bu a tax wliic.h coulil not bo 
shifted. The landomiers who would bo taxed v/ould constitute only a small 
portion of tho State's land owners. The tax could not be ahiftod forv;ard 
by owner-operators, nor could the tax be shifted baclavard to the tenants 
by landlords. 
3. The Equality of Incidence. Iflien setting up the rato schedule for a 
fiscal, or public revenue tax, care should be exercised lest the levy become 
oppressive and encourage evasion. . Regulatory or prohibitive taxes v/o-old 
reQ_uire the establishment of rates Vvhicn could not be paid profitably. The 
graduated land tax would have to meet both these problems. The problem of 
achieving the disposition of excessive fi-eehold vjhile, discouraging evasion 
would have to be solved. 
The graduated income tax insofar as it has a social end, v;ould seok 
to redistribute v/ealth v/ithout making any attempt to reallocate or redis­
tribute the wealth producing agents. Tliase agents v;ould be allov.'ed to re-
loain in the hands of their present ovmie3's„ Tliis would not be the piulosophy 
of the graduated land tax. It v/ould seok to i*eallocate wealth producing 
agents by forcing a liquidation of land holuings in excess of a l^Jgally de­
fined freehold.' Thus, a logical result of tho graduated land tax would bo 
a ta^: rcvonuo roduced to a minimvuu duo to the oconor.iic ])rossm'e forcing the 
disposition of excess acreage. In other words, the success of tho taic 
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would vai'y inveraely with ita ravenuo."'" 
On the basis of tho abovo atatciuont it could be aslced vjuy it v.o\.ad 
b3 nocoasary to have a proerosaive (^raduatod tax to accojiipliah this end. 
The otato could confiscate property under the richt of Eniineut Doinain. 
hov/ever, iu this case, the tituto v.'ould not v;ant tho laud for public nsa 
but only would be seeking to force large land holder a to limit the ejctent 
of their freehold. The State's taxing power would seem to be the answer. 
The leature of graduation through time, i.e., the yearly increase 
tiOiTL uhe initial to the niaxiinum levy, v/ould be defensible on the 
that time and pressure vjo\0.d be necessary to force disposal of the legal 
eAcess. The rate of progreasion, i.e., 540-1,230 acres, 1,281-1,920 acres, 
1,921 QOTcs and over, vrauld be less o.efennible in light of the acJaicwledged 
objeci.ivij, liitiiiiSd freehold. T^ie I'eai'Or. advanced generally for this •oro— 
gression has been that each no3.Qin2 conat.Ltutes aii ixiuiviauaj. roi)lt;;; arid 
tnat a progression of levy would be the surest guaraiitea of aov-ality that 
could ba devised. 
The matter of progression would require careful consideration. It 
possessed elements v/hich could have caused serious rcpcrcussioris. The weak­
ness would bo in its use of actual or phy;jical acroage as tho detoi'iidnant 
of the levy rather than an economic determinant such as tlie assessed value. 
If the basis of classification v;as to be physical acreage, tlien a propor-
1. 
Salif^an points out the fact that tliO Now ^.oaluud ;_:rcduuUed land to?: 
in 1907 yielded only five and one-half percent of tiio toCa.L reynnue. 
"The Theiory of Progressivo Taicition*' p. 97 (659). 
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tionate specific levy v/culd be. lo^-ical. A i i"I au vulorom 
levy would bo logical only vdion tlio clac^sification aa well ac the fi2.:o\.int of 
liability is based upon tlie value of tiie subject t.-ar.uu. 
Ii^cidpnce Hsi'nf" l-liy;.ilcal f a^a. 'i'uio ]„ec}--Tiec: s car. be 
illustrated by a few excuiiplea. In tlii-: first case it will bo j,:!CQs:Mva'y to 
assuiiie the presence of tv/o land oivnej's, A and B, who live in the soiue county. 
Owner A possesses 1,000 acres of land assessed at a total of -i'SSjOOO. Ovmer 
, B holds title to 4,000 acres of laiKl assessed at a total of v£o,000o Assum­
ing no inequality of asKessn^ent bet\icoii the two liolclings, the two units v.lll 
1 
possess a theoretical equality of income producing capacity. Under the 
operation of the proposed lav/, Owner A would have exempt 640 acros of land 
and Ovmer B v;ould have exercised the .^12,000 option. The case will apioear 
as shovm in Table 14. It will be seen that Oimer B, possessing a quoiitity 
of land, theoretically equally as productive as that possessed by Ov.-ner A, 
carried a heavier tax burden because his acreage v;as physically larger. 
The pressure to dispose of the excess would be greater on Ov/ner B and if 
successful would cause him to dispose of 52 percent of his holding as com­
pared vjith a 36 percent reduction in the siaa of holding for Cvoier A. 
b. Incidence Usinp Assessed Value Base. Thei'e is in the above dis­
cussion an implicit suggestion that the use of assessed valuation as the 
basis for rate progression would alleviate the problem of inequitable tax 
incidence. Eowever, under the assessment procedui-e omploj''ed in Oklahoira 
^It Kay be objected tliat the larger sized unit will be less resilient 
in meeting changing conditions. The oxaiuple here given is entirely 
static. 
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Table Iiioruility <;f •.•uci-;lo.io.c Duo to ac-.te 
Ci.nHoiiicution Uacod Upon Actual Acr':a;rc 
Initia]. Atisuruption 
Cv.iier A 
0\rAQV B 
IjGOO 
h,000 
V;-1 UG 
v 25,000 
25;000 
o/iO A. 
B. Hate 
C\Tiiei- A 
Oivner B 
5 :(iills (6i^ 0 A, - 1;2^ 0 A.) on. ',9^ 000 (excess volue) 
15 mills (lj920 A. and over) on h>13jOOO (excaarj value) 
C. Ta:>: Burden 
0\'.rier A 
O^ '.Tier B 
/mount Ox ta:-: 
ilaJDJiiuiu Initial 
y 45 
195 
360 
650 
Rate -jtier £^1 tol^al 
assessed valuation 
Initial 
$ OcOOlS 
0.007G 
llaidJi'iurn. 
V 0/01!J.'r 
0.0260 
Tile total holding interpretation is us.sd in this eyj.mple. 
^ 360 A. at 525 an acre. 
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in 1935, cortain inoquitios would havo oxistod. Tho State of Ok'.l.ahoma vo~ 
quii'cd property owners to list with tho county assecsors such property ao 
v;aB subject to ad valorem taxation, together with their appraisal of its 
"fair value".^ Tho usual practice of tho owner was to ascertain tho lowest 
assessed value of comparable property and to base his appraisal on what 
might be termed the "least coraiaon donorainator". Tho financial needs of tho 
county being fairly stable, tho assessor and county commissioners adjusted 
the assessment to that level at which the assessed value under tho maxinram 
allowable tax rates would yield a volum© of revenue sufficient to meet the 
estimated needs. This practice resulted in a rather wide disparity between 
counties as to the ratio of assessed values to actual sales values. A 
study by tho Oklahoim Tax Commission in 1937 revealed that the averane ratio 
in Oklahoma counties, as revealed by current real estate transfers, varied 
from a ratio of 37.99 percent in Harmon County, Oklahoma to a ratio of 70.62 
2 
percent in Johnston County, Oklahomao 
In Table 15 it is assumed that Ovmer A's holding of 1,000 acres of 
land lies in Harmon County and that Ov.mer B's holding of 4-jOOO acres of land 
lies in Johnston County, This illustration will reveal tho inequi-bable 
incidence arising from inter-county variations in the ratio of assossed to 
3 
sales value of land. 
^ Bunn's Compiled Oklal^oma Statutes,, Aiinotated.. 1921. Chap. Art, I, 
III, IV, especially Sec. '96L4-9621, pp. 3176-8, 
2 
OlclahoDi'n. Tax Coranisaionj CrTr.rr'.rlson of A^.iOoSed V:ilne to SalfLi"' 9.£ 
Real Estete ^ Oklfi.hoi-ia from "i'VJO to Division of 
Research and Statistics, Bulletin Mo^ 23, 1937. p. 19 
^ For a discussion of tho present EBsesfjinant problem, seo Chapttr V infra. 
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Table 15, Inequality of Incidence Due to Inter-county 
Variation in Acisoociiiient Rate 
A. Initial Assimiption 
ilatn.o of cc-
A;:;^ ;-;.:sed to ActuvJ. 
Acrea,'"re valvie rt-Jlwo 
CXmcr A 1,000 $ 2:3,000 39.79 9 62,S30 
Ovjner B 4,000 ' 25,000 70.62 35,400 
B. Actual Value of Holding 
loroont of 
Glajjned A(:tu?-3- vrlue Actucil val-uc holdinr; ill 
exeniotion of cx.e-fir.Dtion of cxoeps 
Corner A 6U0 A. :,j iiCj21], ' 22^619 
GT,ner B 12,000 l6/;92 i8,40e 
C, Tax Burden 
Cr;jiier A 
O^mer B 
Actual value 
per acre 
e 62.83 
8.S5 
Ta:-: per acre Ta:c per dol3..';.r actual value 
Initial Mand-ravim Initial IviardJiiUia 
V O.OJo 
0.049 
0„360 
0.163 
0,00072 
0»00550 
0. <30562 
0.01835 
LU'.J 
Table 14.- illustrated tlio disparities v/iiich would arise froiii a 
physical acreago profrression. Table 15 illustrated tno ineq^ualit;y' v.'iiioii 
v.'ould arise froiu nor.-ccmporable aiji'iess^uOiit procedure, 'i'iio countico cliofieii 
Z'STjresented the extix^mes of the ratio or." ajsos^ed to saloa value in tiio 
State. -Is long as this inec.uality of ratio 3:-;isted a value profp-casion 
else v.-ould be faulty, A further danger of a value proiiression would be the 
possibility of competitive under-assessiaent both between counties ivithin the 
State and between individuals within the county. 
The tax rate proposed by Initiative Petition No. 145 and the system 
of progression would have resulted in an inequitable incidence a.s bet'.vsen 
••'e:-:ce.ssive" land holders. Greater pressure would have been exerted on those 
holdings consisting of lai'ge areas of cheaper lend. The forced disposition 
of these holdings would have involved a greater econoiiiic land reduction, 
inter-county inequalities in land assessment woxild have penalized those 
areas where the assessment more nearly approximated the actual sales value 
of the land. 
Potential Revenue and Cost of Adjiini strut ion. The purpose of the 
Initiative Petition No. 145 as stated vjas "to encourage home ov<nersnip and 
discourage excessive land holding.** Thus, the legislation must be considored 
primarily as a regulatory instrument which v;as designed to use a tax as a 
penalty payment rather than a means of fiscal revenue. Because of this fact, 
the success of the laVii would be the gr-atosc wiien the tax revenue, or oenalti*, 
would be at a minimuiu. Eowaver, two specific raattsrs would be affected^by 
the cuantitativ© volume of tax receipts. Thoso are: (1) T.jie .u.j.uuI; 
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revenue which v;ould be available to meet adriiinictrateu coats, aaa (ii) 
the amount of revenue v/liich xvould be held in Socrov/ subject to rt'Tuni. .'"vii 
initial tax revenue of M;3'i,9'7l5.32 vjould have b'jon realised from thi^ ta:/;ed 
land in 61 of the ?7 counties of tho State. The e;ctreives in initial re­
venue would have varied i'rora v3,93^.0l in Ottawa County to only v2.£0 in 
iJcIatosh County. The tax on these lands, assU'aiii,^; there v;ouId bo no 
liquidation. v;ould have increased each year by ylc ,867.49 until the inaxiiiiuiii 
levy v;ould have beon reached at which time the annual tax revenue would be 
:^153,273.27, It should be remeiribered that if the tax vjere to reach the 
inp-yiTnum it would iiaply a complete failuro of the legislation to have reached 
its avowed objectives. 
" .... the Tax Commission is authorized to retain tv;o (2) per cent of 
all taxes collected hereunder as recoupment for their expenses therein." 
The Tax Coimiission would have realized :;i;o99.4:S as the initial revenue to 
cover its administrative costs. This would have amounted to less than vlO 
a couaty for the State as a whole, or less than 14 cents for each holding 
exceeding 540 acres in size. That this suiu v^ould have provided for only 
the most casual supervision is appai-ent. The maximum levy would have yielde 
v3,065.56 for administrative cost. 
" .... iuad, provided further, that where land now owned is sold for 
a hoi-a within five years from the adoption hereof, 98 pei'cent of all tax 
theretofore levied thereon hereunder sliull bo refunded to tho owner payin^j 
aar.'.e,'' This proviso applied only to lands wiiich were owned at tiic ,li. a 
act bcc^ane effective and not t.o l.atcr acqviisition;.!. these aa' rei-err 
Ill 
to above, and asswdnp: the;re v;o\..ld bo uo liguidatioa, thij woliIq ii:iply'.-taat 
at the end of the first five years of opei'ation the State v.ould have been 
holding in eaci-ov; a inaxiiiivna of vS-ii,541.50 vihich v;ould have been released 
only upon the satisfactory fulfillraent of the proviGO. 
There ai'e three obvious conclusions with regard to revenue, i'irst, 
the presence of any great quantity.of revenue would have been indicative 
of failure of the legislation to accomplish its objective. :iecond, regard­
less of success or failure, the amount allocated for administration v;ould 
have allo'wed only tha niost casual enforceirjsnt and supervision of the lav;. 
Lastly, the State would have been required to hold in escrow a sizable 
amount of the revenue durinc the first five years of the life of tha act. 
D. Probable Disposition of Excess Acroaee 
According to the 1935 land ovmership data, there v.'ere in Cklahor.ia 5li0 
"excessive" holdings subject to the proposed legislation. These holdings 
amounted to 675,757 acres of land. If each holding was reduced to the legal 
maxiKuiii, some 243,827 acres of lend would have been released. 
1. Ttie Analysis of the Excess Acreaf.-.e. A substantial proportion of the 
"excessive" holdings woiild have had out a small nuoiber of exccss acres. 
(Table 16). Better than IC percent of the holdings had le.:;3 i ai.:i -10 ucros 
exceijs. Nearly 20 perctnit h.'.i<; ler.i -Mim CO acrco exc-uss L::>d nearly 40 per­
cent le.^is than 160 acres excess. Only 20 percen-r of bht; l..,iL. , io .d:. ri.-;-. v.ouJ.d 
hcive hau more than 640 acres excess.. 
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In terms oi the actual cxcec'S rjcrea/js, onlj' 11„P, pej"-i:cjit aC the cixcesa 
acreage was to bo found in holdinss with leas th;in 160 acres c::co3^^. 'x'hoso 
hcldiji^^s VwiLii moro tl^an G40 acrcs or,ccojj3 (30 pcjrcioixt C)f tLc l:oLciia,'j^) woulci 
have accounted Tor 56.3 porctuit oT Uie excosu acTua£tJ. 
There was a sie:aificautly heavier concontratio;! of si.-ull rr oxcesa 
acreages in weotern Oklahoir.a a.'o contrasted with the eastern arou. (Tatjio 17). 
Geographically, the bulk of th« exuesa atirecge ivaa voiiiid in -vhcenfcx'cil 
and central OlclaJioma aiad in thu soutLv/est £Jid noruhc^^uit. (l'i(i j,re 0). 
The individual "excessive" holdings v/ere exar^aned against a saiaple of 
the 1955 record of ovmer-oporatorship obtained by field intexviev;. The 
criteria used in the designation of tenui-e were; (a) proxiaiity of tracts one 
to another; (b) prevalent type of faiifiinf;.;; (o) avt'ra£rfc size of tract; and 
(d) the presence or absence of fai-ii. buildings and hoiaea as shov^ix by the in­
dividual county maps prepared by the State Highway Coirun.lssion. The results 
of this analysis are sumjiiarlzed in Tablo 18. 
iilthough the bulk of the "excessive" holdings v.'ere ovrner-operated, 
the bulk of the excess acres were tenant-operated. The excess acreage of 
holdings rented out averaged 947 acres in 1935 as contrasted with an average 
excess acreage of 250 acres in owner operated holdings. 
2. I'robablo Slsi:)0siti0n. If the land income, as a distributiVB share, 
was functionally segregated fi-om the agricultural incoir.e , and if the land 
incojxe v/as an independent veiriable, the Q.ue3tion of the pi'obabls disuosition 
of excess acreage v;ould be sinple. in Table 19 the land incoir.e under varying 
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Table 16» Distribution o.L' .iivCiiisa Aero -.."c of iJ/.tv.-c;--.-' va 
lloluinf'S^  'jlcLaaoinrij 19"'5 
iVmovint of : 1 - :161 vil /|.C1 -:64J. :96i ive 
0..\.^  0 o 0 : 160 : 3:10 : Li)C) ; 6/|.u : 960 ; 12;.K): 3.930 ; ( 'V'.r : hrj.'.'.d'i n/;G 
r> orr?a,p:o :Ac.ro 3: Ac.ros: .• icror.: Ar.i'Oo :.\c.cc3 :Act'c;;:Ai'vorj :A< C :in (••.ni jity 
No. Ko. Ho. i ' .  0  J Mo. ]-tOc i io i 'k.)  •  
Alfalfa LI 5 - — 9 3 — ... 22 
ijecivor 3, — — _ — — — 1 
Boclojam — 2 1 1 0 J — — 7 
Blaine 1 1 1 — — — - 0 J 
Bryan — — — — 1 1. - 2 
Caddo 4 1 - 1 1 - - - 7 
Canadian 9 5 5 3 - - 22 
Cai'ter 1 1 — - - — - - 2 
Cleveland 2 — 1 — 1 — _ - k 
Gomnche 1 — — 1 - - - 2 
Cotton 1 — - - 1 — 2 
Craig 3 1 1 - 1 -L 1 a 
Creek ~ — i - 1 - _ 2 
Custer 8 1 2 - - - 19 
Dela\7are — - - 1 - - - „ 1 
Dewey 1 - 1 - - - - 2 
211is 3 2 , 1 •A. 1 - _ - - 7 
Garfield . 10 S 2 _ 1 -- 1 90 
Garvin 4 4 1 K _ 0 - 20 
Grady 10 4 5 r; 2 2 2 ~ 32 
Grant 17 6 6 3 2 4 1 - 39 
Greer 2 4 — 1 — — „ „ n i 
Karraon 4 , 1 — 1 - - 1 - 7 
Kugiies 1 - - - - - - - 1 
Jackson 3 2 - 0 - 1 - 8 
Jefferson - - 1 - - 1 - — 2 
Joiinston — — — — — - - T_ 1 
Kay 7 »•> 2 1 - 1 - 2 16 
Kingfisher U 9 1 4 1 - - 0 31 
KiOYra 7 3 1 3 1 2 1 21 
LeFlore 2 ~ _ - 2 - — — 4 
Logan 6 3 .V - - 1 - — 13 
I'cGlain 2 3 - - 1 - — 0 
l.ioGvu'tain 0 /- 1 1 - 1 - — — 5 
I'clntoah 1 — - - - — ~ 1 
I'ajcr 6 2 - - 1 - — — 9 
•JayoG - — — 1 — — **• J-
].:m>ray 2 — - — — — "" 
I.'.UGko[^ oe 5 1 2 — 2 0 2 14 
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Tablo 16. (Contijiucd) 
jlnoujit of 
0 G 0 
acrcar.e 
1 - ; 
160 : 
Acres: 
160 -
320 
Acres 
;321 -:4-l 
480 : 6/).0 : 
Acre3:Acres; 
6/1I 
960 : 
ACT'P.C;  
961 
1280: 
AcrGG: 
1281 -
1920 
A.^ros 
:l9;il Zr. 
over 
:Acrtts 
l^MCCCL'iVC 
holdiaics 
in county 
No. No. Wo. No. Ho. No. No. iJOc No, 
Noble 4 3 1 „ 8 
Okfuskoe — — 1 — — — — 1 
Oklalionia 1 — ]. 3. IL — — — 4 
Olanulf^eo i — 1 _ IL — — — 
Ottav.u 1 — 3 - 2 2 — 11 
Pavaiee — - 1 . — 1 - - — 2 
Payne 2 1 - - 1 1 5 
Pcaitotoc 2 — 1 1 - _ - 5 
pottaT.'atornie 4 1. 2 — 1 - - ~ f> 0 
Rogers 9 1 " 1 - ... 5 
Sepoir.ole 1 - - - 1 - 1 - 0 J 
Ser^uc-yali 1 — - ... - 1 
Stephen:^ — 1 - - - - 0 
Tej-ias 4 5 1 ... ... - • - .10 
Tillx^iui 13 k f-i P 3 3 - 31 
Tulsa 3 1 1 1 .. 3. _ 1 8 
ifegoner 2 n J 2 - L 1 " 9 
Vfe.Gh:jigbon 1 « - - " - - ... 1 
Vlashita 7 3 - - 1 1 - - 12 
V/ooda 4 7 1 - 0 1 " - 15 
vioodv/'ara 5 - 1 - — — " 9 
State total 210 102 62 42 53 29 17 15 530 
/o of total 39o 19 o4 11,7 7o9 10 „0 5.5 3«2 2.8 
C'anulative 39.5 5S.9 70.6 73,5 83„5 94.0 97.2 100.-0 
2.8 
Actual excess 
acreage 
Percent of 
total 
acreage 
Cumulative 
7S.5 : 15»5 : 3.2 
27311 26651 27011 25611 46165 35368 29610 26100 243^ 827 
11.2 10.9 3J..1 10.5 18.9 14o5 12.1 10.3 
11.2 22.1 33o2 43.7 62.6 77.1 89.2 lOO.C 
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Table 17. 
of 
Geographical Distribution of 
E>:;ceasivo lioldjj7c:p> OkL^iiom 
icco.'js Acrii-j'.r, 
1935 
Acreage 
iiiterval 
: 3.1 : 
; covnition^'* 
: Pe:i;'c;eut : 
> I 
cov.r'it:] 
Pcrcc 
;V'i I 
x..> 
.it 
Actual Cuiviulati-ve Actual GuiauJ-al/ive 
1 - 160 40 0 4 40 r 4 /iC«6 23.6 
l6l - 320 12,9 59.3 7.1 35.7 
321 - 460 11.3 70.6 1-1.9 47.6 
ZfSl - 640 9.B 80.4 7.1 54,7 
6i|l - 960 8.7 89.1 4.3 59 0 5 
961 - 1220 5.5 94.6 U.3 • 73»S 
3^81 - 1920 3.3 97.9 7.1 BO o9 
1921 and over 2.1 100.0 19.1 100.0 
^ Alfalfa, Canadian^ Custer, Gca-field, Garvin, Grady, Grant, ICay, 
liingxisher, ICiovfa, and Tillman Counties, 
^ Craig, Jolmston, Muskogee, Gttav;a, tmd Tulsa Counties, 
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ratios of return havo been computsd for the entire "excessive" holdings and 
for tlia 0XC03S acroage. The maximum levy which would have been impooed by 
tho proposed legislation would havo consumed from 12,9 porcent of the entire 
holdings land income at a six percent return up to 25.S percent of the land 
income at a three percent return. On tho excoss acreage the maxiinum 3.evy 
would have consumed from 41.4 porcent of the land income of tho oDrcess acre­
age at a six percent return up to 82.7 percent of the land income at a thi*ee 
percent return. 
However, under conditions of owner operatorship, the land income can 
not be segregated from the overall agricultural income. In fact, the 
efficient utilisation of available man-work units, machineiy, and the manage­
ment factory tend to submerge the land income which becomes a constant cost 
to scale. Farm management studies in Garfield County, Oklahoma, indicated 
that the most profitable farm units were those in multiples of 360 acres to 
1 400 acres, 
When one considers the total farm income per acre in relation to tho 
naidmum tax it would soem that the tax vrould have had a negligible effect 
upon the owner operated unit. Even sti ancumbered ov/-ner would weigh carefully 
his decision provided his oxcassiva holding was at or near an "optiifial'' 
acreage. 
In the case of oimer-operated "excassive" holdings, the land owners 
Oklahoma Agricultural Esrperiment Station, Departnant of Agricaltitral 
Economics, Farm Business Reports on Garfield Comit:/" Farms, 1932-1941• 
(Mimeographed series). 
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Tablo 10, T'lurfo ii()].atj.or.;>l)ip.'j 
of iiccesaivo lio.l diiija., Olc'Lcilionia, 1935 
ITolcIini':^ ;  Tfeccss 
i'hij.ilxa* I'orcont i'l.a'oeiit 
Ch.':iei''-operatcd 376 70.9 9B,013 40.2 
TGnantA-oporated 154 29ol 145,809 59«8 
Total 530 100.0 243,827 100.0 
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Tablo 19. Tax Burden of Gi-adua-tcd Taz in Tor/na of Lond Im .oni'j: 
Ratio of Majcimum Levy to Lnnd Inco:r.o from Total Holdirjg 
and Exceas Acreage, OklahaTia, 1935 
Assessed value 
Tov^-1 holding 
Cf 10,738,916 
Exce aci*ear-fo 
3,359,L539 
& 
Estimated sales value 19,741,380 6,176,400 
Marcimiyri 
153,: 278 
Land retiirn 
on 
total holding 
sKaxiniiiA levy; 
: as % of i 
5 total : 
jlond rev.xiTOs 
IvaxiiriUDi le'';y s 
as % of land : 
rotui-n from : 
cKceso acreages 
L-i\nd re'curn 
on 
excess acreape 
Percen t j\::iount 
of return of return PercGiit Percent 
Percent Amount 
of return of return 
3% $ 592,240 25.8 82.7 % $ 185,290 
4 789,655 19./. 62,0 4 247,055 
5 987,070 15»5 49.6 5 308,820 
6 1,184,480 12.9 41° 4 6 370,585 
^ The Oklahoina Tax Commission estiiratea thrit the State's assessed land 
values amounted to 54.39S percent of the land's sale price. Oklatioma 
Tax Coinaission, Comparison of AssosBed Value to Sales Value of Real Estate 
Sold in Oklahoma from 1930 to 1935, inclusive. Division of Research and 
Statistics, Bulletin No. 23, 1937, p« 12. 
^ As determined by study—assumes no liquidation. 
would have had to woigh the burdoii or the tax aeainut the reduction in 
revenue duo to the economy of scale aaci-ificod v.'hicji I'esultea froiii rc-
QUOiug thc-ir holdings, plus tho revenue that would bo ^^uinod in altornativo 
1 
inveatir.ent opportunities. 
In those cases vjhoro the tax VJould be saiall, tho alte.vnutivoa Tor 
iiiveatinent meatier, or tho looi; from economy would bo groat, tho owner op­
erator would maintain the size of tha unit and absorb the burden of the 
tax as an overhead cost. The availability of laud for rent and security of 
tenure on tha rented land would be items considered by the owner o'pei'atoi's. 
In the case of non-operating land owners, the sole apparent consider­
ation would have beon the alternative investment opportxmities. Hore the 
final decision to hold or to liquidate would have been determined largely 
by the land ovmers' appraisal of the security, the satisfaction, and tho 
resultant income arising from liquidation. It seems clear that economic 
rationality would have indicated disposal. 
itn analysis of the ajzcess acreaco as revealed in Table 16 showed that 
a lar^e proportion of the "excessive" holdings wMch might have been liqui­
dated would have been small, maiiy under 160 acres. These v;ou].d not have 
Dcen sufficient to create i:a theinselvos a fc:.riii ujiit. In the case of the 
^This may be e:q?ressed; Tg - Es / la = X 
"i'.here: 
Te - Graduated Land Tax 
i'.s - Loan in i'evenue diio to rt-uucing •che size of liolclin;' 
la ^  icevonuQ from alternative iuvesti.Biit (non-land) 
X = iiesultant. u'hen X is positive the holdii;^; would be roduced 
(economic rationality assuired). Vdien X is no£;ativo t;:t cost 
of the tax vdll be absorbed into overhead costs. 
lai 
larger excess aci'eages, the "oaji: seendnj^ly would concedc an advu.,ita;^fc to the 
landless purchaser or to the purchaser vjuo had a siiiall land holuiny. Tho 
i-eaaoning v.ould be that a land holder v;ho£e acroago was near or at tho lei:al 
untaxed maximum would have had to consider the amount oT tho additional grad­
uated land tax arising fron the purchase of the additional land. Ths cr;;all 
land holder or the landless purchaser v;ould not iiave had this o;;,pense. This 
should not be taken to imply that the sfuiII land holder would lu vo bscn able 
to pay more for land than the land holder .vho v/oula have been talced. It 
could have been possible that tho large laud owner viould iiavo re alized a 
greater return on purcliasing the land in order to Lrin,:: his agrj cultural 
operations into balance thaia the return which would have accrued to the 
landless-or to the sniall land owner vjhoso pui-chase of the land luigat have 
resulted in the creation of a skeIIj ix.ieconoiaic unit. 
It should be noted that in case tbe ovnier operators .•lould aave absorbed 
the graduated land tax as an overhead cost and that then the only land lioui-
dated would have been that owned by non-operating landlords, the chance 
v;ould have existed that no nevj fai-ms v/ould have been created. Tae lands 
which v/ere being operated by tenants would have j)assed into tiie hands of 
new oviners, either operating or non-operating and bhe structure of the fam 
unit pattern could have re:nained unchtiiged. Ths extent of ov.ner operator-
ship could not have changed of necessity due to the operation of the propos­
ed lav;. There would have been nothing in the operation of the proposed lav? 
vjhich would have implemented the end of houie ovmership. 
3. Sumniary. On the basis of the foregoing analysis it seems unlikely that 
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miiiiy ov;ner operators would have found it economical to dispose of their 
oxcess acreaee. Those excessive holdings rented would probably have been 
iKluiclated. As a result of the imposition of tax rates schedulea in 
Initiative ir'etition l^io. 145 it v.oula appear that froru ISO,000 acres to 
150,000 acres of, land sight have been sold. This would have createo. at 
best, from 700 to 900 minimum siced farm units. These farms would iiave 
amounted to 0.39 percent of the farms existing in 1935 and their land area 
to 0.44 percent of the 1935 land in the farms in the State. 
E, Sui/iiaary 
The pattern of land ovaiership in Oklahoma in 1935 had beon principally 
cietorianed by the effects of the original settlement pattern, the presence 
of sub-surface minerals, and the coHple;c of natural forces-. iUnot^y-ieven 
and six-tenths percent of the State's 213,706 land owners of 1935 haM land 
holdin£is of less than 640 acres. The remaining tv/o and four-tenths ^jsrcent 
of the State's land ovmers controlled in hcldirgs exceoainr,: 640 ac;:- an 
area a^iountine to 20.2 percent of the State's land. The biClk of those 
"excessive" holdings v/ere found in the timber and range areas of the State. 
I^Tien the provisions of Initiative Petition No. 145, the 19S5 i^vaduatad 
land tax proposal, were applied to the ovmership pattern, it U'as foujid that 
the oxenptions provided in the prcpo^al would have c-lim;,natcd all but 530 
of the 5,129 "excessive" holdings. The lajid arsa i;a "ercest;ive" holcings 
subject to the tax would have amounted to 575,757 acres out of the 8,943,423 
acres in all "excessive" holdings in 1935. On those "excessive" holdin-s 
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v.'iiicli v.'oiild have 130611 subject to the propo.jsd ta:c there -.vaz'e- 2i:6,32''i' 
acres of land in excess of the legal limit„ 
The incidence oi' the' tax would have rcr.iained with the taxed lend owner, 
^'tnalysis revealed that the proposed uieasm'e v/ould have had an inequitable 
incidence upon land owners due to the principle of physical progression of 
the levy and due to inter- and intra-county inequality of asseasicent. The 
pressure to liq.uidate vjould have been greater upon a large holding of cheap 
land than upon a holding of equal econoEiic capacity that was coniposed of 
fev.'er acres of more expensive land. Under-assessinent of property WOU2.Q 
have conceded an economic gain to the land ovmer whose land was assessed at 
a lov; ratio v/ith respect to its economic rent. 
The proposed legislation would not have been self-sustaining if 
adequately adndnistered. The sum allowed by the proposal for the cost 
adiainistration would have yielded about a county initially, and no 
more than §40.00 a county at the raaximuiii. In addition, the Oliahoriia Tax 
CoiE.iission would have been required to carry the first five years tai: 
collection in escrow subject to rebate upon the satisfaction of sales re­
quirement. 
A qualitative analysis of the tenure reletionships esisting upon 
*'ej:cessive" holdings revesiled that an etjtiii.ated 40 percent of the ox'uesa 
acreage vms owner operated. Those excess acres operated by ownera probably 
would not have been liquidated. Juiquidation oi' non-ovmor-oporutcil ,'i' ro;at:o 
would have resulted in the availability of some 125,000 acres to 3.50,000 
acres of land sufficient to create from 700 to 900 miniiiiuiii sized farj.. units. 
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In conclusion, it should bo observed that the purpose of Initiative 
Petition No. 14b was i^agulotory and not fiscal. It souclit to t iscouraco 
the concentration of agricultural land into the hands of a f^-v; ov.aors. 
Thut tho measure would have beou in r.ialiby prevoi'itativo le;-,i:;i'-jtioa, 
rather than reuiodial, is obviovjo on t.ho basia of the data roluiing to land 
ownership. The co-purpose of Initiative Petitiozi No. 145, that of on-
couraging hoins ownorship, is purely iuQalistic inasmuch as thLij.e is nothing 
in the act nor in its results which v;ould implement this end. It Kust be 
co^icluded that had the proposed legislation been adopted, it vjculd jiavt.-
been largely isipotent and inopej'ativii \u1d5r its c-.n pov/er. Given supple-
Eiental support and vigorous snforceniont the cost of aGiiiiriisor;vi.ion v/ould 
not have been economically justified on the basis of the attendant results. 
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CHAPTER V 
The Problems of Drafting a Graduated Land Tax Law 
k Suggested Graduated-Land Tax 
"It is not at all necessary, in order to secure this result, 
that the tax be confiscatory." Henry C, Taylor, A^ricultural Economic 
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In the formulation of this stuay, it vjas jjroposed that a chaiA-;r 
should be devoted to the develojiiaent of a iiiouel graduatoci land ta:c Icuv. 
To this end, the px'otalems associated with a gro-duatea land taii vjere 
arrayed and analyzed. As the analysis developed, sevei-al prelimi:ici.r:/ 
conclusions becar.T3 aiiparent. 
-:U.thou£h not specifically coixfined to agricultural land, tha ItxV.'s 
of 190S and 1913 jind the provisions of Initiative l^etition No. 143 pcmdtted 
such liberal initial exemptions (320 to 640.aciss) that the- efieo-o o.. uhesr; 
ffisasures v.'ould have been that of making them applicable chiefly to nc-n-
urban land. Although most legislation which seeks social control may be 
construed by some as being discrinxinatory, these previous graduated land 
t;3Z proposals, v;ith their implicit intent of application to agricultural 
land only, might justify a preliminary conclusion that such measures wore 
an unfair type of discriminatory class legislation* 
A second preliminary conclusion, stemraing from the first, v^as that 
to achieve a model law, organically whole, .the problem often seemed to be 
one of choosing the least undesirable alternative, rather than the most 
desirable alternative. V/hile this distinction is essentially one of degree, 
the fact of its existence violates an intended but implicit connotation of 
the tei-m, model, namely that of desii'ability^ Lastly, it became apparent 
that the decision on some issues'vjerc being iiiado on the basis of individual 
preference and prejudice bocause of a lack of factual m£;.torial noccss-'ii-y 
for an objective decision. 
For these reasons, a suggested law, rather than a model lavj, is 
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presented as an appendix to this chapter. The lav; prosenteu is i'or the 
EOBt part based upon the succeeding analysis and vjhere factual inforii.ation 
v.'as lacking, considorod Judgment wsis used. 
A, The Constitutional /iiaenduiunt 
There seems reason to believe that in Oklahoma a graduated land tax 
1 
could not be adopted without a constitutional amendment. Accepting this 
judcpient, a decision should be made as to the type of constitutional air.&nd-
Kont. Two courses are available. The aaendident may be a detailed, xaaiida-
tory aaendmont similar to tlsat proposed by Initiative Petition iio. I'i5. On 
the other, hand, the aiiiendEent may be peiiaissive, siiraly revokii'^; or ioodifying 
the prssont "uniform taxation" claxse in the Conatitution and granting the 
Legislature the pov/er to levy difxerential ad valore;ii rates upon the sacs 
class of property. 
1, The Mandatory /aaendiuent. 'Tlje jEand-itox-/ aiiiandaioiit const it utec a 
legislative directive. In reality, it sjabodies a legislative statute in 
the Constitution. The strength of the mandatory anendment lies in the fact 
that it has recioved the problem from legislative machination axid asouros 
the vitalization of the proposal. The weaicness of this type of aKer.dic.5nt 
is its inflexible character. Onca a part of the Constitution any change, 
uo xaatter how desirable, necessitates another Constitutional auiendincnt. The 
iaandatory amendraant represents a ciistrust of the Legif;lature and the 
^Cf. svir^ra. , Chapter 2. 
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legislative process. The uac of u statoruent such as, "until othervase pro­
vided by law," which i>jas fovmd in Initiative retiiioji So. l-lli, i!ibroducts 
^J-o e elcinont of la£;ialatl Vf Tl; xilili !;y, but it alu.o v.-oatea;; t'u;- diroctive 
cbai'acter of such an sr.iondiriont. 
2. T'"e Periiaasive .U!!eiidr.j.)nl.. The ijerirdssive aiiienainant naa tuc £itri;,tii,;uh 
of th3 Biandatox'y aiiieudinont'r. w alcnes£i» Isseutially, it placu..; tie pi'obleii; 
in the hands oi" the LeGislatu];'e^ Its v/sakness is that it tive..; no airoction 
to the Legislature and could remain inoperative in the absence of positive 
legislative action. To the extent that the Legislature ia truJ.y deinocratic 
and representative of constituent intent, the permissive amendii^nt is more 
deciocratic. 
3. Siurjiiary. The detailed mandatory constitutional amendcient is exact, 
clear in texxas, rather inflexible in interpretation, a perxnanerit directive, 
and constitutes a constitutional control. The periiiissive a'i'nenaiiieat is 
flexible, dynamic, and had the strength toid weakness of legislative and 
statutory control. ' In evaluating these alternatives, the dyna:.iic economic 
character of the problem attacked, the issue of judicial interpretation and 
the question of democratic procedixre iVou3.d seem to indicate the superiority 
of the permissive amendment. 
B, The Teo: Base 
There are two princirjal jp^tuodr. v.'hich may be enployecl ii: the deter­
mination of the tax base. The fii-st ir.ethod uses the physical acreage of 
land owned as the basis for the rate claasification. The secoad method uses 
i:)0 
til.! aayosiiod valua of tho land at; tae bauiy Tur I'ate ciasu.iri caiiofj. 
1, j'hysical Ac.veiM.~o. Tho uae oi' pbyaical a«j?oag0 as a ba^is for rate-
cluGsification was propoaod in Initiativo Po-bxtion Mo. 3.4'.3. The u;.i=! of 
physical acroage) is easy to adminiater aiid is practically incapable of 
fraudulent manipulation. Its weakness lies in the inplicit, out uiv.varrantod, 
Q33Uinptiou that all land has siniilar econowic capacity. Its uc;e would un-
dvly pcnaliiie large holdin^/s ol' cheap land."'' It gives no cousidoration to 
the economic cajjacity of the land. It could ou judicially construed as 
2 
being an arbitrary and vmreasonable basis roi* classiricatioii. 
2. Assessed Value. Tlie use of the assessed value of land aa a base has 
been eiaployed in Nev; Zealand and in riiost i^iuropean progressive land tajc 
legislation. The use of this niethod gives v;eight to Qconomie capacity. 
To the e;ctent that assessiiient is Icept current, it provides a dynaiuic base 
that I'eflects changes in ecouoiiiic capacity throui;;h tiiv.e. lus c.aiei Y;ealc-
3 • 
ness lies in the admitted existence of assessment ineq.ualities. Tjiis is a 
char^io which can be leveled against any e,d valoreHi tax, but in. the case of 
a regulatory tax, assessment inequality is a grave problem. S'ujrbhenaore, 
a regulatory tai: might lead to coimetitive underassesfanent both within and 
between counties. 
There exists the possibility, hovrever, that assessment procedure may 
be improved to overcoiiie many of 'the present v/eaknessos. Groves and Goodiiian 
^Cf. aunra.. Chaptea? 4-. 
2 
Cf. sunra., Chapter 2. 
o 
Cf. sunra., Chapter 4-. 
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havQ doocribod tho increasing offoctivenoair. of State supervision over aci 
1 
valorem taxation in Wisconsin, In Wisconoin the services of trained super­
visors follovdng a predetermined policy achieved a high degree of uniformity 
in assessment, review, and equalization procedure. This process, largely 
educational, was supplemented by continuing research and analysis by the 
State Department of Taxation# It was admitted, however, that the weakest 
2 link remained the untrained and politically selected local personnel. 
The State of Oklahoma has taken steps in recent years to toprove the 
effectiveness of the assessment of real property. Tho State Legislature 
3 in 1941 enacted a new Ad Valorem Tax Code, One of the requirements of the 
new law was the survey of all land in each county and the classification 
of such land in 10 acre tracts in a manner "as may be acceptable to the 
U Oklahoma Tax Commission',' 
In certain counties, an elaborate classification procedure, such as 
tliat employed in Garfield County, enabled assessors to achieve a hi gh de-
5 greo of uniformity in their assessment, 
1 Groves, Harold M., and Goodman. A. Bristol, "A Pattern of Succcasful 
Proparty Tax Administration: The Wisconsin Ej^ ierience," Jourrifal of 
Land and Public Utility Econorjics^ Vol, 19, No, 2, pp. 141-152, iiay; 
No. 3, pp. 300-315, August; No, 4, pp. 418-435* November, 1943. 
^ Ibid, p. 420 et seq, 
2 Oklahoma Session Laws, 1941, PP. 309-332, 
^ 1941. Official Edition, Title 6S, Section 15.17, p. 2081, 
^ Klemme, ''Farm Land Assessment Procedure in Garfield County, Oklahoma" 
p. 137 et seq 
I I I II iillii .. 
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Howovor, inoi'fective l.jaclori:hip by the Oklahoiau Tux C;ui,L;.i.,'ji.ioa r-JoUlted 
in many cases similar to Okfuskee County whore an area vjith u oGi;;nloj: of 
land form and of soil typos was classified into only four clus;;es, 'i'he 
Olclahonia Statutes, hovjever, I'equii^e all assessors to ii'iiintain an up-to-date 
"land list" duly noting all transfers and the addition or deletion of im-
1 
provenents on such land. Juiother forward step, but of an unofficial char­
acter, is the Assessor's Short Course, conducted annually by ti.e Olclahoma 
ilgriciiltural and Hechanical College. The attendance has been low and it 
is oxten the case that those attendiii^jj uh3 Siiort cou'x'se are the: superior 
assessors. There has been talk of attear/bin^ to {-fit legislative approval 
for a plan malcing attendance roandatory. 
As yet there have been no studios to deteriaina the sztont to v.'hich 
the nev; code has improved assessment j)rocedm-"e. Groves and Goodiiian reported 
that, after years of supervision, the ratio of assessed to appraisal values 
2 
in Wisconsin varied from 44.8 percent to 24V.8 percent. As an, liltimate 
goal, the sponsors of the new code seek a minimization of ti^e political 
character of tax administration and a 3tron{jthenir.3 of the supervisory con­
trol of the Oklahoma Ta^: Coasnission. Tho appointment of assessors on the 
basis of merit eiraminations, the recruitment and maintenance of a technically 
trained supervision and research staff, and a proernm of public education 
may come. There are many statutory barriers to these goals and the v/eight 
of indifferent public inertia v.'ill liave to be overcorris. 
^Oo. cit•. Title 58, Section 15.51, p. 2090. 
2 
Op. cit.. p. 429. 
Because of the ti-oncl boivard ln;>rovonient in. assessuioat ..iiocodure, the 
use of assestsed value as a tax base iiat; iiuch to connnoud it. Tiio physical 
acreagc approach contains weakaesses that fiore incapable of aiuelioratiou. 
Tiie weakness of assessment in.eq_uality has been aiiieliorated in ;iiany states 
and, to an extent, is bein/r aiaelioratcjd in Oklahoma. 
3. . The use of physical acreat^e as a tax base vjould be easy to 
administer but vjould be economically ineq,uitable and inieht possibly be con­
strued judicially as unreasonable. The uso of assessed valu::,tion as a tax 
base wovild be economically more equitable tiian physical acreage, but v/ould 
be subject to existing assessnent inequalities and to probable political 
pressure for lov;er assessments. These defects, hovjever, laay be overcome. 
The strength ana equity of an assessed valuation base seem to outweigh its 
existent but correctable defects. 
C. Special i'roblems 
l.Urban Real Property. At some point in the discussion of regulatory 
progressive taxation of land,-the question will be raised concerning the 
taxation of urban land. The question would come first in terjus of ethics, 
"Is not the concentration of the ownership of urban land as sociallj'' "oii-
desirable as the concentration of the ovmerahip of rural landV" It would 
be difficult to state en ethical criterion that would differentiate between 
urban and rural real property. 
Legally, there v/ould be no basis for distinguishing between the two 
classes of real property. Tho honectead exemption is equallv applicable to 
both urban liomestoads and rural hovaeaoeads. Thrjra is nothln;^; in the Oiila-
iio/aa Conatitution v;hich would roquire such a diiCforontiation and thciro is 
uotliing in the Coiiauon Law which would lualco i.i.-j,iid;.itory a notion Lc:'i;v.'.)en 
U.o fc'.vo classes of real property. 
Economically, the problem is tiie saiae , v;ithin liniita. It cwi;lc' b-; 
abjectod that larger land valuao, both per unit and in toto. ai>e ruciuirod 
in urban industrial use. It is equally true, hov/evor, that certain rur-al 
land holdines, because of type of land use, viill be adversely affected by 
the tax. 
The Mew Zealand land tax of 1936 is levied against both urban and 
rural real property.^ The graduated land tax proposals of Oklahoma jia.y be 
inferred as exemptins urban property through the use of a basic exemption 
of from 520 acres to 640 acres of land regardless of its assessed value. 
It niay be presumed that the differentiation of the Oklalioma lav;s on this 
point is a concession to political expediency. 
The decision on this problem as it relates to a suggested law luay be 
sumiariaed as follows. There appear to be no valid ethical, legal, or 
economic reasons for distinguishing betvieen urban and rural land. However, 
the purpose and intent of the Oklahoma proposals may be inferred as relating 
only to rural land. Quantitative data relating to the concentration of 
urban land ovmership in Oklahoma are lackinG» Therefore, it would aopear 
that the imposition of the graduated land tax upon urban land could, be jus­
tified legally and ethically, but that ouantitativQ data testing it: economic 
suora.. Chapter 2. 
i:3;3 
implications ara absent. 
2.  Improveinents. The Kew Zealand gvaduatecl land taxorj worE lc7iod imcn 
bale, or •uninipi'oved, land values. This Taices the prcoDloui of tlis t:^.xa"sion 
of iBiprovewents in ths suggestad lav/ imdcr consideration.. The cr oi' the 
problem v/ould seeiu to be the rolationahip bot7;een tho final source of tax 
revenue on tlie one hand and tho final uce of tax rec-jipta on the 'ithor. 
Inasmuch as tlie bulk of ad valorem ttixes ultiir,ately i'ia.l upon th:.- p;;oporty 
ovmer's incohie, the eq^uity of the taxation of improvun-ents ruust OL. deter-
iiiined either by the contribution of the iniprovenients to income, or by the 
benefits received by the iffiprcvejnents arising out of the ultiEato use of 
the tax receipts. 
In recent yeai's there has been a tendency to remove iiaprcveiiients in 
1 
order to reduce taxes. Inasmuch as the co-objective of .the (7,raduated land 
tax is to "encourage home ovnaership", the problem of the ta:':atiGn of iiu-
proveiTJsnts is important. It may be added parenthetically that tiiK probleii: 
of the exemption of improvernants, the exiiiiiption of a portion of their vtu-ue, 
or the inposition of an iraproveiLent value upon unimproved land is in real­
ity a pi'oblem relating to all ad valorem taxes regardless of txieir natva:e. 
One approach to the problem of the taxation of improveiiisnts v;ould be 
to impose upon all laaid an improvement value. This could be accomplished 
on a flat basis of so much per acre of land, or it might better be jmde on 
the basis of a certain fixed percentase of the land value. As an ultornative 
^Gf. infra fn. 1, p., 139. •....I. f * 
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to tiiia plan, a flat basic inproveiacnt exonipliion of a fi-;xod amount could 
bo r.iada to each laudovaier, or perhaps oetter, an oxoirotion of iri.proveir.onta 
based "uiiou a civen perconta^e of the land valua. 
Tiie last approach would aoen to bo laoro eq_uitable in that it v;ould 
exempt all or a poi-tion of the value of iinproveirtants, yot subject unusually 
valuable ir.;proveiuonts to a jjortion of tho tax. In the case of the ^jraduated 
land tax, the absence of existing; leeislation on the e:>:eiiiption of iiiiprove-
Kenta involves a decision either to use the value of iniproveiaents in the de­
termination of the excess assessed valua and of the ta:c liability, or to 
e:cer>;pt all or a portion of the value of iKprovflnents froiu thejjs calcalations, 
3.h"Gn-rG si dent Ownershi-o. The Kev/ Zealand progressive land tax i;i.po33d 
a higher additional tax rate upon so-called "absentee" landovrnai-f^. fhf; terra 
"ab-iaatea" owner was defined £;3 beiri;V a iLiaidovjjier v;ho had basa residing out-
1 
cid.3 the colony or Lor.rLnion for three yearn- This wa- a coiicisc tj and 
iocational concept of absenteeism. There liave been thoae wlio have v"U3;;e.T.ted 
a air/iilia'' legislative device for Oirlrihoi;jj.. Tiie T^robltj,; li'. ii^ore oniu of 
ethics and politics than it is econoirdca, but it wai'rants consideration. 
As has been previously discusaod, tlie hoiuetitoad exeiajioion lav; ia a 
nec'itive protype of the proposition at hand."^ It may bo inferred that ju­
dicial approval of the homestead exception gives erounds for prasuinp-oion of 
1 
Cf, sur^ra., Chapter 2. 
"The favorable attitude of the OklahcMa I-'ari itrs union on thia i/.atter 
v;aa ey.presiiod in a letter fr..ii; Ivh'. Toiii Oheek, iTasith-nt, 01:laaoi;;a 
Farmera Union, to Randall T. i'lleiriiiie ^ Kovembor kZ, 1959. 
'A 
Of. sunra., Chapter.2. 
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iicciiptance or tlio poaitive step of diiiGi-iiviriatcry tii.:c upon absontoea.. iiov.'-
ever, tliere are two fundamental difrorenocs between the two prop02;:.J...<, i'irst, 
tiio benefits of tho homestead exfKption accrue tc the hoL.e cViuex'.'-j, tha 
pare on for vihoni tho benefit vvari soui-Kt. 'i'ho differential tax rate u,,.oii non­
residents of CklahoEa. who own land in Oklahoma, confers benefits only upon 
landov.iiers v.ho reside witliin the State. These ov^ners liLiy or ruay uo'o be 
ovmcr-operators. Considered from thin poiat: of view, tl.ere is li;,tiu justi­
fication for the differantiation either on the basis of discouraging excessive 
holdings or encouraging home ownerahiij. 
Second, the granting of honiestoad oiceciptions in one state may oncour-
ase the adoption of similar legislation in another. But diacriminauory tax­
ation of non-residents is a certain invitation to retaliatory legislu^tiorx 
and the net result would be a tax war as serious as the present inte:.'-£>tate 
strugKles seoking to attract industry by isposino; regressive social ta2:es 
in place of real property and income ta^:. 
Tho Oklahoma Constitution prohibits the ownership of land in this 
1 
State by the citizens of forei{/n countries. There-fore, the problem would 
become one of taxing a non-resident v;ho is a citizen of the United States, 
at a higher rate than tkat iiriposed upon an Olclahoma resident also a citizen 
of the United States. From an ethical poir.t of view the pi'oblem of excessive 
land value accruing to a resident ia no different than the saiao land value 
ov.ned by a non-resident. From a political point of vievj tho differentiation 
^Gkla/ior.-.a Statutes. 1941, Official Edition, Ju-ticle :03;i. Section 1, 
p. 105. 
Boema unreasonable and a non sogultm' to the explicit end of the logiala-
tion. Economically, the idea of local gain through keeping local revenue 
1ms lony beon disproved. These factors seem to indicate the existence of 
little jusliification for differential taxation baaed upon the locale of the 
land owner's residence. 
A. Kxccoslve Leasoliold. The Oklalioma Graduated Land Tax Act of 1908 
provided a progressive tax upon the "income, rent, or profits" arising from 
land operations where the land was controlled by lease or held by title 
1 
leso than fee simple. This provision brought opposition from politically 
powerful groups. As has beon developed a coalition of the petroleum and 
livestock interests, each affected by the proposal, fought both the Act of 
19C8 and the Act of 1913, In more recent times, a third group would have 
joined this coalition. This group is composed of operators who have exten­
sive areas of wheat land under lease and who operate these lands by hired 
labor ond fleets of tractors and combines. Those operators became increas-
2 ingly important in V/estern Oklahoma from 1935 to 1942. 
There can be no denial that large scale leasing, in which the operator 
continues to control the land area for yearsi, reduces the land available to 
farmers for purchase. One of the major pro^blems arising from this practice 
^Cf. supra., Chapter 3. 
2 The extent of these operations has never been quantitatively ascertain­
ed. llovjever, field intervievjs in 1941; with county agents, county 
Agricultural Adjustment Administration supervisors, county assessors, 
and from leaders indicated that in some counties aa high as 10 percent 
of the cropland was being farmed under this system of operation. 
IM 
is tho removal of iinproveinonta from laused lend in order to lower the pro­
perty tnx.^ In cei'taiii oroas of the Stubo whore this type of leasing pre­
vails, school districts have had to close rural schools and rural churclies 
Imre beon abandoned. The practice of leasing and the use of hired labor 
would seem to have contributed to this condition. 
Tvjo questions relating to these issues confront the franiers of a 
re£;ulatory progressive land tax. The first question is, "Do these operations 
impede the amelioration of the situation \inder consideration^". The second 
question, assuming an affirmative answer to the first question, is, "Should 
the attempted solution of these problems be incorporated in the proposed 
legislation?". In the case of the first question, there is ample evidence 
that extensive leasehold of surface rights constitutes a barrier to the 
ultimate end of ovmer-operationship. This v;as first evidenced in the live­
stock areas. More recently, it has been evidenced in the wheat areas, and 
it could extend to the cotton areas given further development of mechanized 
equipment. The answer to the first question vjould seem to be in the affir­
mative. 
The answer to the second question introduces a value judgment. In 
this instance, the framer of the legislation may fall back upon an original 
assumption, namely, the purpose of the legislation is to discourage excessive 
^In Gjirfiold County, Oklahoma, the number of farm improveiF'-:at3 de­
clined 20 percent from 1935 to 1943, according to ¥ir. C« A. liarbaugh, 
County /iBsessor. Statement made in a letter to H. T. Klenaue on 
January 17, 1944. 
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land holdiiifcs. The mediimi employed isS a tax upon pro])er(;y ovmed» TliBrf^fore , 
the inclusion of a tax upon other forma of land control would lie outsido 
tho function of the proposed laWt As against tliis point of viev; it could 
be held that the purpose of the legislation is to discouraee any excessive 
holding, regardless of the manner in which it is held. Therefore, the pro­
poned legislation would have to attempt a solution for the problem of leased 
land. 
In attempting to evaluate these problems in order to make a decision, 
the following factors should be considered. First, as a principle of sta­
tutory efficiency, it is well to attempt to solve one problem at a tiii;e. 
The proposed legislation deals with the freehold of land, k separate piece 
of legislation may be drawn to cover the leasehold of land. Second, it 
would be difficult to administer a law having two distinctly different bases 
for taxation and two distinctly different sets of tax rates. Third, the po­
tentiality of judicial disqualification of the whole legislation exists by 
reason of an imperfection in any phase of the additional legislation. 
As against these factors, the follov;ing must bo considered. First, 
tho existence of excessive leasehold of land in Oklalioma is as much of a 
social reality as is the excessive freehold of land. Although the problem 
has not boen quantitatively ascertained, informed opinion indicates the 
practice is extensive and it increases in extent with each new mechano-
technological improvement in agriculture. Second, the practice is as an 
effective barrier to home-ownership as is excessive freehold of land. Lastly, 
leasehold of land is socially less desirable than excessive freehold of land 
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because its impact upon the iniral social organization is aeenilngly inorra 
dostructive. 
The superficial evidence aeeius to indicate that excessive leasehold 
of land is as serious a problem as is the excessive freehold of Inndt How­
ever, the problem is one that deserves special study and special letjislationo 
Thus, it was felt that the problem apparently falls outside the range of a 
grndnntod land tax. 
5, Sumiiim'y. The purpose of this section was to focus attention upon a 
few of the problems which would be encountered in drafting a graduated land 
tax law. The decision in each instance would be based upon individual de­
cisions giving weight to such facts as are available and supplementing the 
factual data with subjective judgment. 
D, The Exemptions 
The strength of any regulatory tax is directly related to the character 
and extent of the exemptions allowed by it. In this section the major types 
of exemptions provided in existing and in proposed tax legislation will be 
discussed. 
1. Basic Exemutions. In a preceding section, the use of assessed valua­
tion as the tax bass for the graduated land tax law was discussed. Under 
these circujiistances a basic, or an "in lieu," exemption would have to be 
based upon physical acreage. Fundamentally, this would exemj fc from the tax 
a given area of land regardless of its assessed value. Among the Oklahoma 
graduated land tax proposals, the Act of 1908 exempts 520 acres regardless 
iHl,lliyrrTt7r»,.. ^ .mi 
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of its osseasecl Vfjlue, wl'iHo the Act of 1913 and Initiative Petition No. 
14i5 exempt n hnsic ^ jilOjOOO assessed value and ^ilf',000 assessed value, ro-
1 
npectively. All three Oklalioma proposals use the figure of 640 acres in 
one way or another. This is au arbiti-ary selection and so far as can be 
discovGix?d was olioson on the basis of a rationalisation of its political 
appoul. 
If the aocoptod purpose of tlie law is to discourage excesoivo land 
holdings, the temi "exceoidve" must be differentiated in its physical con­
notation from its economio connotation. As a moans of achieving a more 
equitable distribution of wealth producing agents, the lov;er the basic 
exemption, the greater is the possibility of the tax accomplishing its 
objective. In the past, the basic acreage exemption has served also as a 
guarantee of exeDiption to urban property holders. An examination of the 
land holdings near the larger cities of Oklahoma revealed many holdings of 
less than 640 acres, but whose total assessed value was several times the 
value assessed much larger holdings in the better large-scale agricultural 
areas of the State, Therefore, it may be presumed that a basic, or an "in 
lieu" exemption of less than 640 acres could be employed. 
Involuntary Acquisition. Initiative Petition No. 145 exempt from the 
proposed tax, lands that had been acquired by corporations through mortga{ie 
foreclosure or the collection of debts. These lands were exempt for seven 
2 
years as defined by the Oklahoma Constitution# It would seem more equitable 
^Cf. supra.. Chapter 3. 
2 
Gf. supra., Chapter 4 
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to broaden tlia coverage of this exemption extending it to all involuntarily 
acqulved Innd, whetlier acquired by corporatiouG or by individunln, f'or a 
period of seven years from the dato of acquisition. 
3. Ooiiuuon Carriora and Public Utilities. The londa belonging to coiiiii.on 
cnrriers and to public utilities which are used by theae groups in tlio con­
duct of their buainess should be exempt from the tax. Doth groups have been 
sbabutorially and judicially defined. It is not anticipated that any pro­
blem would arise over an interpretation of "use in the conduct of busineos." 
^und Uno lilxeiiiijtion. Initiative Petition llo. 145 explicitly exempt 
from tlie tnx ".... land devoted to foreotation, reforestation, or to recla-
inatioii, nnd land operated principally for grazing purj[)oaea;...." As was 
developed above, the interpretation of the intent of these exemptions would 
1 
have been most difficult. There is reason to believe that courts might 
interpret these exemptions as arbitrary and unreasonable, or as being too 
vague for effective enforcement. 
a. Timber land. The exemption of timber land merits careful attention. 
This is an enterprise requiring a large area of land. Vrtiile outside the 
scope of the present study, there exists a large body of informed and con­
sidered thought which would remove timber land from ad valorem taxation and 
v/ould substitute for it a flat per acre tax ujDon the landowner plus a se­
verance tax at the time of cutting. Because of the lack of this type of 
timber tax, there would be no alternative but to tax the timberland upon the 
^Cf. supra., Chapter 4. 
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BQ1I10 basis as any other land asamaing that the initial exemption would 
allov; the retention of an efficient unit. 
b. Roclaination Inad. There seeiiia to be little juatification for tlie 
oxemivtion of land devoted to reclaiiiution. As a nmttor of fact, the Duxeau 
of HoolnniMtion ."jeoka to restrict the freehold of land in its irrigation pro-
jocto. The arp.uniGnt of additional coot and higher land values should not 
bo considered as vnlld objections in light of the avowed objective of t)ie 
lindtation of freehold. 
c. Grnziuf/, land. Kvery region of Oklahoma hns oxtonsive areas of 
grazing Itmd. Most of the fanua of the State have some head of livestock. 
As can be soon in I'iguro 4, the percentage of pasture land in all land in 
farms in 1935 was 51.7 percent for the State and varied from 28.6 percent 
in Jackson Covuity to 85,4 percent in Osage County, In moat of these areas, 
cropland and pasture land are brought into operational balance and a re­
duction in the extent of the operation of, say cropland, would reduce the 
efficiency in the utilization of pasture land. There seems to be no valid 
reason for an exemption of grazing land. 
5, Suiimiary. It would seem that a basic, or an "in lieu" exemption of a 
given acreage regardless of assesaed value ia in keeping with the intent 
and purpose of previous Oklahoma graduated land tax laws. It woald seem 
desirable to hold this exemption to a relatively low acreage. It would seem 
desirable to exen5}t for a period of years land acq,uired involuntarily through 
the lawful collection of debts. The property of common carriers and public 
utilities used by them in the conduct of their business should be exempt. 
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Thoro seems to be no basis for exempting non-urban lanti on the basis of 
the land use. 
E, The Tax Rate 
SoTne basis must be established for the determination of the progress­
ive rate structure. The initial decision to employ excess assessed value 
rather than excess physical acreage only half solves the problem of the tax 
rate. A decision would have to be made as to the manner in which the quan­
tity of excess assessed value is determined. There are two major alterna­
tives which should be examined. The first of these alternatives would employ 
a system of property classification which sogregates the property for pur­
poses of rate determination upon the basis of explicit quantitative attri­
butes inherent in the property. This may be designated the Classified Pro­
perty approach. The second alternative would treat all property in a 
uniform manner in tho determination of the tax rate. This may be designated 
as tlie Uniform Property approach. 
Classified Property Approach. Within any state possessing the diverse 
complex of natural forces present in Oklahoma, widely divergent types of 
land utilization will be found. The land requirements of these divergent 
uses will vary extensively in physical acreage. Timber land and truck fanu-
ing, ranching and cotton farming, wheat farming and orchards present indivi­
dual problems. The CLuestion of equitable treatment in terms of a regulatory 
progresBive land tax woald appear most difficult. To escape this dilenuna 
14G 
1 
a proposed system of land classification could be legally inaugin'aLed. 
a. Basis of rroperky Clgasificatioa. The baaia for the propoaed 
property classification could be the percentage of the land area in cropltoid,^ 
The tenii cropland would have to be clearly defined in the Statute. The 
areal limits of classification would have to be stated, i.e., whether the 
whole holding would be couaidered, or individual tracts would be classified 
separately. 
In the Classified Property approach used in this study it is proposed 
tliat three property classes be established as shown in Table 20. Each tract 
of land, i.e., the total holding of each entity within any section of land, 
v/ould be clanaifiod. It should be noted that it is presumed that there 
would be an initial exemption of holdings less than 320 acres regardless 
of their assessed value. 
b. The Initial Exemption. The proposed initial assessed value ex­
emption of laiids having various quantities of cropland shown in Table 20 
was based upon a study of land operations in relation to the assessed value 
of land. Class I land, having less than 12^^ percent of the land area in 
cropland vrould be largely timber holdings and ranches. The timber land of 
^Gf. Oklahoma Statutes. 1941, ( fficial Edition, Ai'ticle X, Section 
22, reads, "Nothing in this Constitution shall be held, or construed, 
" to prevent the classification of property for purposes of taxa­
tion; ...p. 81. 
^Cf. ibid.. Title 64, Chapter 2, Section 183, which establislics a 
cropland basis for the classification of public land for sale. 
p. 210. 
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Table 20. A iVoponed Land Glansificafcion 
for Olclnhonia^ 
land cLiaa 
Class I 
Class II 
Glass III 
Porconb of tract 
llstod croiiland'^ 
b 
Poreont 
0 - 12,50 
12,51 - 37.50 
37.SI find over 
: Initial or.aiiption 
! anooBscd v.iJ.uo of l^ind 
Dollara 
50,000 
25,000 
12,500 
^ R'oposcd by the m'iter. 
Tract is defined as the total land ov<ned by one entity vfithin any 
section or part of a section in the State, 
c * 
Cropland is defined as land seeded to agricultuTcLL product, except 
those products entirely removed by livestock. 
Except 320 acres of land exempt to any owiaer regardless of the 
assessed value. 
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the State is asaesaod at from •jj;0.85 an acre to about iiiS.OO an acre. The 
proposed initial exemption of ^ '^0,000 vrould exempt timber lands of ?.b,000 
nci^es of choice timber up to around <300,000 acres of poor timber. In the 
rancliing areas, the assessed value of scrub oak range in eastern Oklahoma 
and the sand sage range of western Oklnlioma runs from Si^l.OO to iH.oo an 
acre. Tlie proposed initial exemption would exempt lovj capacity ranges of 
Ir.,500 acres to 50,000 acres. The better grassland of the Osape-Flint liills 
area, and of the Cherokee Plains of northeastern Oklahoma are assessed from 
C'Sj.OO an acre to V0«00 an acre, llei'o the proposed initial exemption would 
average between 6,250 acres to 10,000 acres. 
Class II lands, those having from 1S;V jjercent cropland to 37g percent 
cropland, would be the mixed fanning units, mainly livestock farms with the 
bulk of the feed produced processed through livestock on the farms. These 
farm,g occur in the inter-zonal areas between the timber and range land and 
the commercial cash crop areas. In terns of size, both as to number and 
land area involved, these units would bulk large in the Oklahoma farm pattern. 
Lands of this type are assessed usually from SniB.OO an acre to ^ 12,50 an acre. 
The proposed initial exemption of ^|i25,000 would leave free from tax betweai 
2,000 acres and 3,000 acres of land of this type. 
Class III lands, having more than 37-^' percent of the land area in 
crops, would be principally found in the commercial cash crop areas. This 
land has quite a range of assessed value but the bulk of the lauds in this 
class are assessed from '^('12.50 an acre to !)(>25.00 an acre. On Class 111 land 
the proposed initial exemption of :)(>12,500 in most areas would range from 
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!500 acres to 1,000 acres. 
TlvQro inlpjil, bo an objoetion raised to tho low initial oxonnition oT 
Clon;i ill llowovoi', an exoiiilnntioii of ror)n businosjj rocorda in Gar-
flold County, Oklahoma, located in the wlieat belt, reveals that the bulk 
of thesG farms aro less than 480 acres in size and those that exceed 480 
aci-ea are farmed by "owner-additionals" or tenants. The quantity of land 
owned by the first group above averages only a little more than 160 acres. 
It v;ould appear that the coiiDiiercial cash crop fanners achieve flexibility 
thi-ough the loasn of land rather than through purchaae. 
c. Rabe of ProKrQsslon. It is proposed that 16 rate classes would 
be established as shown in Table 81. The first 15 rate classes vjould repre­
sent excess assessed valuation intervals of itfS,000. The sixteenth rate 
class would represent the maximum additional tax which would be levied upon 
all property whose excess assessed valuation exceeds by ^30,000, or more, 
the initial exemption. It is proposed further that the initial rate of 
taxation in each rate class should be increased annually by its initial 
amount for the Urst five years follovdng the effective date of tlie law and 
tliat the tax rate reached in the fifth year would become fixed from that 
time forward. 
The purpose of this graduation through time would be to allow the land­
owner sufficiont time to dlapose of liis excess holding without undue hard-
m 
Blii]). In this nmiuier pressure will become greater until the maximum rabe 
is reached. It may be presumed that five years would be a sufficient period 
of time within vjhich land could be sold. 
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Tabl.o 21, A Prnjioocd Tax Hale ochcdnlo for 
IVcf^renpive I>:ind Tax, Oklahoma®' 
Tol'i L il" U\o • ; J'ariiian'nib 
annor:; .u'd valiio { T;ix T'ate Tax ra.to Tax rate Tax rato : tax ral.o 
in oxco;!3 oC t.ho i first second thii'd fourth :after five 
uiit.i nl rxcmi)tion ! yoar" yoar*^ - ycar^ year® S ye'U'G® 
Hollar mis Mills L'ills Mills Milla 
0 — l/.'9'; 1 2 3 h 5 
- 3,999 O 4 6 8 10 
- 3 6 9 ].2 15 
G,qoo 
- 7/,'99 h 8 12 ].6 20 
8,000 
- 9,999 5 3.0 15 20 25 
10,000 
- 11,999 6 12 18 24 30 
IP-^OIJO 
- 13,999 7 14 21 28 35 
Hjooo - 15,999 8 16 24 32 40 
16,000 
- 17,999 9 18 27 36 45 
18,000 
- 19,999 10 20 30 40 50 
20,000 
- 21,999 11 22 33 44 55 
22,000 
- 23,999 12 24 36 48 60 
24,000 - 25,999 13 26 39 52 65 
26,000 
- 21,m 14 28 42 56 70 
28,000 
- 29,999 15 30 45 60 75 
30,000 and ovei' 16 32 4a 64 80 
^ In addition to other ad valorem taxes. 
r. 
The excoGS value of the total holding as revealed by composite 
weigliting, as explained on page 152. 
c Ijevied against the unweighted total assessed value of all property 
ovffied. 
An analysis oT the proposed tux rute classli'ication reveals severfil 
iiinjor jv)d<;,nionts. In tlie first instance, the additionnl levy v;ould be iiiride 
upon tlie assessed value of the entire holding, iieveral decisions wuro niode 
relative to this procedure. The first was to discard the jjlan of taxing 
only the excess assessed value. Tliis plan was discarded because t)ie liold-
iny would be an entity in itself and the iiupoaition of a tnx, on ad vuloreni 
tax, vjould liave required the designation of the excess area. TJie excess 
assessed value would have liad to be translated into a certain pliysical 
acreop.o upon vv}iich the tax vjould be levied. This would liavo been difficiJilt 
to administer and would have opened the way for potential fraud. Tlie second 
decision was to use the volume of excess assessed valuation as the determin­
ant of the amovmt of the additional ad valorem tax rate. The method of a 
differential levy, i.e., levying a different rate upon each increment of 
excess, would have become an Impossibility with the decision to levy against 
the entire holding. The additional ad valorem rate is automatically de-
temdned by the volume of excess assessed valuation. V/ere this tax being 
levied for purposes of fiscal revenue, the above procedui'e vjould be con­
sidered inequitable. But the graduated land tax as an instrument of social 
control would seem to justify the use of higher rates for greater volumes 
of excess assessed values. 
d. Kethod of Tax Computation. The essential character of the Classi­
fied Property approach is revealed in the differentiation of the initial ex-
engition of assessed value. In the following sections it will be assumed 
that any landowner whose aggregate land holding or land holdings total less 
T-rTTTrrrr-'i-mri'inwiftmiMrn 
tluin uPVPs, regnrdleua of aBnesned valxiation or niiy otlier disbinfpjiGliint; 
atirilniV.e, shnll not bo subject to the tax. 
Whore Iho Imid holding oxceods 3E0 acroe, each "ti-oot", horoinarbor 
aafuyneii to mean bile total land owned within a speciric secl;ion of land, 
Rluvl.l. bo clanirif 1 e>d as Clasa 1, 0 to l»-3;', pernent cropland, or aa Claa;; I"J , 
ir,,' to '6'!., jioroenb cropland, or ao Olaos 111, over ii7,v perooiit cropland. 
Aa was indicated above, an initial exemption of i|i''50,000 assessed valualion 
is allowed on Class I land, :^2i5,000 assensed valuation initially exempt on 
Class II land, and V'12,b00 assesaed valuoliion is initially allowed oil Class 
111 land. The initial tax rate, levied against the assessed value of tlie 
total holding, is determined by the amount the total assessed value of the 
holding exceeds the "legal maximum," hei'einafter assumed to mean that amount 
of land which can be legally exempt by reason of the initial assessed valua­
tion exemption. 
Ulien land is classified as indicated above, and assuming that the to­
tal acreace exceeds 320 acres, it is proposed now that for ijurnoses of initial 
rate classification only a composite weighting of the assessed valuation by 
class be employed. The weights proposed are the product of the initial ex­
emption of Class I, II, BJid III land when divided into the initial exemption 
of Class I land. By this process, the initial exemption of Class III land, 
^12,500 assessed valuation, given a weight of 4, becomes a weighted i(i50,000 
exemption. In like manner Class 11 Imid with a weight of 2 and Class I 
land with a weight of 1 become an initial weighted oxeinption of ^50,000. 
In tills manner, the initial tax rate is determined by the amount by which 
til" to(;nl nnoofisod vnlne so woi|p;l)bGd exceeds :f50,0()0 na sliovm in Tnbl'? 
Tlilp prooprifi la nbsolubely necGPPnry when the lund holdinj^ conoiota of moi'o 
thnn DUG class of land but will be employed also if the land holdinjf, is all 
of one class. 
llowover, onoe tho init;iul tax rnbe is dotcriiiined, the tux villi bo 
Itivicd n/-,uiiigt tlia a^'ifg'or.ato uiiwol/;hted aaoeatiod valuation. Table B8 illus­
trates tlie problem of tax computation proposed above. 
This hypothetical land holding illustrates the proposed method of 
determination of the rate class and the computation of the tax liability* 
An objection could be raised that the method of computation assumes that 
tlio land holding so calculated would have been equivalent to 3,800 acres 
of Glass III land, or to 7,600 acres of Claso II land, or to 19,000 acres 
of Glass I land. Certainly this assumption was made in coD^uting the com­
posite excess assessed value and the validity of the assumption would be 
open to serious question. However, this assiunption was dropped in the cal­
culation of the tax liability. The actual tax liability of the landowner 
would be about the same as would be imposed upon 920 acres of his Class III 
land, whereas the tax liability on 3,800 acres of Class III land v/ould have 
leen ^ pl,H16 initially and ^-GjOSO at a maximum. The use of weights in this 
instance are at best a crude tool but they aeem to be the best method of 
obtaining a simple and workable basis for the computation of initial levy. 
e. Economic /Uialysis. In order to appraise the economic effect of 
the proposed Classified Property approach, hypothetical farm units viere 
set up for each of the land classes. These hypothetical units, shown in 
Hi 4 
TiilO.o i;2» Thu Uol.ui'iuiivition of tlio Tax Liability of a 
II.V]^othol/ical l.'i.nc.lliold:Lnf; Untlor tho Proposnd 
Classified Property yVpproach 
A. Land Ovvnod 
CropLintl classification 
Glar^ .T I 
Clas3 II 
Class III 
Total 
Acres 
6,000 
1,000 
400 
7,400® 
A3sosr.ed valuo 
1,1; 2/).,000 
10,000 
8,000 
42,000 
B. Weiglited i'ixcess Assossed Valuation to Determine the Initial Tax If.ate 
V/ei:-,lited 
Cropl^oid 
classirication 
Assossed 
value 
$ 24,000 X 
X 
X 
Class I 
Class II 10,000 
Class III 8,000 
Total T/eighted assessed value 
Initial exemption vfeiglited 
Excess to determine initial tax rate' 
WeiFJat 
1 
2 
4 
aasosGcd 
valuo 
y 24,000 
20,000 
32,000 
76,000 
30.000 
26,000 
C• Tax Liability 
Fii-st year 
Permanent rate 
Assessed 
value^ ' Tax rate® 
42,000 X 0,014 = 
42,000 X 0,070 = 
y ?88 
2,940 
Continued -
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Table 22, (Continued) 
® HiG total ;i.ci'ca/je exceeds 320 acres, thus subjectinc the holdin^ j to the 
tax, 
8oo dincunoion, pa^jo 152. 
® )^ ;\3od upon Table 21. 
The tax liability is ca].culated against the actual assessed value, Cf, 
discussion, pa^^o 153. 
With an excess of ;p26,000, the initial rate vdll be 14 mills and the 
permanent rate 70 mills. 
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Tnblo wei'e each aosiunod to have un ussestied value ^10,000 in exceraa 
the initial exoinption nllowod for tlie land class as indicated in tlie pre-
codiufs diuouosioii. An original inveotiiiont wnu cfilculabed on tho baais ol" 
studiea of Oklalioiiia fam organizations. The rate of return waa tlien calcu­
lated. It waa next assumed that following the imposition of the tax the 
operator faced tlie problem of maintaining the size of the and paying 
the tax, or as an alternative, reducing his land holding to the "legal 
maximuiu," i.e., the maximum area of land that would be exempt on the basis 
of the initial exemption of assessed valuation. It was further assumed 
that this latter alternative would involve a reduction in the capital invest­
ment, (ceteris paribus), and in the value of the Labor-lvlanageiiient input. 
The total returns were calculated and to them waa added the interest income 
on the liquidated land and capital investment. The interest income as shown 
in tho table was calculated first at a rate of four percent per amium and 
then Dt, a rato of three percent per annum. 
Thora are several items that are significunb in tliis table. In the 
first place, tho total investment in the Class I land farm was initially 
about three times as great as the investment in the Class III land farm. 
Adjusting the farms to the proposed legal maximum aa defined in Table 20 
the Class I land farm had an investment nearly four and one half times as 
Ri-eat as the investment in the Class III land farm. As is indicated, the 
Class III land farm was forced to contract 41.3 percent in terms of invest­
ment to meet the proposed legal maximum while the Class I land fam redxiced 
the initial investment only 15.9 percent to achieve the proposed legal maximum. 
.l!)7 
Tnlilo 2 3 ,  Iiu'..Mi."nco ol' LIP! i i'i,-O|".T Ly 'ippi'onch : 
D.t' I'roiK'rly (M?Ar;Li.LJxcMl.lon i.ipori 
Farm '1.1.1.011 -ind l'';rrm H'^ Liiniri''^  
Fropijrt.Y G.laag 1 Clas3 ; Clafio 11° : CL:ias 
22,500 0 35,000 $ 60,000 
900 acres 2,800 acres 12,0C10 acres 
lii; 12,500 ;;ii 25,000 :iii 50,000 
10,000 ].0,000 ;i 0,000 
30 ndllo 30 mills 30 ndllo 
tj'. 45,000 ;v 70,000 ;ip 120,000 
11,000 30,000 80,000 
2/|.,000 36,000 4fs000 
$ 80,000 136,000 S 248,OUU 
2,250 iii 3,500 6,000 
880 2,400 6,/,00 
1,200 1,800 2,400 
4,330 7,70U 14,80U 
5.4?^  5.7^  6.0^  
675 1,050 1,800 
!(l> 3,655 •5 6,650 0 13,000 
4«65<^  h»9% 3.2% 
Cf 25,000 $ 50,000 100,000 
6,000 21,500 66,500 
AsseGscd value 
Acren,F:n^  
l.:i ;vl. (Mrf'Mpli.on 
valuo 
l/'.'ix limiin i.'Lx rriL'.t 
Ori/i.lnal iuvostmont 
IKIIKI 
I,aboi^managcinont 
Total invostiuent 
Uebiirnn 
Land' 
Ca] lital^ 
LaVior-iiiai 1 a ,'-ei iic 1 it 
Total retiirns 
itabo of roturn 
llaximujii tax 
IJet return after tax 
Hate of return 
Le^ ;al maximum investment 
L'UKI 
Capital 
Labor-matiagement>' 
Total 
lieduction in investment 
Retvirna 
Land 
Capital 
Labor-rir'inag ement 
Total returns 
Return on converted 
assets 
Total returns 
Reduction in original 
returns T 
(Return on investment; 
(Farm return) 
16,000 
47,000 
a.3^  
0 1,250 
/,.80 
800 
2,530 
1^000 
3,530 
-W.5'/<J 
"(3; 
27,000 
9B,500 
27,6% 
IP 2,500 
1,720 
1,350 
XSZM 
1,280) 
•4 5,570 
l,l/).0 
.fX710 
-12,9% 
(6,425) 
h2,000 
.•J 208,500 
15.9?^  
C> 5,000 
5,320 
2,100 
12,420 
1.340 
i'p 13,760 
-1.0/, 
.(lia.oo?) 
(13,425) 
Continued -
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Table 23. (CouMnuod) 
^ n-indl vipon unpublished data in bho filefj of the Farm Ikmnj-oniont. Division, 
l)Gp;u^tiiiGnt of Af3ricaltur.al Economics, Oklahojiia A. and ii. Coll0/30, 
^ V/lio.'it farmin/;^'—westei'n Okl.'ihoma, 
^ Mixod ['ariniii'';—easboi'n Okl;i.homa« 
I.ivosl.ock ranchin;^ —Fliiib llilln, 
" As.^um;!n/; v25.00 arjooaaed value Glaaa IIIj '^12,00, Glaso IIj and v5»00 
asGeased value Class I. 
f Assiuian^; ^0 percent asseasinent. 
C Assuming l.;uid-capital ratio as being (iO-20 wheat; 70-30 iiuxedj 6O-4O 
ranch, footnote a, 
5 percent retui^n. 
^ percent retva'n. 
^ Assvuning labor-inanagernent reduction of 1/3 in vAieatj I/4 in mixedj and 
1/8 in ranching. 
Assuming liquidated land and capital reinvested at 4 percent. 
^ Assuming liquidated land and capital reinvested at 3 percent. 
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The effect of the tax upon income parallelo the aliii't in invocitmoiit. 
Whon the rnniiB are adjusted to tlie proposed legal iiiaxiimwu end the excens land 
and capital Invested at four (4) percent return, the Class III land farm's 
income is reduced by 18.5 percent while the Class I land farm's income is 
reduced only seven (7) percent. Reducing the reinvestiiient rate from four (4) 
percent to three (3) percent, the income reduction is 24.2 percent for Class 
III laiid farm and 9.3 percent on the Class I land farm. 
Table 23 gives SOUB clue as to the effective economic pressure to dis­
pose of the surplus above the proposed legal maximum. An examination of 
these data reveal that it would economically feasible for the ovmer of the 
Class I land farm to dispose of his surplus as long as the rate of return 
on his excess investment (5^33,500) was above two (2) percent. Tliis is to 
say his proposed legal maximum earning is only VSeO below his initial earning 
less the jproposed maximum tax. The Class III land farm would find it econ­
omically feasible to maintain the initial organization unless the excess 
investment (^25,000) could earn more than a 4.5 percent return. For the 
Class II land farm the pivotal rate of return is around 3.75 percent. On 
the basis of these data it would seem that the economic pressure to dispose 
would be greater on the larger holding of cheaper land. However, tliis land­
owner miglat have resisted this pressure because of his greater net income. 
In any event, the burden in terms of lower income was the greatest upon the 
smaller holding of better land and unless attractive alternative investTuent 
opportunities were present, it seems probable that the tax v/ould have been 
absorbed as an overhead cost resulting in no reduction in the size of the 
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lioltling, 
f, fciiuiniiary. The proponed Classifiod Property oppronc)i to tlio tn* 
rate woulil be based upon a dl ri'erentiQtion of property in berins of corbfiln 
common externnl and q.uantitative attributes. In thio instenco, that attri­
bute proposed wua the percentage of the land in crops. It wan pi'oponQcl 
that as tliQ ratio of cropland declined, tlie initial exemption, in terms of 
the assessed valuation, should increase. IVhero the land holding consiated 
of several land classes a composite weighting was used to deterBiine the 
excess assessed value and this in turn the tax rate. An analysis of the 
proposed property classifications revealed that tlie economic burden would 
be greater on small units of more expensive land than upon large units of 
less expensive land. It was revealed also that the larger units were better 
able to escape this burden through the liq^uidation of the excess propei-ty 
than were the smaller units. It v/ould appear that the proposed Classified 
lYoparty approach would bring a relatively greater volume of less expensive 
non-crop farm land into the land market. 
2, Property Approach. The proposed Uniform Property approach to 
the tax rate v/ould use no system of cluasification of property other than 
the actual value which would be employed in setting the tax base. In the 
present analysis it is proposed that the tax base be determined by the assessed 
valuation. If the tax were to be detemiiJied by pliysicnl acreage, the Clnssi-
fied Property ax)proach analyzed above would initially exempt varying acre­
ages in terms of the land classes, while the Unifom Property approach would 
allow a flat acreage exemption similar to that employed in Initiative 
Pofcition No. 1413, 
n. Initial ]!!xem;)tiou. In the Uniforjii Property approach it is pro­
posed that the ovjuer of any Inncls would be allowed nn initial exniii[)tion of 
a corlitiln aaaeaaod value. This would bo modified by the presence of the 
baoic, or "in lieu" exemption of a certain acreage regardless of aaaesaed 
value. In the succeeding analysis the initial exemption has been set at an 
assesaed valuation of !w2l3,000. This figure was chosen as it is almoat 
double the 1940 Census average value of farms in the best agricultural 
counties of the State, On the basis of an asauiried 50 percent assessment, 
the initial exemption so provided was nearly four times the higliest county's 
average valued farm as shown by the 1940 Census, This initial exemption 
probably could be set lower without seriously impairing agricultural opera­
tions. 
On the basis of tliis proposed initial exemption and with existing 
aaaessmont practice, timberland of 18,500 acres to 100,000 acres would be 
initially exempt. Initial exemption of grazing land would range from i'j,0U0 
acres to 25,000 acres; mixed fanning land from 1,600 acres to 5,000 acres; 
cash crop land from 1,000 acres to 1,600 acres, 
b. The Rate Claasification. It was proposed that the same 16 rate 
classes previously presented be used. This would allow a comparison with 
the preceding analysis, 
c. The Method of Tax Computation. One of the features of this pro­
posed approach to the tax rate would be the ease of computation. The aaaesaed 
valuation of the total holding would be added, the initial exemption would 
bo doducted and tlio bal.-ince repregenta excess asoeaaed value. This in tvim 
would doteniiijio (uiboinntically tlie initial tax robe. 
d. Econoinl c An.-il.v si a. Table 24 preaents a hypotliebical picturo of 
fnnu orgnnizutlona similar to those hyjiotliecnted in Table 23. TJio dirferonce 
botv;een tlia data in Table 24 and that of Tablo 23 lies in the fact that each 
unit is assumed to contain land having the saine assessed value. The ajnount 
of excess assessed value (1)^10,000) is assumed to be the same in both tables. 
The first fact that should be obeerved is that the ranch land has 
greater capacity to absorb capital and labor-management than does the wheat 
farm. This factor often is obscured by the use of a physical acreage per­
spective. However, the initial income is greater on the ranch than on the 
mixed fami or the wheat farm. 
The economic pressure to licLUidate the excess assessed value under the 
proposed Uniforifi l^operty approach would be greatest on the wheat farm. Any 
rate of retui'n on the excess land and capital of tlie wheat farm (i!25,000) 
above two (2) percent would malce disposition economically feasible. i\ny 
rate of return above three (3) percent would be economically feasible for 
the disposition of the excess on the mixed farm and any rate of return 
above 3.6 percent would make disposition economically feasible on the ranch. 
e. Guiiinary. The proposed Uniform Property approach to tax rate 
classification vjould allow a flat initial exemption. The volun© of excess, 
whatever the initial exemption, would indicate automatically the tux rate 
class. This method of rate classification would more nearly equalize Income 
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Table Pi|. Iiici'lniinc of 1,1 r,- iliiiX'onn 1 i>()!)nL-h7 /Ijiiii-o-t.cli: 
Et'i'ect oi' UrrjiT" Mo Cl'isairicaLinn 'ifujii 
Fai'iii anU r'arm 
Typo of Fai'm V/licab foi'Jii'^ ILlxcd rami® Rcmch' 4 
AGr.ocsccl value 
Acroa^;o° 
Init ial exemption 
]'j;cooss nssoased value 
llajcijiauii tj-LX rate 
35/'0O • 
1,400 acrea 
25,000 
10,000 
30 mills 
0 35/i'K' 
2,800 acres 
^ 25,000 
10,000 
30 mills 
V 35,000 
7,000 acres 
25,000 
10,000 
30 mills 
Ori^;iilal Investment 
IvaJur 
CapH-,al" 
Lp.bor-i;nijia[;emont 
Tot:il investnient 
Retiu'iis 
L'lnd" 
Gapi tal 
Ijabor-nianagement 
Total retiu'ns 
Rate of return 
Jia;-djiiujii tax 
Het return after tax 
Rate of return 
iii; 70,000 
17,500 
33,000 
120,500 
(!•> 3,500 
1,A.00 
1.650 
^550 
1.050 
5,500 
kM 
^ 70,000 
30,000 
36,000 
136,000 
3,500 
2,/i.00 
1.800 
7,700 
,7% 
1.050 
6,650 
k.9% 
a 70,000 
A7,500 
39,000 
,P 156,500 
i;!' 3,500 
3, BOO 
9,250 
5.9% 
1.050 
8,200 
5.2^ 
Le^fil jiiaximuni investment 
L'uid 
Capital 
labor-i;i£magemont 
Total 
P.educbion in investment 
fieturns 
Lnjid 
Capital 
Ix',bor-iiianaEGiHGnt 
Total retiuMio 
Return oii converted 
ao.'iobn j 
Tobal returns 
lloducbion in ori/^inal 
rebiu'ns 
(lloturn on investment) 
(Total returns) 
ip 50,000 
12,500 
30,000 
•tp 92,500 
-23.3^^ 
$ 2,500 
1,000 
1.500 
a 5,000 
1,000 
^000 
-0.5'/^ 
(vi'7^0)., 
(5,750) 
50,000 
21,500 
3'^  .000 
$ 10^,500 
-23.3^ 
^1; 2,500 
1,720 
1,650 
^ 5,B70 
izlZilL 
•iii 7,010 
-9.0'); 
-AimL 
^[6,725) 
;ii 50,000 
33,500 
36.000 
:ip li9,500 
2,500 
2,6fJ0 
l.j'OQ 
ij}. 6,9B0 
1,360 
li,%v 
0,000) 
Continued -
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T.'ible 24. (Continuod) 
l.Vmed vipoii uupubliGhed dabn in tho filoa o.f tlio F.-.irm ManH|;T!IIIGNL:, Uiviriion, 
Dujiartmonb oi' Af^riciilturcil Econojidcs, Olclalioma A, cjid H. CollG(;e, 
 ^3:uiio as Class III, Table 23, 
SaJiiG a;; Class II, Table 23. 
StuuG ns Class I, Table 23, 
® "lilieat, .,.25,00 an acre; llixed, ^12,50 an acre; Ranching, '^?5>00 an acre 
asss;3ned value, 
f 
A.ssumini; !jO pcrcont as.'sn.goment, 
Aysuiniii;: DaiKi-c.-qiibal ratio ofi wheat, t50-20j mixed, 7(^30; ranch, 60-/|0, 
5 poi'onnt rotiu'n, 
^ B porcont robvirn, 
•! 
^ AooiuiuTi;; liuiiiidated Land and capital reinvested at 4 percent, 
Asauiiiing lit^uidated land and capital reinvested at 3 percent. 
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producing capacity. The burden of the tax upon incoiiio would be greater upon 
tho larger unlta of less expensive land, llowovor tlis oconoinic iire.Tsui'e to 
dispose of the excess would be greatest on the smaller units of more expen­
sive land. It would appear that this approach would result in relatively 
greater areas of more expensive land coming into the land market. 
3, Analyaia of Rates and Rate Classification. Tho problem of the dobor-
mination of the tax rates involves tvjo premises. The first promise is tliat 
the maximum rate will be effective in bringing about a dinpoaitlon of the 
oxcoas land and capital beyond the statutorially defined limit. Tlio socond 
premise is that the tax shall not be so great as to economically preclude 
tho retention of a highly efficient unit. In other words, the tax should 
not reduce the initial returns on the excessive holding below that return 
which can be earned on a holding that oq,uals the legal maximum as defined 
by statute. 
When a rate has been found that conforms to these initial premises, 
the next problem is to apply it under the Classified Property approach and 
the Uniform Property approach in order to judge the efficacy of the tax 
rate classes in operation. 
a. Establishing Ivlaximiun Tax Rates, ffour tables (Table 25, 26, 27, 
and 2G) were constructed based upon the two approaches to rate classifica­
tion and using a small volume of excess and a large volume of excess. In 
each table a aeries of maximum tax rates were posed. In each table the Class 
III land and Class I land, or the V/heat and Ranch units, representing the 
extremes, were analyzed. 
Table 25. Analysis of >^xiinuia Tax Rates: Classified Property A^prcach, 
13 ,000 Excess Assessed Valuation on Class III and Glass I Land 
Maxiniua aiillase « • 2,5 :  5.0 : 7.5 : ; 10.0: 12,5:  15.0; 17,5; ; 20.0: : 22.5; : 25.0: ; 27.5: ; 30.Q 
Assessed value of land®' $15600 15600 15600 15600 15600 
Class III 
15600 15600 15600 15600 15600 15600 15600 
Initial returns 
Maximum tax 
Initial return less tax 
$ 
$ 
$ 
3090 
3051 
3090 
78 
3012 
3090 
117 
2973 
3090 
156 
2934 
3090 
195 
2895. 
3090 
23L 
2356 
3090 
273 
2S17 
3090 
312 
2773 
3090 
351 
2739 
3090 
390 
2799 
3090 
A29 
2661 
3090 
465 
2622 
Value of excess land and capital $ 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 
Return on legal maxiinua unit $ 2530 2530 2530 2530 2530 2530 2530 2530 2530 2530 2530 2530 
Rate of investaent return 
necessary for disposal 
Rate of return necessary to 
6.5 6.0 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.1 3.6 3.1 2,6 2.1 1.6 1.15 
maintain initial incone 7.0 
_ Class I 
Assessed value of land |53200 53200 53200 532CO 532CO 532CO 532C0 53200 53200 53200 53200 532CO 
Initial returns |13030 13030 13030 13030 13030 13030 13030 13030 13030 13030 13030 13030 
Kaxim-os tax j 133 266 399 532 665 795 931 ICoA 1197 1330 li.63 1596 
Initial return less tax ;$12897 12764 12631 124S3 12365 12232 12099 11966 11333 11700 11567 1U34 
Value of excess land and capital :$10500 10500 10500 10500 10500 10500 10500 105C0 105C0 10500 10500 10500 
Return on legal caxiinua unit $12420 12420 12420 12420 12420 12420 12420 12420 12420 12420 12420 12420 
Hate of investment return 
necessary for disposal 4.5 3.3 2,0 0.8 0.0 
Rate of return necessary to 
— maintain initial incone 5.8 
® Adjusted for e;q:6dience of calculation. 
Table 26, .'inaljsis 
^7J 000 ivcess 
oi llaji 
.-_5 3 "5 S 3 * 
l-T.UZl T.3-
2d Yal'jj 
Tiazes: 
itior. cn -n ^  II_ cni 
-
'"•-•'ri niiTi nillla~e : 17.5 : 35.0 : 52.5 : 70.0 . :>'7 .r • • :i:-:.o :122.5 : LLO, 0 :157.5 t _ ~ • -J 
Class 
Assessed ralue of lind $39500 39500 39500 39500 39500 395C0 39500 39500 39500 
Initial returns 
mil? tox^ 
§ 7610 
$ 691 
7610 
13S2 
7610 
2073 
7610 
27SL 
7610 
31^55 
7610 
4116 
7610 
4S37 
7610 
5523 
7610 
6219 
7A" ^ 
/-N • 
cv — 
Initial ret-jrn less ta:c i 6919 6228 5537 4346 4155 3464 2773 20S2 1391 7^0 
Talue of s:ccess land and capital 067500 67500 67500 67500 67500 67500 675CO 67500 67500 (j/ ^C-Q 
Return on le^al ma^ciirLiuzi unit § 2530 2530 2530 2530 2530 2530 2530 2530 2530 2530 
H£:te of investnent return 
necessary for disposal 
Rate of ret-jrn necessary to 
ntain inTt^al incone 
6.5 
7.5 
5.5 4.5 3.4 2.4 1.4 
Glass I 
0.4 0.0 
Assessed value of land $77000 77000 77000 77000 '/7^^0 77000 77000 77OCO 77OCO 71'u'wO 
Initial returns 
l!axiiT:V-Gi ta:^ '^ 
§18900 
S 1333 
1S9C0 
2676 
13900 
4014 
139C0 
5392 
"i 3Qr'0 
6730 
1S9C0 189 CO 
c4Q5 
13900 
10744 
13?C0 
12c •£2 "! -3 ^ 0 
Initial return less tare •317562 16224 1428o 13503 12170 IO032 • 0; c•. cclC 
Talue of excess land and capital 0S95CO 89500 39500 395CO Sy 39500 39500 39500 395CO 
Re'u'^n on le;^al zr^ziximuni unit 512420 12420 12420 12420 12420 12420 121:20 122^0 12420 
Rate of inYest~2nt return 
necsssarj for disposal 
Rate of reti_:rn nececs-ary to 
ZHSLint-'iiir. 2.nccii].6 
5.7 
7.3 
4.3 0 C ~ » w 1,2 0.0 
cr. 
V3 
?.o:anded lor e:-x-eai3iiGs ot' 
Table 27. Analj-sis of HsjcLsun Tare ?.at2S: Unircra Propert7 kpyroachj 
$3,000 iccess Assessed Valuation cn '.fneat Unit and ?:£r.ch. Unit 
Ilaxju'ord mi 11 age ; 2.5 ; $.0 ; 7.5 ;10«0 :12.5 :15.0 ;17»5 :2G.O ;22.5 :25.G :27.5 
liheat 
Assessed value of land $28CC0 2SCCG 2SCG0 2S0C0 2SCGG 230G0 2S0C0 2SC00 2SCC0 2£CC0 2SCC0 2SCC0 
Initial returns § 5420 5A20 5420 5420 5420 5420 5420 5420 5420 5420 5420 5^20 
-cn n-T \RN AJ.- $ 70 140 210 2S0 350 L20 490 560 630 700 / : — 
Initial return less ta:x 5 5350 5280 5210 5140 5070 5CC0 4930 4360 4790 4720 1 ' - -1 
Value of excess land and capital 5 7500 75CO 75CO 75CO 75C0 7500 75GO 7500 7500 7500 75CO 75CO 
Return on legal nardnuni unit 9 5000 5OGO 5000 5CC0 5000 5CC0 5CC0 5CG0 5000 5CC0 yCGO — ^ 
Rate of investzient return 
necessary for disposal 
Rate of return necessarj to 
maintain ini-tial inoone 
4.7 
5.6 
3.6 2.8 1.9 0.9 0.0 
Ranch 
Assessed value of Land 52SC00 2S0€'0 2S00G 2SCC0 23C00 2SCOO 23CC0 23CC0 2SCC0 23C0Q 230CO 23GCC 
Initial returns 
HaiC-Tjini taic 
7600 
70 
7600 
UO 
76CO 
210 
76CO 
2£0 
76CO 
350 
7600 7600 
/.CO 
7600 7600 
Z ^'-J 
0
 0
 
0 
76G0 
: r 
RR-1 "••'N J 
1 
Initial return less ta:c $ 7530 7460 7350 7320 7250 7130 7110 7C40 6970 d9C0 0 ( C 
Value of e:-xe5s land and capital :;10GC0 lOGGO IGGCO lOCCO ICGGO lOGOO ICOCO IGGCO IGOGO iOCCO IGGCO ICOGO 
Ret^^n cn le^al Ea;d_~u.T. unit V 69SO 69S0 6930 6930 6930 6930 6930 6930 6930 o9 30 0 ^ V Cc GT 
Rate of invest-ent ret:irn 
necessary for disposal 
Rate cf return nece::3.ary to 
cair.tain initial inco.T.e 
5.5 
6.2 
4.3 4.1 3.4 2.7 2.0 1.3 0.6 0.0 
Table 23. 
$27J COO iccess 
is cf Ha 
AS35353 
:d-rr:'i'2 T 
d Valua tion on 
s: Uni 
-jneat 
.forni ?r 
Unit an d ?^.nch Unit 
rni 1 1 r; c*o : 52.5 : 70.0 : 37.5 :1C5.0 :122,5 :-^,0 . 1 =7 r • —^ i • 
Viheat 
Assessed value of land 5520CO 52000 52000 52000 52000 52OCO 52000 52000 520C0 52GCO 
Initial returns 
IZaicinnan tare 
•3 9380 
§ 910 
93SO 
1620 
9330 
2730 
93SO 
3640 
9380 
i.550 
9330 
5L60 
9380 
6370 
93SO 
7230 
93S0 
3190 
9330 
9ICO 
Initial return less taic i S470 7560 6650 5740 4330 3920 3010 2100 1190 230 
Value of excess land and capital .;675C0 67500 67500 67500 67500 67500 67500 b130Q 67500 67500 
Return on legal maxiniun unit -3 5000 5000 5CG0 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5OCC 
Rate of investnent return 
nec83sar;;r for disposal 
Rate of return necessarj to 
isaintain initial incoine 
5.1 
6.5 
3.8 2.4 1.1 0.0 
Ranch 
Assessed value of land -)520C0 52000 52000 52GCO 52000 52OCO ^^OoO 52000 52CCC 52CC0 
Initial ret'urns 
HaJciElua ta;c 
^512640 
910 
12340 
1320 2730 
12SZ--0 
36i.O 
12840 
L550 
12340 
5^60 
123/^Q 
6370 J 
i2s:-0 
/-k-« —, r\ 
^ C ' 
"T*—•-
Initial return less ta:c •211930 11020 10110 9200 3290 7330 6L70 40 50 ^ / WU 
Value of excess land ana capital Q90CCO 90000 9OOCO 90000 90000 900CQ 9OOCO err - r y W W ^ 
Return on le^al zia:-d_~:ua unit 5 69SO 6930 6930 69 SO 6930 6930 6930 6950 C-V 
Rate of inv3st~3r.t ret^jrn 
nscessai-y fcr disposal 
Rate of ret-_rri necessary to 
5.5 4.5 3.4 2.5 1.5 0.4 0.0 
maintain initial incc.~.e 6,5 
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In Table 25 the proposed Clnafjil' iGd upnroac]! wua analyzed under coivli-
tiona of u oinall excess assessed value. On t)ie Claaa III laud tlio iiwxiiiium 
tax rate would have to approach 40 mills before the tax would reduce the 
iuitinl returns below the level earned upon a lioldinfi ut tJie proposed legal 
niHxiiuiuu as defined above. The Class I land would reach tliia same point; at 
a mnximiuii tax rate of IS.5 mills. On these holdings the excess land and 
capital from Class III land would have to be invested at a rate of seven (7) 
percent interest to leave unimpaired the initial return. On Class I land 
a rate of 5.8 percent interest would produce the same results. Inasnmcli as 
the analysis of this section involves the second premise it would appear 
that the maximum rate should not exceed 10 mills. It will be noted that 
this requires a reinvestment return of five (5) percent interest in the case 
of Class III land. This high interest requirement makes questionable the 
probable disposition of the excess Class III land and capital. 
In Table 26 the Classified approach was analyzed under conditions of 
a large excess assessed value. In this instance the maximum tax upon Class 
III land that reduces the initial returns below a legal maximvun unit would 
occur at a rate approaching 140.0 mills. The same point upon Class I land 
would occur at a rate approaching 87,5 mills. The rute of return on the 
excess land and capital sufficient to leave tlie initial return unimpoired 
vjould be nearly 7.5 percent interest in the case of Class III land and 7.3 
perccnt interest in tlie case of Class I land. These rates exceed those in 
Table 25, In this instance, conformation with the second premise would in­
dicate tliat the iiiaximum rate probably should not exceed 70 mills. This 
would iiecosfiltate a rBlnveatiuont reburn above 5.4 perconb interest; bo 
obtain dlspofiition of excess land nnd capital on Glnrjs III Innd. 
As ]ias been developed previously, the efiect of the pi-oposod Uniromi 
api>roac]i is to sliift the income burden in tferma of fixed cost to the less 
expensive land and to shift tJie economic pressure to dispose of exceno to 
the more expensive land. In Table S7 the Uniform approach was analyzed 
under conditions of a small excess assessed value. In tliia instance, tlie 
maximum tax rate needed to reduce the initial returna on the V.Qjeat unit 
(Class III land) below the retiirns on a legal maximiuii imit would approach 
15 iidlls. The same point for the Ranch imit (Class I land) would be reached 
at a maximum tax rate approacliing 28.5 mills. Tha rate of reinvestment re­
turn vjhicli would leave the initial returns unimpaired would be a rate of 
5.6 percent interest in, the case of tlie Vfheat unit and 6.8 percent interest 
in the case of the Ranch unit. It would appear that the maximum rate in 
this instance should not exceed 12,5 mills. This would necessitate a rein­
vestment return of 2.7 percent interest to obtain disposition in the case 
of the Ranch unit. A maximum rate of 10 mills would necessitate a rein­
vestment rate of 3.4 percent interest to obtain disposition of the excess 
on the Ranch unit. 
In Table 28 the proposed Uniform approach is analyzed under condibions 
of a lai'ge volume of excess assessed value. In tliis instance the iiaximmn 
tax which would reduce initial returns on the Wheat unit below that of a 
legal maximum unit would be a tax rate approaching 87.5 mills. The same 
point would be readied in the case of tlie Ranch unit at a tux rate apjtroacli-
ing 122.5 inilla. The rate of reinvestment return which would be needed to 
1V« 
leave tho initiul returns unimpaired would liavo beon 6.5 percont infcaroat 
for both Wheat and ]^anch units. It would appear thut the nioxiiuuiii Lox rnte 
sliould not exceed VO mills in order to confomi to the second prcunise jiufjiked, 
TMa would nocessitute a reinvestment rate ol return of 8.5 porcont inborodO 
in t;he cace of the Hanch unit. 
To sunoiijiri7,e, t)iere vjould appear to be a hich de^roe of confonnity MH 
i.o the inaximuin tax rate in terms of the oecond jireiiil.no inibialD.y j.ooJtod. 
In tli0 case of the large volume of exceos asaeooed value, bol.li approochoa 
would indicate a maximum rate of 70 milla. The reinvoBtment rate which 
vjould be required to dispose is lower in the case of tlie luiiform approacJi. 
Where the volume of exoesH assessed value ia small the maximum rate v/ould 
be from 10 mills to IS.5 mills. Accepting 10 mills for sake of unifonniby 
the reinvestment rate which would bo necessary to obtain disposition is 
lower in the case of the Uniform approach. It was on tliia basis tlint bhe 
rate classification of Table 21 was established. 
Probable Disposition of Excess. This section will analyze the 
efJ'ectivenesB of the rate classification as shown in Table f',1 in briti(clng 
about a disposal of excess land and capital. This would be an analysis in 
teims of the first premise posited. In Table 29 the two approaches are 
analyzed in terms of a four (4) percent interesb rate on the reinvested 
excess land and capital. The data would indicate the economic feasibility 
of disposition on all but the Class III lands utilizing t]ie Classified 
appronrh under conditions of small excess assessed value. 
However, when the reinvestment rate of return falls to three (3) 
.iv:-3 
Tabic 29. Analyoio oi' FrobaMe Din po;; it ion of Hi ills a I. y.i:drinm 
Tax llates! CompAU'ison of blio Effoctivcna.'j;j oC A))|)r(i.'i.c!i''t) 
Under a Given Kate Cl-iKnification'"^ 
A, Clas;iit'iod 
1, !i|!3,000 ]f.>LGGBS 
Class III Class II Clar;:; I 
Acnos.Tod v<vlue of land $ 15,500 28,000 V 53,000 
Initial i'otm-ns 
lla-cimiim tax 
$ 
V 
3,090 
155 . 
6,170 
280 
0 13,030 
530 
Initial returns lens tax •.p 2,935 •tp 5,890 12,5CXJ 
Valuo of oxcoyu land and capital 8,CX30 1p 8,500 ;i; 10,500 
lletiu'n on lofjal maximuu unit 
Uoturn on excoaa invented at 
foul" (4) percent 
iP 
A 
•J? 
2,530 
320 
1p 
•IP 
5,570 
340 
$ 12,420 
:;p 420 
Total returns asgiu-ning disposition 
of GXCS33 
Rate of return on investment 
necessary to force disposition 
2,840 
5.05^ 
'ip 5,910 12,840 
0.{ 
2. $27,000 Excess 
Assessed value of land 39,500 52,000 . 77,000 
Initial returns 
IJajdjiiura tax 
Initial returns less tax 
Si' 7,610 
2,765 
4,845 
•IP 
ii> 
i'l 
11,160 
3 MO 
7,520 
l(i,900 
5.390 
;ip 13,510 
Va-lue of excess land and capital 67,500 77,000 ^p 89,500 
Keturn on legal maxiiiauii unit 
llet'.u'n on excess invested at 
four (4) percent 
sP 
'•P-
2,530 
2,700 
5,570 
2,980 
ii 12,420 
0 3,580 
Total ret'Ji'ns assuming disposition 
of excess 
Hate of return on rlnvostmont 
necessary to f ores disposition 
,'S 
•ii' 5,230 
3,k% 
iP 8,550 
2.5/J 
(i; 16,000 
1.: 
Gf. Table 21. Continued 
1V4 
Table 29 • (ConlinuQil)^ 
B, Uuiforiii 
!• iii3,000 lixcess 
Vilioat I.Lbcocl 
necessary to force disposition 
2, 
1»9% 
:ii^7,000 lixcess 
nenessary to force disposition 
ii'Ulcil 
Annonnnd valuo of land 2fi,000 2!), 000 
'•I' 2(1,000 
];ui.tial va burns M' 5,/,20 y 6,370 ; • 7,600 
]-;a;cumui tax 
'.1' 280 •V ;ij.:o 4' riio 
liiitial retirns loss tax 5,U0 •i? 6,090 M' 7,320 
Value of excess L.ind and capital 
•1,' 7,500 V 0,500 •j 10,000 
liotnrn on le[ial in;i-:djniuii luiit 5,000 si" 5,^ 70 / '• 6,9?^0 
]Return on excess invested at 
four (/i-) percGnt <,? 300 •p 3/^0 V /^CX) 
Total retui'ns assuming disposition 
of excess 5,300 1? 6,210 7,3BO 
Itate of return on investment 
3A% 
Assessed value of 3,md 52,000 ',p 52,000 52,000 
Initial roturns 0 9,3^0 M' 10,680 ]2,fi/,0 
llaxiiiiuitt tax 3,6/|.0 sP 3,6/,.0 •iP. 3.6/i0 
Initial returns less tax 
•IP 5,740 7,0/(0 •,P 9,200 
Valuo of excess land and capital i','. 67,500 
'i? 
o
 
8
 
,-v 
\P 90,000 
KetTirii on legal riiaximuin iinit 
•,P 5,000 \p 5,«70 •il' 6,900 
Return on excess invested at 
four ik) percent 2,700 si' 3,0Q0 •J' 3,600 
Total retui'ns assuniijig disposition 
of excess A ii' 7,700 .n •ip 8,950 •,P 10,530 
Rate of return on investment 
Of, Table 21, 
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percent interest it would be no lon(;er econoniicnlly feasible to difi];ose of 
Clnss III land and Clnss II laud with Biiiall GXCOBS and Claoo III loud with 
lai'ge excess under the Classified approticli. Also it would not be economic­
ally feasible to dispose of Ranch (Class I) land under the Uniform appruuclu 
Thus it would appear tiiat under the Classified Property approach to rate 
classification there would be less tendency to dispose of excess land and 
capital at lower rates of return than would be the case under conditions 
of the Uniform Property apiiroach. Furthermore the pressure to dispose) as 
excooM incronnoo would seom to bo greator undnr tlie UniJ'onn npproacli as 
revealed by the drop in the necesaary reinvestment rate of return. 
c. Excessive HoldinKs* There were in 193b aoiuo <20,729 landowners in 
Cklahonia possessing land holdings in excess of 320 acres. These laud hold­
ings constituted 35.7 percent of the State's land area (Table 7). These 
holdings would be initially eligible for the tax. 
The number of holdings which finally would be subject to the tax could 
not be accurately determined due to the fact that it was impossible to seg­
regate land acquired by individuals through mortgage foreclosure. Hov/ever, 
the number of holdings assessed in excess of ^ 25,000 were much fewer in 
number than the number of holdings analyzed in Chapter 4. It would seom 
that the suggested law would result in fev# changes in ovmership units and 
would be primarily a preventative legislative measure. 
d. Siutiiiiary. It would seem that a rate classification progressing at 
a maximum rate of 5 mills for each si's,000 of excess assessed value would be 
acceptable under both the Classified and the Uniform approach, end would 
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cotifom to the initial premise tliat no iiiaximum rate should reduce luit.l./il 
returns below the amount obtained by a comparable unit at tJie legally de-
•Cined inaxiniuiii. 
It would soem also tluit the iiiaximuiu rates would be oCJ'octivG in brinf^-
in{.; about disposition of excess land and capital under a four (4) porcent 
i-einveotinent rate of interest. However if this rate wore to fall to tlireo 
(^) percent interest, tlie Uniform approach would be the only satisfactory 
approach in achieving disposition. 
. Thei'e are two approaches to tlie matter of the determination 
of tho rate classification. The Classified Property approach allows varying 
initial exemptions upon the basis of certain quantifiable attributes of the 
property. The Uniform Property approach uses but a single initial exemption 
for all classes of property. It vrould seem that both from an administrative 
point of view and from the point of economic efficacy, the Uniform approach 
is the more satisfactory. 
In the matter of tax rates a system was established confoniiing to two 
premises. The first premise was that the rate is effective in bringing 
about the disposition of excess land and capital. The second premise was 
that the maximum tax shall not reduce returns below those obtained on a unit 
at the legal maximum. It was found the Uniform approach was superioi* on 
the basis of both of these premises. 
F, Summary 
The purpose of this cliapter was to analyze certain basic problems that 
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would be encountered in tlie draftinii ol' a cradunted land TUX IMW. .'JOIIIO of 
tho probloma nro qudlitativa in cliaracter and in uoiuo innbniicea problonifj 
ci\imblo or quaiitirication have yet to bra empirically invu-oti/iated. In bring­
ing those probloiiia togother in sunmiary fashion imd in bhe BUg(.;ef3ted law 
found in the appendix to thia chapter, the final dociniona are those of the 
investigator. 
A graduated land tax law in Oklahoma would require a conatitutionul 
emendiiiont. It would seem that n permiaaive amendment would be superior to 
a mandatory ajnendment. In eatablishing the tax base for a graduated land 
tax law tho use of an assessed value base would seem preferable to the use 
of physical acreage. 
In the drafting of a graduated land tax law there would aeem to be 
many associated problems impinging upon the ultimate objective of the lavj, 
"home-ownership". The problems of urban property, of physical improvements, 
of "absentee" owners, and of leasehold of land would be present. It was 
felt that vfith the exception of the problem of the exemption of improvements, 
these problems should be solved by other legislation tlian the graduated loud 
tax. 
It would seem desirable to exewpt fi'om the tax property owned by public 
utilities and common carriers. Lands acquired involuntarily through the 
collection of lawful debts would seem logically to be exempt for a period 
of time. A basic exemption of a cei-tain acreage regardless of its assessed 
value would be in harmony with previous graduated land tax proposals. There 
would aeem to be no valid reason for exempting non-urban land upon the basis 
.1.78 
of it.3 use. 
In o.'jbabllshing the basts for rate clasail'ication it vjou.ld aeem tJiat 
a slnt;.le initial exemption ol' all proporty would be prot'e-cnble to a syotcin 
oi" varying initial eTOHipbions upon the basis oi' some external attribute of 
t)ie properly. The rate would be one presumed sufficient to bring about 
disposal without reducing returns below the amount obtained from a unit as 
large as could legally evade the tax. 
These decisions are incorporated in the suggested law which is found 
la the appendix to this chapter. 
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vSuggested Constitutional ADiendiiieiit 
/irt.iclG X, Section 5, of tlie Oklahoma Constitution nliull be aiiKnided 
to rend as folloivs: "The power of toxation shall nover be surrendered, 
suspended, or oontru<!tod uv;uy. Taxes fdiall bo unifoxiii upon the r.amn cdufjn 
of jnibjeots, provided however, that the Lecialuture ahull liave the authority 
to levy graduated taxes upon real estate in the interest of the conunon 
weal." 
•im. 
Sugf;e3ted Statute 
T/iXA'WON 
A Graduated Land Tax 
AM A(7r to discourage excessive land holding and to Gnoourage home 
ovmership in the interest of the common weul through the use of a graduated 
tax upon land and charging the Oklahoma Tax CommiBsion with the adniiiiiatra-
tion and collection of such tax. 
BE IT jSmCTiSD BY TIDil PEOl-Lli OF TliE STATE OF OKMiOl'uV; 
Land Subjoot to Report - /uuiual Keport - V»'ho I.iust Make Heuort. 
Section 1. All owners of land in Oklahoma, whether legal or equitable, 
whether a person, pai'tnership, firm, association, joint stock association or 
corporation, and whether resident or not of this State, whose total land 
holdings in this State exceed 320 acres of Innd, shall, by karch Ist of 
each year following the passage of this Act, provide the Oklahoma Tax Com­
mission a sworn statement in writiiia, un forma prescribed by such Oklalioina 
Tux OoitDtiiflsion, a listing of all land so owned In the State of Oklalioina on 
the Januarj' 1st preceding, with legal description and assessed valuation 
for both land and improvements thereof. 
Land Taxed - Graduated Rates of Tax. 
Section 2. The Oklahoma Tax Coirauiasion shall audit such statemonts so 
reported and shall- segregate for taxation all holdings wherein the assessed 
value shall exceed V25,000, except for the exemptions hereinafter set forth. 
.IHR 
All lanil holdings oo owned, by any person, ))QrtnerHliip, rinn, naooointion, 
joint stock naaociabion or corporation, on Junufa'y lot or each year follov;-
inf; tlio pasoaye of tliia Act, aaaoased in excess of ^213,000 over and abovo 
the exemptions hereinafter set forth, ahall bo subjoct , in addition to the 
regular ad valorem tax as otherwise provided by law, to a tax. upon t)ie aaoRSood 
value of sucli land ovraed in graduated Eunounts as set forth in the following 
table: 
lat Year 2ud Year i^rd Year 4th Year 5l;li Year 
Following Following Follovdug Folloiving Folloiving 
Vihere the Total Adoption Adoption Adoption Adoption Adoption 
4 Isaeaaed Value la: of Act of Act of Act of /ict of Act 
^213 ,000 to #26,999 .99 1 mill 2 mills 5 mills 4 mills 5 Jiiills 
27 ,000 to 28,999 .99 2 mills 4 mills 6 mills 8 iidlls 10 iidlls 
29 ,000 to 30,999 .99 3 mills 6 mills 9 mi 11 a 12 mills 15 mills 
'61 ,000 to 32,999 .99 4 mills 8 mills 12 mills 16 mills 20 miJ.ls 
3L'' ,000 to 34,999 .99 5 mills 10 mills 15 mi 11 a 20 mills 25 iidlls 
o5 ,000 to 36,999 .99 6 mills 12 mills 18 iriilla 24 mil.is 30 mi .1.1s 
57 ,000 to 38,999 .99 7 mills 14 mills 21 millH 28 mills 35 mills 
159 ,000 to 40,999 .99 8 mills 16 mills 24 mills 32 mi],.Is 40 mi 13 s 
41 ,000 to 42,999 .99 9 mills IB mills 27 mills 36 mills 45 lid 11a 
43 ,000 to 44,999 .99 10 mills 20 mil] s 30 lid. lis 40 mil-i s 50 ndJ Is 
4D ,000 to 46,999 .99 11 mills 22 mills 33 mills 44 Mils 55 mills 
47 ,000 to 48,999 .99 IB mills 24 mills 36 mills 46 mills 60 mills 
49 ,000 to 50,999 .99 13 mills 26 mills 39 mills 52 mills 65 mills 
51 ,000 to 52,999 .99 14 mills 28 mills 42 mills 56 mills 70 mills 
53 ,000 to 54,999 .99 15 mills 30 mills 45 mills 60 ndlla 75 mill a 
Above V55, 000 16 mills 32 mills 48 mills 64 mills 80 Iidlls 
The maximum rate above provided shall prevail after the expiration of five (5) 
years from the effective date of this Act. 
Exemptions from Tax. 
Section 3. The provisions of this Act shall not apply to: 
(a) Land where the owner owns less tlian 320 acres of land in 
Oklahoma; 
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(b) L(.md v;hich is owned by coiiunon cari'iers and public: utilities 
when such Itmd is neceasnry for the proper conduct oT such 
bufiJ nosn; 
(c) Land whlcli is acquired throufjh iiiortgaye forecloQiii^o, or tlie 
lawful colleotion of debts, except that thia exemption may 
be exercised for only seven years following the date of the 
acquisition of such land, and provided further tliat at the 
expiration of the time heretofore set out, the niaximvuii rates 
as sob forth in Section 2 above uhall apply; 
(d) Improvements on land of an annesscd value up to SO percent of 
the assessed value of such land subject to the tax. 
Deteniilnation of Tax - Notification of Amount of Tax Due - Date of 
Delinquoncy. 
Section 4. The Oklahomo TjjX ConDJiisaion ahnll determine the amount of 
the tax due as heroin provided, and shall notify, by registered mail with 
retui-n receipt attached, such landovmers of the ajnount of the tax due on or 
before October 1st of each taxable year. Any tax due shall be payable to 
the Oklalioma Tax Coiomisalon on October let of each year and such tax due 
shall become delinquent on December 31st of each year, 
Kipjit of Appeal ~ Method. 
Section 5. Any Itoidowner subject to the tux ahall have the riglit of 
appeal to the District Court of Oklahoma Oounty, Oklaliojiia, within 30 days 
after receipt of the notice of tux due from the Oklahoma Tax Commission an 
set forth in Soction 4 above. Such landowner and the Oklalioma Tax CoiiuiiiBBion 
shell each have the riglit to appeal to the Supreme Court of Oklahoma, said 
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apjionl to be taken in the saine iiiannor as is provided in civil cnnee. 
Fgiluro to Report - yrauduloub Report - I'onolty. 
Section 6, Any landowner aubjeot to the provisjona of tliio Acl; who 
willfully falla to subitiit the required Btatoinents or who willfully mlore-
profients tho extent of land owned shall be guilty of a felony and shnll be 
subject to a fine of not to exceed yl,000 or to imprisonment in the State 
penitentiary for a period of not more than two years or to both fine and 
imprlsonjiient for each such offense, 
Dellnquoiit Tax - Method of Collection - Duty of Chaiinian of Oklahoiiia Tax 
ComiiAsBlon and Attorney General - Hemoval I'roiii Offi co l''or Failure To I'erfomu 
Section 7. Within a period of 30 days after such tax shall have 
become delinquent, the Chairman of the Oklahoma Tax CoDnnission shall notify 
in writing the Attorney General of the State of Oklahoma of such delinquency 
and upon being notified of such delinqiiency by the Oklahoma Tax Coiraiiission 
the Attorney General shall within 30 days thereafter institute an action, in 
the name of the State of Oklahoma, in any one or more of the counties of the 
State of Oklahoma wherein any portion of such land is located, for the I'e-
covery of said tax together with interest at the rate of twelve (12) percent 
per annum from the date when said tax shall have become delinquent. Failure 
of the Chairman of the Oklahoma Tax Commission to so advise the Attorney 
General of the delinquency of said tax as aforesaid, or failure of the Attorney 
General to institute such suit and diligently prosecute the same to conclu-
Bion shall be cause for removal from office. 
Execution. 
Section 8. When any judgment for taxes, interest and costs is obtained 
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under the provisions of this Act and becomes final, exeoubion shall isouo 
for the collection of said judgment, interests, costs and accruing costs, 
as in other cases. 
Fluids Anportionod to School Districts» 
Section 9. All of the monies collected under the provisions of this 
Act slinll be apportioned quarterly to the several school districts of the 
State on the scholastic enumeration per capita distribution basis and shall 
bo distributed to the various counties in accordance with the existing law 
for the distribution of like funds. 
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CHAiTER VI 
SUlvWu\Ry AND CONCLUSIONS 
"A. Blight diacrimination against large holdings is 
sufficient to produce the desired result." Henry C. Taylor, 
i\firicultural Econorolca« 
IB 7 
The graduated land tax is a progreasivQ tax upon land. It may bo 
levied aa a supple,noutal source of fiscal revenue. It imiy be levied as 
a means of exercising social control over the extent of Icmd ownership. 
It is with the latter alternative that this study is largely concerned. 
A. Summary 
1. The Principle. The use of the graduated laud tax as a source of 
fiscal revenue is rooted in antiquity. The Athenians used the tax in 
the time of Solon. lu modern societies, the graduated land tax is a 
functional part of the tax structure of Switzerland, Australia, and New 
Zealand. The graduated land tax as a source of fiscal revenue is a less 
equitable tax than the graduated income tax. From a strictly economic 
point of view, the graduated land tax as a source of revenue c^ find 
justification only upon the grounds that the volume of property owned can 
be roughly correlated with the incoim of the owner. In this manner a type 
of graduated income tax is levied with the tax base being determined by the 
extent of property controlled. 
The use of the graduated land tax aa a means of exercising social 
control is a problem of regulatory taxation. The determinants in this case 
involve the field of ethics and of politics aa well aa economics. In a 
strict sense, it might be said that given the accepted norms of ethics, of 
politics, and of economics, the determinants lie in a solution of ethico-
political problems on the one hand and politico-econoDiic problems on the 
other. *• 
ion 
Accepting the premise that the institution of property is riKlit, or 
ethically sound, and accepting the preniiae that the function of tlie State 
is the safeguarding of the rights of its citizens, the problem becomoa one 
of resolving an apparent conflict between the safeguarding of property 
rights as such nnd the safeguarding of the hunian ri^it of access to property. 
The resolution'Of this problem requires an ordinal array of rights. In this 
instance the hruuan ri^it precedes the material right which is not only lower 
ordinally, but should be subservient to the human right. The apparent solu­
tion to the problem can thus be expressed as follows: iVhenever the riglats 
of property as an institution jeopardize or impede the fruition of human 
rights, then property rights shoiad be modified. In the case of the gradu­
ated land tax it may be inferred that given a condition where the access to 
property is prohibited or impeded by excessive property holdings, limitation 
of property ownership to allow greater access to all is both right and legal. 
This is the ethico-political foundation of the Police Power. 
The politico-economic problem stems from the accepted premise thab 
the function of the State is the safeguarding of its citizens' riglrts, and 
from t lie accepted premise that the economic function is the rational alloca­
tion of scarce means between alternative and competing ends. The problem 
becomes one of resolving the conflict between human rights, and the right 
to bring into balance any and all resources at one's disposal. In tliis 
instance there is no clear cut decision. This is not a problem of principle, 
but a problem of application. It is the problem of the application of the 
Police Power. In a measure, the problem becomes one of marginal analysis 
]a9 
mid the opportunity cost incroasea sharply as one approacliGB the extremes. 
It is in this typo of problem that tlio method of trial and errox', study ond, 
above all, flexibility to meet the dynajiiio character of the problem aliould 
prevail. There is no final answer in the application of principle. 
2. Oklalioiiia Laws. The first Legislature of the State of Oklahoma adopted 
a graduated land tax law. This law covered both land owned and land leased 
or held by title less than fee simple. At the time of its passage the 
legislation was considered radical in the extreme. The law TIMBS held uncon­
stitutional by the Oklahoma Supreme Court on the grounds that the Act failed 
to specify the pxirpose and disposition of the tax revenue. The Court refused 
to rule on the constitutionality of progressive land taxation. 
A second graduated land tax law was adopted by the Oklahoma Legisla­
ture in 1913. There is reason to believe that this measure was designed 
to provide fiscal revenue as its rate classification was relatively liglit. 
This law has been inferred unconstitutional because of the Oklahoma Supreme 
Court's ruling on the general revenue section of the Act of which it was a 
part. The issue of progressive land taxation was not reviev/ed in the case 
of the Act of 1913, 
The most recent Oklolioma proposal for a graduated land tax came with 
Initiative Petition No. 145. This petition, embodying a mandatory consti­
tutional amendment was circulated in 1935 and was voted on as a State liues-
tion in the General Election of 1940. It carried the largest "Yes" vote 
ever received by a State Q,uestion but it was rejected because tlie "Yes" 
vote was only 49 percent of the total vote cast. Since the Oklahoma 
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Conatltution requires a Stnte (iuention to rocoive sufl'icient "Yes" vobcfj 
to coufrbitiite a majority in terina of tho total votea cnst in t)io eloction, 
the "silent" voters, or those who did not vote either way on the State 
i^UGstiou, were in effect "No" voters and thus the "silent" vote killed the 
proposed low. 
All of Oklahoma's enacted or proposed graduated land tax measuroa 
were, in effect, limited to non-urban land. The liberal initial exemption 
of land (320 to 640 acres) indicated the intent to exempt urban lund, and 
tho operation of ot.'ior explicit exemptions would have placed the tax burden 
only upon agricultural land. The intent of these actions ninkes the Oklahoma 
graduated Innd tax proposals strictly agricultural legislation. 
The xmuBual feature of the Oklalioma experiences with graduated land 
tax lavfs and proposals is that in no instance has the fundamental principle, 
that of progressive land taxation, been judicially considered. For this 
reason, there is no legal precedent to guide the framers of similar legis­
lation. 
3, ilnalysis of a Proposed Graduated Land Tax. Using the existing data 
relating to the ownership of land in Oklahoma, the provisions of the consti­
tutional amendment proposed in Initiative Petition No. 145 were analyfied. 
In some instances deciaions were made interpreting the intent of certain 
provisions. So fur as was possible the approach was predicated upon pre­
sumption of present taxation procedure. 
The first step was to quantitatively ascertain the nature and extent 
of land holdings exceeding 640 acres in size. It was established that in 
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19^5, 2.4 percent of the State's landowners controllod 20.2 percent of the 
State's land. Piixther analysis revealed that a large number of tJiese 
"excessive" holdings were to be found in the timber land areas and the graz­
ing laud areas of the State. 
Allowing an initial exemption of !|iil2,000 asaeaaed valuation eliminated 
49 percent of the land originally classed "excessive". Exemptions of timber 
land and grazing lands eliminated anotlier ^6 percent of the land originally 
classed "excessive". Exemption of land acquired by corporations througli 
•mortgage foreclosure eliminated another eight (s) percent of the land origin­
ally classed "excessive". There remained subject to the tax but seven (7) 
percent of the land area"originally classified "excessive", or an grea of 
rouglily 1.5 percent of the State's land area. These lands were owned by 0.^5 
percent of the State's landowners. The "excessive" acreage in these holdings 
amounted to neai:-ly 244,000 acres or roughly 0.54 percent of the State's land 
area. 
There would be some question as to whether the "excess" acreage would 
be sold. Some 58.9 percent of the taxed holdings had less than 320 acres 
excess and these lands accounted for 22.1 percent of tlie excess acreage. 
Holdings having less than 640 acres excess accounted for 78.5 percent of Uie 
holdings and 43.7 percent of the excess acreage. It was further estimated 
that 70.9 percent of the holdings were owner-operated and that these owner-
operated holdings accounted for 40.S percent of the excess acreage, V/liere 
the holdings was tenant-operated, disposeil of excess acreage would liave been 
economically feasible. In the case of the owner-oj^erator, the decision 
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would have beon one of vreigliing loss in income from reduced operabiona plus 
investment income against the amount of tlie tax. 
It would appear that in terms of what would bo considered exconsive 
holdinKS by those who framed Initiative Petition Wo. 1453 the concontrutioii 
of property was not great in Oklahoma in 19515, It would seem that liad 
Initiative Petition No. 145 been adopted, its results in operation would 
have been insignificant in their impact upon the Oklahoma land ownersliip 
pattern. 
/n J.'robleiiui oi Dj'gl.linf.* a Grgduntod Land Tux. It ia ulv<ay!3 nn euay tufjlc 
to criticize the efforts of others, but is somewhat more difficult to offer 
a constructive solution to the problem. The problems of drafting a gradu­
ated land tax law are many. Some of the problems can not be resolved ob­
jectively. 
Some degree of objectivity could be used in the determination of the 
tax base and the method of determination and the amount of the tax rate. 
There are obvious advantages in using assessed valuation as the tax base, 
althouf^ certain weaknesses of assessment inequality would be present. The 
efficiency of a uniform initial exemption over a classified initial exemp­
tion was demonstrated. The rate structure at various millage rates was 
tested against model operational units. 
Decisions relating to the type of constitutional amendment, the anioiint 
of initial and basic exemption, the exemption of improvements, of lands 
obtained by mortgage foreclosure and similar exemptions woi'e certainly less 
objective. The decision on many special problems not treated by tlie suggested 
law were to a large extent subjectively determined. It is doubtful, however, 
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->etl,er reasonably useful objective decisions o„ thss, problems could hove 
1)6011 innde. 
Tlie aupKoated Inw UBOS a penrilsoive conatitutlonul ujiionanionb. Itw 
tnx base is predicntod upon aaaessed valuation. An initial exom„bioa of 
^^25,000 i3 allowed witli an "in liou" exemption of Qcroo. The rate 
Bchodule is compoaed of 16 rate classea, graduated at intervals of .^2,000 
aasos«od value. The rates are graduated through time reaching th.ir maximum 
in five years. Lauds acquired through morteage forecloaure are exempt 
seven years. Lands owned and used by public utilities and commn carriers 
are exempt. Improvements of a value one-fifth the value of the land are 
also exempt. 
This law would be effective In breaking up excessive holdings. It 
18. however. a law which would have little or no effect upon the present 
Oklahoma land ownership pattern. It is a law which would prevent eicess-
ITS lend holding should these holdlnes reach the level initially exempt. 
It is a preventative, not a remedial, law, 
B, Conclusiona 
The graduated land tax as an Instrument of sociaJ. control must be 
judged in teruis of ethical, of political, and of economic criterions. It 
would be asked of the legislation: "Is ib rights"; "la it legalV"; and 
it efficient?-. The answer to the first two criterions seemingly could 
be made in the affirmative. The answer to the last criterion would be 
qualified in terms of the type of legislation adopted and in terms of the 
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existing I'elationship between land ownership and land utilization. 
In arriving at conclusions, a distinction should be drawn betvjeon 
conclusions that relate to the principle of the graduated land tax and 
conclusions that relate to the application of a graduated land tax in 
a (jivon situotion. In temia of a given moans-end schema, conclusions of 
a more positive character may be stated concerning the principle of the 
graduated land tax than can bo stated concerning its application. 
The graduated land tax is one suggested means toward the solution of 
the general problem of human exploitation. Its specific function is that 
of preserving for individuals the opportunity of acquiring property through 
a limitation upon the extent of property which may be owned by any one per­
son.' The graduated land tax achieves this end through the use of regulatory 
taxation under the intent of the Police Power. 
The principle of the graduated land tax would seem to be justified in 
terms of human welfare. The function of property in the development of 
human personality would seem to justify a limitation upon the extent of 
property, owned by any person or group of persons when such ownership con­
stituted an impediment or a barrier to property ownership for other social 
classes. 
The application of the graduated land tax principle would be depen­
dent upon the evidence of sufficient cause. It would have to be demonstrated 
that in a given situation the existing ownership pattern was an impediment 
or a barrier to the general public's opportunity to acquire property. A 
study would have to be made to determine the extent to which the disposition 
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of property covild be achievGd in terina of the sacrifice of ecoiiojnic efficioncy. 
On tho basis of the present study, it would seoin tliut tho pattern of 
land ownership existing in OklaJiona in 1935 did not represent an ownership 
concenti'ation wliich would constitute a serioua impediment to the acquisition 
of land. It would seem that the graduated land tax proposal embodied in 
the Oklfihoina Initiative Petition No. 145 would have had little incidence 
upon the 1935 land ownership pattern. It would seem that a more efficient 
graduated land tax law could be frajned for Oklahoma in terras of preventing 
a potential concentration of land ownership rather than in terras of remedying 
the then existing land ownership concentration. It would appear that care­
ful study and analysis should precede the enactment of any graduated land 
tax legislation and it vjould appear further that such legislation should 
represent a maximum flexibility in terms of the dynamic character of the 
problem it seeks to solve. 
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1 
ACT OF 1908 
^SaafJion Lgy/a of Olclahoma. 1907-1908, p. 725 et seq. 
804 
OHMl'EU 61. 
TAX/iTIOW. 
Graduated Land Tax. 
Article VII. 
AN ACT 
To provide for a graduated tax on land holdings in excess 
of six hundred forty acres of average taxable lands, 
and a graduated tax upon the incoiiioa, rents and pro­
fits of lands held by leaoe or rental conti*act in 
excess of six hundred and forty acres, and providing 
procedure for collection thereof. 
BB It Enacted by the People of the State of Oklaliotiia; 
Section 1. That for the purpose of this act, or 
any Act amendatory thereof, the word "person" shall 
mean and include corporations and persons, both natu­
ral and artificial, or any person owning or holding 
land in fee, or with title less than fee 8iin])le, or by 
rent or lease contract. 
Sec. 2. All persons owning land in tliis state of 
taxable value equivalent to six hundred and forty acres 
of average taxable value, or less, sliall pay the sawe 
ad valorem tax rate aa is levied and charged for all 
V/ord "iierson" 
defined. 
Graduated tax 
over 640 
acres. 
20 S3 
piirposog of govertuiiont aeainst personal or other proper­
ty in tliis stflto; and any perrjon owning land of equiva­
lent taxable value in excess of six hundred and forty 
acres of land of average taxable value, and not to 
exceed twelve hundred and ei(i;lity acrea of laud of 
average taxable value, shall in addition thereto pay 
upon such excess aforesaid one-fourth of one per cen-
tiuii upon such excess; and any person owning land of a 
taxable value in excess of twelve hundred and eighty 
acres of land, of the avei*aga taxable value, and not 
exceeding three thousand acres of land of avei'age 
taxable value, shall in addition, pay an extra tax of 
one per centum per annum on said excess; and any 
person owning land in excess of three thousand acres 
of land of average taxable value and not exceeding 
five thousand acres of land of such valuation, shall 
pay an extra tax of two per centum per annum upon such 
excess; and any person owning land of average taxable 
value in excess of five thousand acres and not exceed­
ing ten thousand acres, of land of such value shall 
pay an extra tax of five per centum per annum upon 
such excess; and any person owning land of average 
taxable value in excess of ten thousand acres, and not 
exceeding twenty-five thousand acres, shall pay an 
20('. 
extro tnx upon such excess of ton per centum per 
njuunn upon such excess; such excess in ench case to 
beleivied and collected in addition to the regular 
uniforri ad valorem tax levied by Inw and such 
f.r'idiiated excooa sliall bo calculation upon the basis 
fixed for taxation upon such land exclusive of the 
iijiproveinojits tliereon, until otherwise provided by law; 
tv;enty dollara per Hcre shall be doomed and construed 
as the average value of Oklahoiiiu land and any number 
of acres, or any fraction of an acre of the taxable 
value of twenty dollars shall be ti'eated for the pur­
pose of this act, as one acre of average land, provided, 
however, that three hundred and twenty acres of land 
shall be exempt from this tax, regardless of the value 
thereof• 
Sec. 3, In addition to other taxes levied, Graduated tax 
on leaseholds. 
charged and collected, every person holding land under 
lease or rental contract, or title, less than fee 
simple, the fee, or ovmerahip of such land being in 
other person or persons, natural or artificial, in 
excess of six hundred and forty acres shall pay on the 
incomes, rents and profits accruing to the lessee from 
such land in excess of six himdred and forty acres, 
and not exceeding twelve hundred and eighty acres an 
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extra tax upon such excess of one per centuin per 
annum upon all of the tncomeo, rents and profits to 
him accruing therefrom, and all persons holding land 
in excess of twelve hundred and eighty acres and not 
exceeding twenty-five liundred acres shall pay nn extra 
tax of three per centum per annum upon the incomes, 
rents and profits accruing from such excess; and all 
persons holding land in excess of twenty-five hundred 
acres and not exceeding five thousand acres shall pay 
an extra tax upon the incomes, rents and profits ac­
cruing therefrom of five per centum upon such excess; 
and all persons holding land in excess of five thousand 
acres and not exceeding ton thousand acres shall pay 
upon the incomes, rents and profits accruing there­
from an extra tax of ten per centum per annum upon 
the incomes, rents and profits accruing from such 
excess. 
Sec. 4, The provisions of tliis Act shall not Act to apply to 
what corporations. 
apply to such corporations authorized by the Consti- In effect Jxily 1, 
1909 
tution of this state, to ovm land upon lands so 
authorized to be owned or held by the Constitution. 
Thin Act shall be in force from and after the fiscal 
year ending on the thirtieth day of June, nineteen 
hundred and nine, provided, that all such taxes not 
20B 
clolinquent at time of transfer shall be sot aoide if 
3old to pnrtios wlioso holdinc, after purchaae, if 
such purchase would not be taxable under this Act. 
Sec. S3» The laws of tliis State prescribing House Bill 557 
to apply. 
method of procedure, together with the jjenaltiea for 
violation thereof for the collection of taxes on in­
comes as provided in House Bill 557, entitled, "An 
Act providing for the levy and collection of a tax 
on incomes," shall apply and be in force and govern 
the collection of the taxes enumerated in this Act. 
Approved May 26th, 1908. 
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APiENDIX B 
[ 
i 
ACT 01 1913  ^ i 
I 
1 
Seaslon Lawa of Oklahoma, 1913, p, 651 seq. 
ail 
CI1A1TM{ 240. 
Taxation—Act Providing a Direct and Indirect System. 
House Dill No. 190. 
An Act to provide a direct and indirect eysteni of taxotion. 
ilrticle 1. Direct System of Taxation—jlmendmentH. 
Article 2. Special Taxes—Mining Property and Gross 
Revenue Tax. 
Article 3, Graduated Land Tax. 
Be It Enacted By the People of the State of Olclahomg; 
ARTICLE III. 
(C.) Graduated Land Tax. 
Lands subject to tax—graduated rates. 
Section 1. Except real estate of coJinnon carriers authorized to be 
held by them by the Conatitution of this state, the owner, whether legal 
or equitable, whether a person, firm, association, joint stock association 
or corporation, and whether resident or not of this state, of any land in 
this state, in excess of an aggregate of six hundred and forty (640) acres 
shall upon such excess, pay the following annual license tax for the pur­
poses of the general expenses of state government, which is hereby levied, 
to wit: 
For each dollar of valuation as assessed for taxation ad valorem in 
the preceding year, the following schedule: 
One mill where such excesa does not exceed 640 acres; 
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Two mills on such excess exceeding 640 acres and not exceeding 
1,280 acres; 
Throe mills on such excess exceeding 1,200 acres and not exceeding 
l,9t^0 acres; 
Five loills on such excess exceeding 1,920 acres and not exceeding 
2,560 acres; 
Ten mills on such excess exceeding 2,560 acres and not exceeding 
3,200 acres; 
Fifteen mills on such excess exceeding 3,200 acres. 
Provided that lands of the assessed value of ten thousand dollars 
may bo exempted to any person in lieu of the six hundx'ed and forty acres 
exempted as herein provided. 
Dlsuosltion of revenue collected. 
Section 2, All funds collected under the jjrovisions of this section 
sholl be devoted to the payment of the current expenses of the state govern­
ment of the year in which it is collected, and any proceeds of taxation 
under this law not so used shall immediately upon tlie expiration of such 
period be put into the common school fund to be distributed through the state. 
Annual reporta by land owners—punislmient for falsity. 
Section 3. On or before the 10th day of January of each year, each 
such owner of land in this state shall file with the State Auditor, signed 
and sworn to under oath by such ovmer, a written statement of his post office 
address and oil land so owned by him exceeding 640 acros in the aggregate, 
giving a Bufficient descriptioQ to identify the same for conveyance, and a 
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tlesicnntion sufficiently definite of thot portion of hia entire holding 
which he choonos to consbituto aa exoinpb from the operation of the lioonse 
tax heroin laid, and accompany such I'oport with the sum of money duo as 
herein provided, calculated on the valuation of the same for ad valorem 
taxation in the pi*ecedinK year, as stated in section 1 above. 
The making or filing of any willful false statement in such report 
is hereby declared a felony, punishable as perjury. 
Inveatipiation by Auditor—determination—appeal. 
Section 4, The Auditor shall be authorized to ezamine both said 
report and the facts pertinent thereto and correct such report and when so 
corrected shall notify such owner thereof, in writing, by letter directed 
to him at the post office designated in his report. Ten days thereafter 
there shall be due and payable to the Auditor any increase fouiid by the 
Auditor in such examination. Such owner shall, after payment of such in­
crease, if any, have the right of appeal to the disti'ict court of the stute 
of the county wherein the Capital is situate, within twenty days after 
written notice to the Auditor and otherwise in the same manner as from the 
board of county commissioners to the district court, and in such appeal the 
matter shall be re-examined de novo by such district covirt. Such owner and 
the state shall each have an appeal from such judgment to the Supreme Court 
to be taken in the sajne manner as in civil cases. To perform his duties 
hereunder, the Auditor is empowered to require the presence of necessary wit­
nesses and the production of necessary books and papers before liim by Issuing 
subpoena therefor, and in case no sufficient statement la made as required 
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in section 3> the Auditor slmll fix the tux according to low oiid desijjnntQ 
the exempt portions, which detornilnation shall be final and not be aubject 
to review excopt for the aiime reasona and in the some manner as the judf;-
niont of a court of rocoi'd. 
Ful l i i ro  p_r .1 uiidownMr to  rouur i—pciuul ty .  
3oction 5, Any person subject to the provisions of this act who 
wilfully omits to file the stateinouts herein required, in the time herein 
fixed, shall owe and pay the state a penalty of one hundred dollars (i;iOO), 
and an additional penalty of twenty-five dollars {'^25) a day for each day's 
continuance of such omission or delay, the same to be recovered, if necess­
ary, in a civil action in the name of the state by the Attorney General, 
to be applied to the saiiie purposes as the tax itself, except as hereinafter 
provided. 
Some—action by Attorney General. 
Section 6, It shall be the duty of the Attorney General, either on 
request of the State Auditor, or at his own discretion, without request, to 
institute such action as is provided for in the preceding section, 
Penalty for delinquent taxes. 
Section 7» A penalty in addition to the tax due of eighteen per cent 
per annum, and not to be less than five per cent for any part of a year, is 
to be added to it after the exjiiration of thirty days after the same is 
herein declared payable. 
Tax liena—record of holdings by re^ister of deeds. 
Section 8. A lien upon all the real property of such owner la hereby 
2113 
declnrod for such tox as inray be payable aaid due whenevor in ono county 
thoro is ownod as much as six hundred and forty acroa by auch owner, ami 
it tthall be the duty of ouch register of deeds to keep for inapoction in 
Ills office a correct list of all such owners owning six hundred and forty 
acres in his county. 
Collection of taxes and penalties—actiona. 
Section 9. All taxes and penalties may bo oollected as ad valorem 
taxes and by suit by the state. 
Approved Jxily 5, 1913. 
